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Abstract 

Chemical analytical laboratory equipment is prevalent in a number of industries 

such as chemical manufacturing plants, oil and gas refining, Research and 

Development, and many others.  Challenges specific to these laboratories 

include aged and often unsupported operating systems and hardware, a lack of 

parts for aging PCs, and vendor warnings stating that any updates to the 

operating system or the installation of antivirus software, may render the 

laboratory software inoperable. 

This research validates the use of selected media converters in either point to 

point (serial to USB) or multipoint (serial to IP) configurations which can be 

successfully implemented without data modification by media converters to 

ensure that correct data and the ability to safely control equipment can be 

accomplished.  Using tested configurations of selected media converters along 

with mixes of operating systems and virtual machines, combinations are identified 

for prospective use in chemical laboratories as well as other industrial 

applications.  Finally, flow diagrams are provided to assist in determining whether 

utilizing virtual machines in the stated environment is achievable or appropriate. 

This research is based upon two phases of testing to identify whether the use of 

laboratory equipment with either USB connections or serial ports (DE-9) can 

utilize combinations of media converters, thin clients, thick clients, and virtual 

machines to replace aging and often unsupported PCs.  The results of this 

research identified both successful and unsuccessful tested environments which 

can assist in addressing said challenges.  In addition, a high level set of flow 

diagrams were created that can be used as a tool to assist in determining whether 

utilizing virtual machines in the stated environment is feasible or even desirable. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

“The important thing in science is not so much to obtain new facts as to discover 

new ways of thinking about them.” - William Lawrence Bragg 

Chemical laboratory equipment is prevalent in a number of industries such as 

chemical manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, oil & gas refinement, and many 

others. Across these varied industries the opportunity to save on power 

consumption, enable disaster mitigation & recovery, enhance security, and 

address reliability, may be attractive as these aspects can have a strong influence 

on availability and profitability of the scientific instruments.  Achieving these 

objectives for chemical laboratory equipment presents a number of challenges. 

Amongst the many challenges within a chemical analytical laboratory is that 

scientific instruments may be expected to have a useful life of two to three times 

longer than the supporting PCs based upon depreciation. Additional challenges 

specific to laboratory equipment which need to be overcome include: 

 Aged and often unsupported PC hardware/software attached to the 

laboratory equipment 

 Proprietary PC cards which connect to the laboratory equipment 

 Parallel and serial connection requirements which may not be available on 

newer PC hardware platforms 

 PC operating systems which have exceeded their end of life support 

 Lack of parts to repair or recondition older PCs 

 

It should be noted that although PCs outside of manufacturing and laboratory 

environments are often replaced every three to five years, PCs within 
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manufacturing and laboratory environments may not have been replaced for 10 

or more years if connected to aging analytical or industrial equipment which will 

be expanded upon.  While older PCs are often an issue, to compound the 

problem, aging analytical laboratory equipment often exchange data via a serial 

cable or even proprietary 16-bit full height cards inserted into PCs. These 

interfaces may or may not be supported in modern PCs.  Difficulty may be 

encountered if the manufacturer of the analytical equipment has not upgraded 

the capabilities to interface with modern PCs or if the manufacturer has gone out 

of business.  These capabilities include hardware interfaces between the 

analytical equipment as well as software that will work on up to date operating 

systems.   

Compounding the challenges faced by older PCs is the issue that laboratory 

equipment vendors often include warnings such as: 

 PCs connected to a network are not supported 

 PCs actively using an anti-virus program are not supported 

 Installing anything other than the vendor’s software is not supported 

 Updating the operating system can cause conflicts and is not supported 

Although virtualization is a common aspect in data centres with proven 

technology and capabilities, it is still fairly young in the industrial automation world 

(Hebert, 2013) and thus has not made major inroads in use in chemical 

laboratories nor industrial automation usage.  This is changing though as more 

research is conducted and cloud solutions are beginning to become better known 

as is evidenced by Foltz (2011), McNab, Stagni, and Garcia (2014), Castrillón-

Ospina, Hincapie, and Zapata-Madrigal (2014), and Hegazy and Hefeeda (2015). 
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Although there is continuing research being conducted and cloud solutions are 

being suggested, the inhibitors such as vendor warnings, anti-virus programs, 

and conflicting software continue to influence the ability to easily upgrade the PC 

and operating systems associated with the chemical laboratory equipment. This 

results in unsupported hardware and operating systems which may still need to 

be maintained for a number of years past the official end of life for the hardware 

and operating systems.  Another consideration also is that laboratory equipment 

hardware vendors go out of business resulting in a lack of available laboratory 

instrument software updates for newer operating systems despite full functionality 

of the laboratory instruments. 

With laboratory instrument PCs operating in a standalone environment without 

network access, consolidating information can also be an issue.  Copying 

relevant information from an instrument PC to a CD/DVD, or USB device may be 

an option, however copying data onto a piece of paper and re-entering the data 

on another PC is still common place.  As Paula Hollywood put forth: 

“The paradox of the analytical laboratory is that labs utilize some of the most 

advanced and sophisticated instrumentation in the plant, yet continue to use the 

oldest data storage method – pencil and paper…” (Hollywood, 2012). 

The ability to attach instrument PC’s to a network provides data integration 

opportunities that enhance the availability of the data within Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP), Database Management Systems (DBMS), or Laboratory 

Information Management Systems (LIMS).  Manually handling data multiple times 

can introduce errors when copying, typing, or otherwise transmitting the data, so 

a LIMS or DBMS solution may address the problems induced by manually 

handling data. 
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By using well established Information Technology (IT) capabilities and 

technologies, a strong and measurable case may be made for assisting chemical 

laboratories to enable the laboratories to reduce financial expenditures, increase 

reliability and recoverability, provide opportunities for data integration, and 

address inherent security issues with older and unsupported operating systems. 

1.1 Definitions 

Analytical chemistry equipment may have embedded Linux or Microsoft 

operating systems which are built as part of the instrumentation.  Where this is 

the case, it may not be possible to separate the instrument from the PC portion 

due to the tight integration of the instrumentation.  However, many instruments 

depend upon external PCs to process and display information.  These 

instruments may be candidates for virtualization depending upon if a data 

connection from the instrument to the PC can be successfully established and 

the data can be exchanged without corruption or undesirable latency.  Prior to 

expanding upon how virtualization may be explored with respect to analytical 

chemical laboratories, definitions will be established for this paper to include 

virtual machines, thick clients, thin clients, and serial device routers. 

1.1.1 What are Virtual Machines? 

A Virtual Machine (VM) is an application or operating system environment that 

is installed on a hardware/software platform to imitate dedicated hardware.  The 

end user can access this virtual machine via a Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) 

session, web browser, thin client, or via other methods as if the virtual machine 

was a physical machine.  A VM is a software implementation for a physical 

machine and a host can have different operating systems and applications 

running on a single platform.  The VM’s behave as a physical machine with 
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added benefits of higher resource utilization by the host, scalability, as well as 

high availability (G. Du, He, & Meng, 2014).   

Virtual hardware, virtual disks, applications and operating systems can be 

encapsulated into a single (or several) files which is referred to as the virtual 

machine.  As a VM is stored as a single file (or several files) on a server, it can 

easily be backed up, restored, moved, or even “rolled back” to a known working 

state in the case of incorrect configuration or update.  By running the virtual 

machine on a hypervisor, isolation can be attained which prevents issues on 

one virtual machine from affecting another one.  Using this approach, benefits 

realized are (Hodge, 2011): 

 System management simplification 

 Ability to recover from a disaster as well as better availability and 

reliability 

 A reduction in PC hardware and the frequency of OS changes 

1.1.2 What are thin clients? 

Thin clients can be defined as a device that relies upon another computer to do 

most of the computing.  The device acts as an interface to a network server 

which accomplishes the data processing, file saving, and other functions.  As 

the device normally has very little processing power or storage (typically a CPU, 

memory, and some sort of motherboard), nearly all of the work is offloaded to a 

back end server.  The thin client often has an operating system as well, such as 

Linux or Microsoft Windows installed (Fanning, 2014).  Examples of thin clients 

include those from Wyse in Figure 1 (Amazon.com, 2016b) and HP in Figure 2 

(Amazon.com, 2016a) below. 
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Note that the thin clients may have USB ports, microphone jacks, and media 

card readers incorporated into the device.  In addition, they are often less 

expensive and easier to replace in the cases of damage or theft.  Typically 

these clients have multiple USB ports for a keyboard and mouse as well as 

optional USB ports for other peripherals.  As well, different video connections 

(e.g. DVI and VGA) are also available depending upon the model.  The thin 

client appliance does not have a hard drive nor fan and consists of simple 

hardware and software  (Valentine, Lecheler, & Hodge, 2013).  In harsh working 

environments or environments with a high amount of particulates, the reduction 

of moving parts results in fewer obstructions that could be noted on physical 

PCs.  Also, if a thin client does fail, then the thin client can be easily swapped 

out for another one in a few minutes (Hebert, 2013). 

1.1.3 What are thick clients? 

Thick clients (fat clients) are standard desktop personal computers and includes 

supplementary peripherals such as additional memory and hard disk drives that 

thin clients do not have.  With thick clients, most of the applications are 

Figure 1 - Wyse Thin Client 

Figure 2 - HP Thin Client 
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executed locally rather than on a server which is a key difference between the 

two (Fanning, 2014).  Thick clients may incorporate serial, parallel, or USB 

connections (or a combination of these) providing flexibility for peripheral 

connections.  Add-in boards may also be inserted into a thick client depending 

upon the architecture of the add-in board (e.g. 8 bit, 16 bit, 32 bit, etc.).  In the 

case of laboratory instrumentation, add-in boards were common depending 

upon the age of the instrument.  Unfortunately, inserting a 16 bit board into a 32 

bit slot is not feasible and thus may be a limiting factor for moving from an older 

PC to a newer PC. 

1.1.4 What are serial device servers? 

A serial device server leverages the Ethernet infrastructure advantages such as 

security, performance, and resiliency.  This is accomplished by a device that 

converts the serial device interface to an IP based interface for connectivity.  

This serial to IP protocol encapsulation device is also designed for harsh 

industrial environments to include extreme temperatures, EMI, high particulate 

densities, and electrical surges.  With this design, a serial device server can be 

employed in industrial equipment and enabling remote access by personnel or 

remote systems (Linton, 2007).  Two serial device servers are shown in Figure 

3.  The first two (from left to right) are a wireless serial device server (Moxa 

NPort 5110A) and a serial device server with a RJ-45 network connection 

(Moxa NPort 5210A).  The third device is a USB serial hub (Moxa UPort 1250) 

which converts a serial connection to a USB connection. 
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1.1.5 What is a serial data tap? 

This hardware device (Figure 4) splits the serial path way from the serial device 

to two ports.  One port can be used for directly monitoring the signal and the 

second port can be used to connect to a PC with the instrumentation software.  

The advantage of this device is that the serial data tap does not modify nor 

process the signal in any way which allows a comparison of the signals by two 

PCs.  This capability can be leveraged to ensure that as changes to the hardware 

environment are made by adding a serial to USB converter or serial device 

server, a comparison of the actual data as it leaves the serial instrument can still 

be made via the monitoring PC.   

 

Figure 4 - Serial Data Tap 

Figure 3 - Moxa NPort 
and UPort Devices 
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1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Virtual Machines 

There are a number of further advantages to using virtual machines which include 

reliability, recoverability, security, costs for PCs and their associated expenses 

(replacement, maintenance, parts, etc.), and management (Kind, Leamy, Leary, 

& Fiehn, 2009).  Within an analytical laboratory, legacy software testing can be 

accomplished using VM’s.  With a mix of 16, 32, and 64 bit Windows operating 

systems available for laboratory equipment, there may be limits on what physical 

machines can be used.  Older 16-bit software will not run on a 64-bit machine, so 

using Windows 32-bit legacy emulation may be the only solution.  Testing for this 

scenario can be done in a virtual environment and if there are incompatibilities or 

behaviour issues with the VM, then a snapshot from a previous date can be used 

to restore the VM to a known working point in time.  (Kind et al., 2009) 

As previously mentioned, another primary reason for housing multiple VM’s on a 

host is network isolation whereby security is enhanced by isolating VM’s from 

other networked systems.  Rather than physical boundaries, the partitioning off 

of VM’s is accomplished via software with the result that if one system is 

compromised, other systems that are isolated can be more difficult to 

compromise as well (Guster & Lee, 2014).  Finally, benefits identified with green 

IT include the reduction of an organizations energy cost, extending the life of 

equipment, reduction of maintenance tasks, and reducing the overall carbon 

footprint of the company (Uddin & Rahman, 2012). 

Disadvantages to using thin clients and virtual machines may include insufficient 

ports (e.g. serial ports, parallel ports, and USB ports) or a lack of applicable ports 

when connecting peripheral devices such as printers or other peripheral devices 

via a thin client.  Although port mapping and USB redirection can obviate some 
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of these issues, not all scenarios can be addressed due to the large number of 

peripheral types possible (Fanning, 2014).  Another disadvantage worth noting is 

that the performance of virtualized systems suffers from a degree of overhead 

due to virtualization which can affect important operations such as memory page 

faults and CPU access.  This obstacle can be considerable for many applications 

(Shea & Jiangchuan, 2012). 

1.3 Problem Statement 

The useful life of a PC is often only three to four years based upon depreciation 

((Australian Tax Office, 2016), (Australian Tax Office, 2014), (W. C. Y. Li, 2012), 

(NZ 2015 General Depreciation Rates, 2015), (NZ 2016 General Depreciation 

Rates, 2016)) whereas chemical analytical instrumentation often lasts eight, ten, 

or more years.  Rates of depreciation from the US, UK, Australia, Canada, and 

New Zealand are fairly consistent for scientific instrumentation.  As an example, 

in 1990 a report determined that the useful lives for scientific instruments 

examined were between 10.3 to 15.4 years.  Selected instrumentation included 

chromatographs, spectrophotometers, electron microscopes, and nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectrometers (Report to Congress on the Depreciation of 

Scientific Instruments, 1990).  Between the years of 1985 to 2010, Canada lists 

scientific and laboratory equipment as having a 10.7 year life (Statistics Canada, 

2015) while the Australian Tax Office (ATO) for the first quarter of 2014 

(Australian Tax Office, 2014) as well as 2016 (Australian Tax Office, 2016) listed 

scientific devices such as microscopes, spectrophotometers, and other 

laboratory equipment for depreciation between seven to ten years.  At this same 

time, general computers were listed as having a four year depreciation rate 

(Australian Tax Office, 2014). New Zealand depreciation rates had scientific and 
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laboratory equipment (excluding equipment used in a medical laboratory) such 

as chromatographs and spectrophotometers listed as eight years with 

microscope equipment and other unlisted equipment as 10 years ((NZ 2015 

General Depreciation Rates, 2015) and (NZ 2016 General Depreciation Rates, 

2016).  An extensive list from the Healthcare Technology Management 

Association of Ohio ("Medical Equipment Life Expectancy List," 2011) included 

spectrophotometers, chromatographs, and electron microscopes with a life 

expectancy of eight to ten years.  With a consistent depreciation and/or life 

expectancy of at least eight or more years for scientific equipment, it is important 

to note that PCs are depreciated across three to four years.  In short, the scientific 

instruments are expected to have a useful life of two to three times longer than 

the supporting PCs based upon depreciation. 

Although depreciation is one way to consider the replacement of equipment, there 

may be other options or factors to consider.  As an example, Fault Tree Analysis 

(FTA) used by Ouda, Saleh, and Mohamed (2012) included factors such as cost, 

useful life, vendor support, and hazard and alerts, which were used when 

determining whether or not to replace equipment.   Their analysis determined that 

the useful life of the equipment was the dominant factor with the final decision 

based groups broken down into replacement, test, surveillance, and keeping the 

equipment in question.  This method of determining equipment replacement 

could be used in conjunction with, or as a replacement of, a deprecation based 

equipment replacement scheme. 

Regardless of whether a depreciation or other replacement method is selected 

for the PC hardware, another area to consider is operating systems and their 

lifecycles.  Operating systems are required for the PCs to function and the 
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operating systems often have an expected lifecycle where vendor support is 

available.    As an illustration, Microsoft lifecycle support typically includes at least 

ten years of support after the date of release (Microsoft, 2015).  For example, 

Vista was released in 2007 and the extended support ends in 2017 providing a 

total of ten years while Windows 10 was released in 2015 and has an extended 

support date of 2025 also providing 10 years of support.  There are exceptions 

however that includes slightly longer support such as Windows XP (2001 to 

2014), Windows 7 (2009 – 2020) and Windows 8 (2012 to 2023).  With this in 

mind, if a scientific instrument is purchased prior to a new Microsoft release (or 

prior to a vendor including the new operating system support), then the lifecycle 

of the operating system will be exceeded by the lifetime of the instrument.  A 

consideration also is that scientific instrument vendors may not have their 

software approved for use immediately after the release of a new Microsoft 

operating system and it may be several years until an approved software release 

is made available.  A summary of several situations is dipected in Figure 5 

whereby the expected life of the scientific instrument based upon depreciation is 

compared with an operating system and its life cycle support. In Figure 5 two 

operating systems are depicted (Windows XP and Windows 7) with the life cycle 

support for Windows XP ending in 2014 and Windows 7 ending in 2020.  The 

solid colour indicates the purchase of the instrument while the operating system 

is still supported. The dashed filled portion indicates that the operating system 

has surpassed life cycle support although the instrument has not fully 

depreciated.  
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Figure 5 - Instrument Life vs O/S 

 

During eight years of useful life of a scientific laboratory instrument, it can be 

expected that the operating system may need to be replaced once and the PC at 

least twice based upon the above information.  Compounding these challenges 

are the installation and configuration of the associated applications multiple times 

prior to the end of life of the laboratory instrument.  Associated costs for replacing 

the PC environment include down time of the instrument and the associated lost 

opportunity costs, time for personnel to rebuild the environment, cost for a new 

PC, and in some cases, the re-validation of the instrument environment.  

Minimizing the number of changes to the operating system and PC could be 

addressed via virtualizing the PC and operating system environment.  Although 

the use of virtualization in the IT arena is well established, there are complications 

within a chemical laboratory which can in some cases preclude the use of virtual 

machines.  These complications include vendor specific add in cards, dated 

physical connections that may not be supported on current PCs (e.g. RS-232 and 

parallel connections), and applications that do not port to current operating 

systems.   However, the use of serial device servers and thin clients with specific 
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attributes may assist in mitigating some areas of the aforementioned 

complications allowing for the use of virtual machines in a chemical laboratory 

environment. 

1.4 Significance of the study for particular audiences 

Ensuring that aging analytical laboratory equipment can interface with modern 

PCs impacts a wide range of industries to include: 

 Medical laboratories 

 Petrochemical industries 

 Organic and inorganic laboratories 

 Manufacturing industries 

The ability to continue using aging analytical equipment can reduce overall 

budgets for replacing this equipment by extending the lifetime of usage and 

reduce or obviate the need to re-validate replacement PCs.  A follow on effect is 

that an ability to implement a LIMS or integrate with a DBMS system can also be 

realized, again increasing efficiency in the laboratories. 

Businesses may rely extensively upon the information generated by the 

laboratories.  Ensuring that the laboratories have a reliable environment while 

mitigating disaster scenarios may be a critical area which will ensure that the 

laboratory remains a viable entity at all times.  If machine virtualization can be 

used in laboratory environments, the following benefits could be realized: 

 Reliability – Isolation of the virtual machines enhances reliability due to 

the separation of applications.  Applications that may have once run on a 

general purpose physical PC can now be separated into multiple virtual 

machines with the result that if an application crashes, the other 

applications are isolated from the results of the crash. Another feature of 

virtual machines is that they may be suspended and resumed at arbitrary 
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times and if configuration, driver, or update issues occur, the virtual 

machine has the capability to be rolled back to a previous state 

(Rosenblum & Garfinkel, 2005). 

 Security – Security can be enhanced by isolating the applications to single 

virtual machines.  If an application is compromised on a virtual machine, 

then other machines are less likely to be affected (Rosenblum & Garfinkel, 

2005) and (Pearce, Zeadally, & Hunt, 2013a)). The down side to 

virtualization however is that if the host is compromised, there is the 

possibility that all guest virtual machines may be exposed. Mitigation 

against this is similar to physical networks and can include Intrusion 

Detection Systems (IDS), firewalls, and hardening of all systems. 

 Disaster Mitigation – Aside from rolling a virtual machine back to a 

previous configuration due to an error in configuration, drivers, or updating 

of software, virtual machines can be copied to external devices, backed 

up to media, and moved from one host to another host in case of other 

disaster scenarios.  This flexible capability allows laboratories to adapt 

their Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) and Business Continuity Plan 

(BCP) to different scenarios to best recover from a disaster.   

 System Performance – System performance can be enhanced by the 

use of virtual machines versus physical PCs.  A common trait found with 

physical PCs is that they are underutilized.  When samples are not run or 

other analysis is not taking place, the PC sits idle.  Using virtual machines 

provides a greater density of guest systems that can utilize host systems 

resources.  While some virtual machine guest systems may be idle, other 

guest systems may be analysing samples or running other laboratory 

software which better utilizes the host environment. 

 Scalability – This is a factor with virtual machines depending upon host 

resources.  Guest systems can easily be copied with existing 

configurations to provide support to new laboratory equipment.  However, 

with this capability care must be taken so as not to overwhelm the current 

host.  Host resources such as CPU, disk space, disk access, memory, and 

network utilization are all factors that could affect the placement of 

additional guest systems on specific hosts. 
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1.5 Aims and overall significance of this research 

The goals of this research was to evaluate whether aging analytical laboratory 

equipment with serial and USB connections could successfully utilize media 

converters and virtual machines to replace laboratory equipment PCs.  Although 

not inclusive of all laboratory equipment, a sample XRD (X-Ray Diffractometer), 

disk centrifuge, Mastersizer (Particle Size Analyser), spectrophotometer, AAS 

(Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer), Gamma spectrophotometer, and a FT-

IR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) were used as examples of systems 

to be included to conduct the evaluation.  A combination of multiple hardware 

configurations combined with multiple Microsoft operating systems and different 

methods of communicating via the serial and USB interface on the instruments 

was examined. 

Questions that were framed for this research were: 

1. Would the selected media converters modify the contents of a file when 

sent from an instrument to a physical or virtual machine? 

2. Could the selected media converters be used in conjunction with virtual 

machines to replace physical PCs attached to chemical laboratory 

equipment? 

3. If selected media converters could not be used in conjunction with virtual 

machines to replace physical PCs, what are the key factors inhibiting their 

use? 

This thesis was based on two phases of testing with the end goal of determining 

what, if any, virtual machine environment configurations would be suitable for 

replacing physical PCs currently attached to chemical analytical instruments.  

Determining whether physical PCs can be replaced will also assist in indicating 
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whether there is an opportunity for taking advantage of PC virtualization and 

whether a laboratory can leverage the tested environments to expand to other 

equipment. 

A quantitative approach of testing hardware interfaces, software, and operating 

systems was used.  Analytical laboratory equipment results are presented in a 

tabular format with values used as a comparison where applicable.  The values 

generated by the tested configurations determined whether a configuration was 

valid and whether the configuration could be used in a production environment.  

If multiple methods of successful configurations were confirmed, suggestions of 

what methods could be used under differing business goals and circumstances 

was explored to aid businesses in determining what proposed configurations 

could be made based upon business rules, expectations, and resources available 

to them. 

1.6 Thesis Contribution 

This thesis makes several contributions to the knowledge of using virtual 

machines in a chemical analytical laboratory.  Phase One testing begins with 

determining if data modification takes place using the selected media converters 

coupled with combinations of operating systems as well as with physical and 

virtual machines.  Phase Two testing consists of identifying successful and/or 

unsuccessful configurations by using production chemical analytical equipment 

using the successful combinations identified in Phase One testing.  Finally, this 

thesis uses the results of Phase One and Phase Two to create a high level set of 

flow diagrams to assist in determining whether utilizing virtual machines in the 

stated environment is feasible, or even desirable.  These diagrams are kept at a 

high level in order to support those without in-depth IT knowledge and to assist 
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in determining whether the opportunity of using virtual machines should be 

pursued as well as to highlight issues such as warranty vendor support, IT 

support, available budget, and maintenance of the virtual machine environment. 

1.7 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 reviews the current literature addressing areas of security, 

connectivity, and problems that are inherent with virtualizing analytical 

equipment. 

Chapter 3 describes the research questions, the testing plan, as well as the 

methodology used to conduct the research.  The research was based upon two 

phases to investigate multiple configurations for using virtual machines in a 

chemical analytical laboratory. 

Chapter 4 describes testing for Phase One which pursues establishing a known 

set of working configurations targeting serial connections, cabling, a virtual 

machine environment, and the transfer of data verified with a hashing algorithm.  

Chapter 5 utilizes results from Phase One for Phase Two testing utilizing 

production equipment.  Serial connections and USB configurations were tested 

using production equipment to determine which sets of instruments were 

conducive for utilizing virtual machines. 

Chapter 6 consists of discussions and conclusions drawn from Phase One and 

Phase Two testing.  Also addressed are conclusions of how the information 

gained from the testing can be used in a practical way as well as further areas of 

research that may be explored.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

This chapter examines material which leads to creating an environment for 

utilizing virtual machines in a laboratory setting.  The review begins with 

discussions on serial communications, laboratory instruments as standalone 

units, security considerations, and an overview of virtualization.  Finally, the 

impact of what virtualization may have on vendor warnings, disaster recovery, 

“green power”, and virtualizing the laboratory, will be addressed. 

2.1 Overview 

Laboratory analysis equipment found in chemical analytical laboratories can be 

ten or more years old with a life span of fifteen to twenty years.  Although the 

laboratory analysis equipment is fully functional and provides accurate 

information for many years, interoperability between modern PC’s and operating 

systems changes rapidly.  PC’s may be replaced every three to five years if based 

upon depreciation (Australian Tax Office, 2014, 2016; NZ 2015 General 

Depreciation Rates, 2015; Statistics Canada, 2015)  as part of a company life 

cycle management program; however, based upon depreciation, PCs within 

analytical laboratory environments may not be replaced for 10 or more years if 

connected to analytical equipment (Australian Tax Office, 2014, 2016; NZ 2015 

General Depreciation Rates, 2015; Statistics Canada, 2015).  To compound the 

problem, analytical laboratory equipment often exchange data via a serial cable 

or even proprietary 16-bit full height cards inserted into PCs, but these interfaces 

may or may not be supported in modern PCs.  Difficulty may be encountered if 

the manufacturer of the analytical equipment has not upgraded the capabilities to 

interface with modern PCs.  These capabilities include hardware interfaces 
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between the analytical equipment as well as software that will work on up to date 

operating systems. 

The ability to continue using aging analytical equipment can reduce overall 

budgets for replacing laboratory equipment by extending the lifetime of usage.  A 

follow on effect is that an ability to implement a Laboratory Information 

Management Systems (LIMS), Electronic Laboratory Notebook (ELN), or 

integrate with a Database Management System (DBMS) can also be realized, 

again increasing efficiency in the laboratories.  Results from laboratory equipment 

are often displayed on a built in display area on the analysis equipment and/or 

transferred to an attached PC via serial or other connection.  A lack of 

interoperability and connectivity between analytical laboratory equipment, PCs, 

and the data produced, is an inhibitor to data integration so that data analysis, 

archiving, and integrating data with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), DBMS, 

or LIMS becomes more difficult. 

A number of industry areas depend upon laboratory equipment to analyse and 

report results.  Industry areas include biomedical, petrochemical, laboratory 

analysis, organic and inorganic chemical laboratories, and even automated 

manufacturing systems.  Aside from analysing and reporting results, quality 

control can also rely upon the results of laboratory equipment.  As an example, 

Thurston (2014) observes that in the biofuels industry the use of ion 

chromatography, gas chromatography, and inductively coupled plasma analytical 

instruments are relied upon for quality control.  To assist with quality control, 

Thurston (2014) calls for the use of a LIMS system to provide an integrated and 

data-centric laboratory.  The use of a LIMS coupled with laboratory instruments 
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can assist with gathering results from disparate instruments and enable better 

and more rapid analysis of the results. 

There are a number of articles on using the data produced by chemical laboratory 

equipment for use in ELN (P. Du and Kofman (2007) and Rubacha, Rattan, and 

Hosselet (2011) for example) as well as using a LIMS for bringing laboratory data 

into a single repository.  Several LIMS solutions as covered by Rasmussen, 

Maddox, Harten, and White (2007), Stephan et al. (2010), Prasad and Bodhe 

(2012), and Saf’yanov et al. (2012), assume that there is an established 

connection between the laboratory equipment and a PC to be able to extract the 

data via a LIMS system.  Situations exist however where this may not be the case 

due to a lack of more current connection types from the laboratory equipment to 

the PC hosting software for the equipment. 

Despite the age of serial connections, they are prevalent in surprising areas.  An 

example of a laboratory with a preponderance of serial connections is the 

Process Metallurgy Group (PMG) at the University of Oulu which has 23 of 25 

laboratory devices consisting of serial interfaces of either RS-232 or RS-485 

(Kokkonen, 2015).  Further examples where current laboratory equipment 

continues to use RS-232 connections to pass data to a computer include: 

 Ronchi, Severo, de Sá, and Galvão (2015) covers data acquisition and 

automation for a Tokamak setup which included the use of LabVIEW and 

a serial connection to control the spectrometer wavelength. 

 Reshetnikova, Kuznetsov, and Borodulin (2016) whereby a KFK-32-

01BSH2.855.021 spectrophotometer with an RS-232 interface for 

exploring flow-injection measurements was used. 
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 X. Li, Wang, and Xu (2016) explored sewage treatment using a ceramic 

membrane which depended upon a RS-232 interfaces to feed information 

into a PC.   

 While exploring bacterial inactivation and biocompatibility, Achache et al. 

(2016) used a pH meter which also had a serial port to pass data to a 

computer. 

Although the RS-232 standard is over 50 years old ("2009-2010 Standards & 

Technology Annual Report - Setting the Standards for Emerging Technologies," 

2010), this connection continues to be found in both aging as well as newer 

equipment. 

Supporting the continued use of serial communication based laboratory 

equipment in current environments poses challenges to include the use of PC 

support equipment that may be outdated, laboratory equipment originally 

designed to operate as “stand alone” devices, as well as security challenges. 

As previously stated, with the life span of a PC being far less than laboratory 

instrumentation, virtualization of the physical PC and the use of media converters 

may mitigate or alleviate complications posed by the age of the PC versus that of 

the laboratory instrumentation.  This would also assist in providing an 

environment whereby a LIMS and/or an ELN system could flourish. 

This review examined material which could lead to creating an environment for 

utilizing virtual machines in a laboratory setting.  The areas reviewed include 

serial communications with a focus on that found on chemical laboratory 

equipment, laboratory equipment itself, security issues, and an overview of 

virtualization.  Finally, the impact that virtualization may have on disaster 

recovery, “green power”, and virtualizing the laboratory, will be addressed. 
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2.2 Serial Communication 

Serial communications via a RS-232 port are sometimes referred to as a COM 

port, RS-232 port, or serial port.  Although the name of the port may vary, a 

summary of the different standards is offered by Blansit (2011) which gives a high 

level overview of common computer connections as well as their characteristics.  

Common connectors such as USB (1, 2, and 3), Firewire, eSATA, and D shell 

connectors are addressed which provide a good high level understanding of the 

commonly available interfaces on most PCs.  This serves as a starting point to 

compare what is available on laboratory equipment as many newer computers 

may not have the appropriate connection which may lead to utilizing an adaptor 

or even replacing a computer with one that has the correct input connectors. 

Although Blansit (2011) identifies connector characteristics of various connectors 

to include D-Sub 9 RS-232 serial connectors as well as USB connectors and 

other connectors that are not commonly found on laboratory equipment, he 

further states that RS-232 connectors are being replaced by USB connectors 

(especially on PCs).  Unfortunately this may not apply to laboratory equipment 

which will be addressed shortly. 

Other sources such as Vetvitskii, Plotnikov, Prilutskii, and Selishchev (2000) and 

Choi et al (2011) described using USB connections in medical systems for 

interfacing with PCs to peripheral devices.  Although the USB connections 

described by Vetvitskii et al. (2000) were USB 1.0 standards, the topology, 

voltages, and general discussion is still applicable to newer versions of USB 

although there are differences in amperage between the versions (He, 2015).  

Recommendations by Vetvitskii et al. (2000) included standards for USB ports on 

medical equipment (similar to many analytical lab equipment inventories) and 
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integrating the USB ports and microprocessors on the medical systems.  The 

identified advantages for using USB consisted of high rate of data transfer, easy 

connection, and low cost.  Although this was proposed by Vetvitskii et al. (2000) 

over a decade ago, laboratory equipment produced still consists of serial 

connectors.  Choi et al. (2011) notes the importance of IT as a component for 

strategies, but also points out the issues with connectivity which slows down the 

workflow.  These issues regarding connectivity can affect manufacturing, the 

medical arena, and chemical analytical laboratories.  The difficulty that 

laboratories have to implement IT solutions is hampered by the same issues 

within manufacturing due to a lack of data and system interoperability between 

hardware devices and IT equipment. 

Work done by Maykiv et al. (2012) identified over a dozen serial interfaces that 

are widely used for modern measurement and control systems (MCS).  With the 

number of different industrial tasks, conditions, data rate requirements, and of 

course budget; the assorted serial interfaces provide a selection for vendors to 

solve specific tasks.  Along with this selection of serial interfaces however is the 

issue of increased costs for the final piece of laboratory analytical equipment if a 

large range of interfaces needs to be supported by the vendor.  As with previous 

recommendations (Vetvitskii et al. (2000) for example), the USB interface is 

suggested as a standard, but this does not address the issue of aging equipment 

that do not have USB interfaces nor the other issue that vendors may not have 

included USB interfaces on recently manufactured equipment. 

Finally, as Blansit (2011) and Bar, Hochstrasser, and Papenfub (2012) mention, 

there are issues that occur if new computers do not have the appropriate 

connection which may lead to utilizing an adaptor, replacing a computer, or 
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purchasing an older architecture PC from a company that continues to 

manufacture older equipment such as i386 motherboards or refurbished 

computers (e.g.  (ABCResellers, 2016; AliExpress, 2016) in order to obtain the 

correct input connectors.  This dovetails with the stated purpose of this paper 

where the issue of interfacing the laboratory equipment and modern PCs will be 

explored. 

2.3 Laboratory Equipment as Standalone Units 

Laboratory equipment typically operates as standalone units ((Cena, Valenzano, 

& Vitturi, 2001); (Bar et al., 2012)).  The advantage to the vendor with this 

configuration is that all required software can be installed on a single PC with 

proprietary software, local database(s), and minimal security issues.  Further to 

this though is the view point of the user of the equipment where issues occur with 

collected data in proprietary formats and that physical interfaces such as RS-232 

and USB introduce a challenge when trying to connect to controlling PCs.  Also, 

by nature, serial connections are point-to-point and can only be used by one PC 

at a time.  By using modern networking technologies, laboratory equipment may 

be enabled for nonexclusive access by PCs over an Ethernet network (Bar et al., 

2012). 

Where computers no longer provide a RS-232 connection, USB converters are 

available although an identified issue by Blansit (2011) is that the USB 

connections may not be able to provide sufficient power to some devices.  Signal 

levels for serial ports are typically between +12V or -12V, although some PCs 

may use -3V and +3V with the pins supplying power between 10 and 20 mA.  

USB 1, 2, and 3 ports provide a voltage of around five volts and between 0.5A 

and 0.9A (He, 2015).  Although there is a difference in voltages between serial 
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and USB connections, this should not be an issue as chemical laboratory 

analytical equipment typically does not need to be powered by a USB hub or by 

the PC itself. 

Laboratory equipment and manufacturing equipment are similar in several ways.  

In some cases manufacturing equipment may consist of high-end laboratory 

instruments that have been “hardened” for industrial use. Connecting equipment 

to a network in some way is useful for monitoring, gathering information, and 

controlling the equipment which may be a goal regardless if it is in a laboratory 

or on the manufacturing floor.  A case study by Cena et al. (2001) pointed out 

that manufacturing uses several solutions to include a fieldbus to bridge the gaps 

between the standalone devices and bring them into a TCP/IP network.  With RS-

232 serial communication (or other proprietary scheme) to control the device, 

enabling an Internet/intranet set of technologies would assist in avoiding issues 

such as locally extracting data, managing systems and running diagnostics.  

Although the case study by Cena et al. (2001) is over a decade old, recognition 

of legacy connections had already been identified and options and 

recommendations to mitigate their impact were being made.  Since then, the 

impact of a lack of interconnections by legacy equipment is exacerbated as the 

equipment ages and older PCs cannot be easily replaced. 

2.4 Security Issues 

PCs in medical, manufacturing, and industrial settings (e.g. oil & gas, mining, 

chemical industries, etc.) can have a significant impact on operations if 

compromised.  Industrial sabotage, espionage, malicious intent, or inadvertent 

activities by the operators can impact security (Gaj, Skrzewski, Stój, & Flak, 2015) 

by impairing or prohibiting the use of equipment. 
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Another aspect potentially affecting security is software development by 

instrumentation and equipment vendors.  Software development to include web 

services, databases, and communications may be under timeline pressures 

which can also result in software bugs that impact security and possibly safety 

(Gaj et al., 2015).  Steps to minimize and/or mitigate security issues could impact 

not only manufacturing and industrial operations, but also minimize/mitigate 

follow on affects that could be experienced by IT, Finance, and other business 

support arms by helping to ensure the continuity of operations despite security 

issues. 

As an example, if multiple instruments in a laboratory or industrial plant were 

adversely affected by a security event, then this could result in a lack of laboratory 

analysis or products being produced.  Laboratory equipment may also be a critical 

part of the overall process of quality control or researching a problem within the 

production lines.  The follow on effects could be additional strain on business 

finance as orders may not be full filled and cash flow would be reduced.  Supply 

chain activities could also be affected if sufficient products were not available to 

ship in time which could lead to another follow on effect for Sales and Marketing 

arms.  Sales and Marketers may be dependent upon supply chain and production 

or laboratory results in order to satisfy customers for products and proving the 

quality of delivered items.  Thus, minimizing and mitigating security threats of 

industrial and laboratory equipment can be a key component for the health of a 

business. 

An interesting survey conducted by S.-H. Li et al. (2015) identified views on using 

virtual machines across several industries such as Electronics, IT, Automobile, 

and Bank/Securities to address security.  According to their surveys, access 
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control was significantly influenced by virtualization according to IT managers and 

engineers, while physical and environmental security were areas that were 

significantly influenced according to the electronics, IT and automobile industries.  

These different viewpoints highlight the diverse views across different industries 

regarding the same technologies. 

Regardless of the viewpoint of what areas are most significantly influenced by 

virtualization, the use of virtual machines may be a part of a solution to address 

security and recoverability issues and to help isolate and contain security 

breaches.  As well, an implementation of virtual machines can help address other 

concerns to include minimizing hardware compatibility issues and reduce the risk 

of faults by implementing snap shots of the virtual machines.  Regarding 

recoverability of compromised systems, Gaj et al. (2015) posited that using 

snapshots of virtual machines can increase the Risk Reduction Factor (RRF) and 

reducing the Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) as restoration is much faster from a 

snapshot versus restoring systems from backups or disk images. Virtualization 

technologies can potentially assist with compliance, adhering to regulations, as 

well as management (S.-H. Li et al., 2015), all of which can be pain points across 

multiple industries. 

 

Security within industrial laboratories should also be considered. For example, if 

chemical process are allowed to run longer than the equipment tolerance levels, 

this could cause a threat to personnel or the equipment.  Specific industrial 

sabotage from external entities as well as insider attacks are also of concern as 

presented by Biswas and Karunakaran (2015).  From the security perspective, 

fewer networked PCs results in a smaller footprint for attack and is a simpler 
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environment to secure (Hebert, 2013).  With laboratory equipment PCs isolated 

from the network (intranet or Internet), attacking a standalone system is much 

more difficult.  If standalone laboratory equipment PCs are joined to a network, 

further security considerations must be taken into account to include the legacy 

PC hardware, operating system, and software as well as an approach to secure 

the serial communications.  Legacy systems that support serial connections often 

fall outside of the Ethernet deployments and a lack of strategy and isolation can 

make them an attractive target for attacks (Linton, 2007).  It should also be noted 

that as Biswas and Karunakaran (2015) put forth, serial communications were 

not designed for security and hence have increased vulnerabilities.  In some 

cases, replacing the laboratory equipment to address the protocol vulnerabilities 

may not be feasible.  To effectively address a security program for serial devices 

as well as provide a more efficient network, an approach to integrate the serial 

devices with the central IP/Ethernet network would provide easier management 

and extend IP based security features to the serial edge of the network (Linton, 

2007). 

Lang (2008) embraces keeping current Ethernet networking topologies, but 

strives for the coexistence as much as possible on various connections to include 

Arcnet, Modbus, and Profibus.  There is potentially a large financial outlay 

required for converting all sensors, controls, and laboratory equipment, to an 

Ethernet based system.  This financial outlay greatly increases if other Ethernet 

infrastructure devices such as routers, switches and firewalls are also added.  For 

serial communication, Lang (2008) suggests the use of serial server (serial 

gateway) devices to bridge the gap between RS-232/422/485 serial devices and 

an Ethernet port.  A serial server has the advantage where there is a need to 
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convert from serial protocols to Ethernet but also leaves the application data 

unchanged.  However, security issues are a very real concern when chemical 

laboratory equipment is moved from an environment of standalone devices to 

one where the same devices are connected to an intranet and possibly the 

Internet as identified by (Linton, 2007).  Due to the installation of laboratory 

equipment outside of typical Ethernet deployments, and therefore also outside of 

the usual security strategy, both legacy systems as well as newer systems must 

be viewed from the perspective of ensuring cyber security is addressed.  With 

options of traditional terminal servers and serial device servers serve the same 

function of basic connectivity to an Ethernet network, Linton (2007) suggests that 

serial device routers can further mitigate the security issues while still providing 

connectivity with legacy systems whereas terminal servers cannot.  Having an IP 

capability, serial device servers can support secure socket layer (SSL) sessions 

from remote systems and PC-based remote personnel all the way to the edge of 

a local network.  Linton’s (2007) suggestion of utilizing serial device servers may 

be a very viable option to the issue of connecting legacy laboratory equipment to 

a TCP/IP network or to physical or virtual PCs.  Specific testing with laboratory 

equipment combined with connecting them to physical and virtual PCs would 

validate this setup. 

In summary, security of PCs in medical, manufacturing, and industrial settings as 

well as within laboratory settings may be critical in ensuring the health of a 

business.  The use of virtual machines may be an alternative for enhancing 

security by isolating the virtual machines if needed, provide a fast road to 

recovery in case of a security incident, and utilize media converters & serial 
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device servers to leverage the inherent security of a network infrastructure that 

serial communications were not designed to address. 

2.5 Virtualization Review 

The roots of virtualization go back to the 1960’s with IBM at the forefront (Khalid 

et al., 2016; S.-H. Li et al., 2015).  With over 50 years of history, virtualization is 

a well understood technology and the application of virtualization in data centres 

has been widespread. Virtualization technology uses a Virtual Machine Monitor 

(VMM) as a software layer to support the execution of multiple VMs (Virtual 

Machines).  The VMM also provides isolation and a level of safety to the 

supported VMs (Xiaodong, Li, & Hating, 2015) with added benefits to include the 

ability to migrate running VMs between physical servers which can assist with 

availability as well as load balancing and resource allocation. 

A virtual machine (VM) is used to describe a bundle of resources that have been 

virtualized and reside on a physical host providing equivalent functionality to that 

of a physical machine (Kotthoff, 2013).  Virtualization is used whereby a VM looks 

and acts as an independent system with its own CPU, memory, hard disk(s), and 

other resources with an operating system installed (Chouhan, Sezer, Choi, Kim, 

& Jung, 2014; Kreutz et al., 2015; Ribiere, 2010). 

Virtualization as pointed out by Ribiere (2010) is used in IT for many reasons to 

include: 

 Logical partitioning so that several VMs can run on the same hardware 

 Fast provisioning which enables the creation and copying of VMs in five 

minutes or less on a server 

 Different operating systems can run independently at the same time on the 

same hardware 
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 Legacy applications can run on emulated hardware with the result that the 

VM always stays the same regardless of what underlying hypervisor or 

hardware it is supported by 

A Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor plays an important role in 

managing and coordinating access to the resource pool via a software layer.  The 

hypervisor effectively hides the physical resource details and provides the 

virtualized resources and services for higher level applications (Amany, Elsayed, 

Hesham, & Hanan, 2014).  Although virtualization is often used as a cost-saving 

tool by IT, a strategic use can be realized when we look at application deployment 

and management (Vogels, 2008). 

Advantages of using a hypervisor include security between VMs, device sharing, 

visibility through a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM), and performance isolation 

(Chouhan et al., 2014; Shea & Jiangchuan, 2012).  These capabilities would be 

directly applicable to areas that are of concern when dealing with laboratory 

systems and industrial & manufacturing equipment. If the security between virtual 

machines can be enhanced and the performance can be tuned for the virtual 

machines assigned to laboratory equipment or other industrial & manufacturing 

equipment, this could alleviate security risks and performance degradation of the 

virtual machines. 

In the line of enhancing security, in some cases older programs require local 

administration permissions to run.  This is considered an issue in most 

environments as the elevated permissions could allow malware to run with those 

same elevated permissions (Kind et al., 2009).  When the laboratory PC is not 

attached to a network, a local administrator login may not be considered a major 

issue.  However, when the same PC is attached to the network then the logged 
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in account may have additional permissions on the local network.  If a virtual 

machine can be used with a thin client to replace a physical PC that is on the 

network, then isolating the virtual machine on a virtual network may obviate some 

of the inherent security risks that Kind et al. (2009) have made mention of. 

As physical servers and workstations are removed from the environment and 

converted to virtual machines, maintenance and operational costs also decrease.  

With the simplified maintenance and high performance that virtualization can 

deliver, this can assist in reducing other costs such as power and cooling, 

reduction in required physical space and a reduction in plant running costs 

(Hodge, 2011).  Other advantages of virtualization and thin clients  listed in Tables 

1 and 2 from Hebert (2013) include: 

Table 1 - Virtualization Benefits 

Virtualization Benefits 

Increased reliability through faster recovery 

Simplified hardware upgrades 

Can move existing applications among PCs with no 

downtime 

Can add applications with no downtime 

Longer application lifecycles 

Can create new instances based on existing instances 

Fewer PCs required 

Takes up less space 

Reduced energy consumption 
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Improved security 

 

Table 2 - Thin Client Advantages 

Thin Client Advantages over PCs 

Software maintained at host 

Longer lifecycles 

Improved security 

Reduces upfront and total lifecycle costs 

Smaller footprint 

Easier to deploy in harsh environments 

Each station can support multiple functional 

users 

Faster replacement and reboot after failure 

 

Virtualization also provides a flexible environment allowing for the saving, 

reading, migrating, copying, and rolling back the execution state of VMs (C. Li, 

Raghunathan, & Jha, 2012) as well as influencing recoverability.  Recoverability 

of failed systems can be a critical component to consider in the areas of 

manufacturing, science, oil and gas, and research & development.  Often when 

a physical PC fails it can take hours if not days to bring a system back online if a 

replacement PC needs to be rebuilt with an O/S, instrumentation software, and 

testing (Haugen, 2015).  Using a VM can potentially cut this time to less than an 

hour if a VM needs to be either restored or rolled back from to a previous point. 
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A scenario posited by Haugen (2015) includes recovery from a manufacturing 

control system whereby a recovery from a failure of hardware can be conducted 

by simply replacing the failed instrument hardware and reconnecting to a VM.  As 

well, Haugen (2015) also suggests that virtualizing control systems can be 

handled and converted easier and with less down time than with physical 

systems.  An increase in recoverability and availability can have significant 

influence in the areas of many industries and laboratories by ensuring that any 

upgrades, for example, can be “rolled back” to previous known points.  Testing 

environments can also be populated to ensure operational continuity prior to 

migrating and implementing new systems for manufacturing plants, laboratories, 

or other industrial entities. 

Observations by Hodge (2012) regarding chemical process industries suggest 

that chemical plants can reduce PC hardware requirements and lower the total 

cost of ownership coupled with improving site availability, reliability and disaster 

recovery.  Hodge (2012) also made the observation that maintaining a large 

computer infrastructure includes hardware maintenance, technology churn, and 

disruptions due to patching drivers, software, and operating systems.  Although 

there may not be an immediate impact on operations, by avoiding these 

disruptions this may result in avoiding unplanned downtime to the production line. 

The ability to replace old computers and the related infrastructure while retaining 

the current software installations is also attractive and can be accomplished via 

a Physical to Virtual (P2V) conversion (Kind et al., 2009).  A P2V conversion 

results in a virtual machine with the same characteristics as the physical machine 

to include installed software and settings.  The conversion also removes the 

dependencies on specific network card drivers and physical hard disk size 
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limitations which can be advantageous in laboratory PCs (Gordin, 2015).  

Hypervisors allow the virtual machines to be migrated between hypervisor 

versions and vendors thus ensuring that there is an extended lifetime of the virtual 

machine often available which would be much longer than that of a standard 

physical PC.  As well, on a hypervisor the physical space allotted to the virtual 

machine can be adjusted where needed if the amount of data, updates, or other 

factors dictates an increase in disk space. 

Virtualization for software testing and upgrades is an area which can be 

addressed as well, especially early in the cycle where integration testing can be 

done with repeated tests with different VM configurations (Francia III, Garrett, & 

Brookshire, 2012; Vogels, 2008).  Legacy software testing can be accomplished 

using VM’s.  With a mix of 16, 32, and 64 bit Windows operating systems available 

for laboratory equipment and other industries, there may be limits on what 

physical machines can be used.  Older 16-bit software will not run on a 64-bit 

machine (Microsoft), so using Windows 32-bit legacy emulation may be the only 

solution albeit there are limitations to this as well (Microsoft).  Testing for this 

scenario can be done in a virtual environment and if there are incompatibilities or 

behaviour issues with the VM, then a snapshot from a previous period can be 

used to restore the VM to a known working point in time ((Kind et al., 2009) & 

(Hodge, 2012)).  This would be very advantageous to environments that need to 

make changes to operating parameters for testing, but require the ability to roll 

back any changes. Although the application of software testing with virtual 

machines could offer benefits, hardware costs and downtime can also benefit 

from virtualization as was pointed out by the car manufacturer Subaru. 
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Subaru found that as an automotive manufacturer, they were able to reduce 

hardware costs due to virtualization.  However, an even larger benefit was a 

reduction in downtime of their plant-floor systems.  From the perspective of a 

reduction in downtime, this allowed them to keep their systems running as much 

as possible to continue making automobiles ("Server virtualization suits Subaru's 

plant uptime needs," 2007).  Applying this to a chemical laboratory, some of the 

same benefits may also be realized.  For use in a chemical laboratory, the 

replacement of physical PCs with virtual machines that have the same 

functionality as the physical machine may result in benefits to the laboratory to 

include legacy software testing, savings in operational and maintenance costs, 

hardware cost savings, and reduction of downtime as well. 

The use of virtual machines in laboratories has also made appearances such as 

at UCLA where a use case for smart manufacturing was made (Korambath et al., 

2016).  This demonstration used four virtual machines and a physical PC to 

control a furnace with the virtual machines hosted remotely.  One of the 

advantages noted was that the VM images could be reused for other workflows 

with minimal changes.  Reusing or copying existing VMs and repurposing them 

is an advantage which can save time and effort where identical or similar 

equipment may need to be quickly configured or restored to a working 

configuration. 

In addition to chemical laboratories, there are other industries that are exploring 

the use of virtual machines to include: 

 A paper by Reeser, Jankowski, and Kemper (2015) which discusses a 

multisite cement producer.  In this case, two plants were running aging 

control systems whereby the replacement costs for upgrading the control 
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system far exceeded the available budgets.  In order to extend the life of 

the existing control software, virtualization was explored to bridge the gap 

between replacing a full platform at significant cost and keeping the 

existing aging platforms in place.  Reeser et al. (2015) found that the 

maintenance of the HMI (Human-Machine Interface) and SCADA 

(Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) could be successfully placed 

in a virtual environment using several methods and thus meet the goal of 

extending the life of the existing equipment and not incurring significant 

costs. 

 A rather interesting implementation using VMs in the health sector was 

explored by Fry and Druzgalski (2015) where a VM was used to maintain 

the ability to use Windows XP to support existing plethysmograph used in 

pulmonary function testing of patients.  In this case several virtual machine 

options were explored to include Oracle VirtualBox and VMware VMplayer 

as well as a VMware WSX server with varying degrees of success. 

 Extending the life of legacy automated test equipment (ATE) was explored 

by Bean (2016).  Aging computers and software had a negative impact on 

operations and attempts to use virtual machines was explored as this 

could extend the life of the equipment without incurring a large expense of 

upgrading the software, PC, or a complete ATE replacement. 

 Vick, Horn, Rudorfer, and Krüger (2015) tested the control of robots and 

machine tools using virtual machines in a cloud environment.  The ability 

to successfully outsource the control functions and software 

programmable logic controllers (soft-PLC) of robotics could also be 

enhanced by other services and sensors such as cameras, temperature 

sensors, force sensors, and lumen sensors to increase data metrics. 

Although this thesis focuses on equipment used in chemical analytical laboratories, as 

the above observations indicate there are additional applications of these results that 

can be extended to other industries where further research is also ongoing. 

2.6 Vendor Warning 

As has been previously mentioned, chemical laboratory equipment often 

operates in a standalone environment.  This configuration is reinforced by the 
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equipment vendors themselves via their instruction and installation manuals 

which include cautions against installing any additional software, screen savers, 

antivirus software usage, and operating system updates.  As an example, ibidi 

software which produces a Gas Incubation System for CO2 and O2 has the 

following warning: 

“If an ibidi software program has failed, causing an error or improper 

operation, this may be caused by a conflict with another program operating 

on your notebook (PC). In this case, take corrective action by uninstalling 

the conflicting product(s). (ibidi, 2015)” 

A spectrometer by JASCO has a very similar warning: 

“If a JASCO software program has failed causing an error or improper 

operation, this may be caused by a conflict from another program 

operating on the PC. In this case, take corrective action by uninstalling the 

conflicting product(s).  (Rega Instituut Kuleuven, 2013)” 

Finally, a Meso biological assay device has the following cautions: 

“CAUTION: Installation of additional software on the computer system 

used to operate the QuickPlex SQ 120 is not supported. Specifically, 

updating aspects of the operating system or installing any software 

 

CAUTION: Running screen-savers, automated maintenance software, 

network-security software, and other possible software on the QuickPlex 

SQ 120 computer system could cause conflicts with the operation of the 

instrument software. 
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CAUTION: The instrument generates files when running. Virus scanning 

on the instrument computer can interfere with instrument operation. We 

suggest that any virus checking software run on the instrument computer 

be configured to minimize the scanning of newly generated files while the 

instrument is operating. 

 

CAUTION: Use of operating system power features that disable USB 

communication, such as Hibernate, will cause the system to stop 

responding and requires a power off/on cycle of the instrument and PC to 

restore function. 

 

CAUTION: Additional USB devices should not be connected to the 

QuickPlex SQ 120’s computer system or used while plates are being read. 

 

CAUTION: Changes to the computer clock can cause a system error” 

(Meso Scale Diagnostics, 2013) 

These vendor warnings are common among instruments and apply to the PCs 

upon installation.  Exploring the possibilities of virtual machines may meet many 

of the restrictions and ensure that the instrument and PC are able to co-exist for 

an extended time which may exceed the natural lifetime of a physical PC.  In 

addition, if updates or changes to a virtual machine are done resulting in the 

failure of the PC and instrument environment, rolling back to a previous known 

working virtual machine (snap shot) is very quick and easy to accomplish. 

Despite the capability of a virtual machine to have a rollback capability, there may 

be instances where a disaster may occur and a full recovery of an environment 
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may be required.  This capability may be critical to a laboratory due to the 

investment costs of laboratory equipment and the requirement for maximum 

availability. 

2.7 Disaster Recovery 

With the complexity of disaster recovery planning, there are considerations that 

should be evaluated to include the Recovery Point Objective (RPO) and the 

Recovery Time Objective (RTO).  The amount of data that can be lost before it 

affects a business or organization is referred to as the RPO.  The time that it takes 

to recover a server and application is the RTO.  With this combination we can 

establish guidelines on how fast data and capabilities must be recovered and how 

much current data we need available (Safigan, 2006; Sengupta & Annervaz, 

2014). With respect to laboratory equipment, there may be several situations to 

address.  The first situation is when a laboratory apparatus itself is damaged or 

no longer working as it should.  The second situation is when a PC attached to 

the laboratory apparatus or the communications channel between the PC and the 

apparatus has been damaged.  In the first situation, the equipment vendor may 

need to be contacted for repair, a replacement system, or there may be a backup 

solution using a slightly different apparatus or a similar model in the laboratory.  

In the latter case, a virtual machine may be able to address some of the disaster 

recovery situations which could assist in meeting the RPO and/or RTO. 

Disasters could be the result from weather (e.g. rain, lightening, snow, wind and 

flooding) as well as earth quakes, power interruptions, or even terrorism  (Menon, 

Pathrose, & Priya, 2016; Tura, Reilly, Narasimhan, & Yin, 2004).  In the case of 

chemical laboratories, this can be expanded to include particulates, moisture, 
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acids/bases, or chemical contamination as well. In many cases, the level of 

disaster may not be excessive and may only affect a portion of the resources. 

Planning for a disaster consists of a number of activities that need to be 

developed before a catastrophe takes place.  These are used to mitigate and 

support responses to business disruptions  Something to consider is that when 

recovering from a disaster, recovery plans as well as risk mitigation, categorizing 

important business functions, testing backup plans and the recovery time are 

critical success factors that help determine the results after an emergency 

(Guster & Lee, 2014).  As chemical laboratories are not immune to disasters, 

steps that can mitigate the impact can be taken to address the concerns raised 

by Tura et al. (2004) and Guster and Lee (2014).  Steps that can be taken include 

minimizing the impact of an instrument PC being the single point of failure that a 

PC introduces by incorporating a mix of virtual machines and thin clients which 

obviates the dependencies on thick clients only.  Having virtual machines hosted 

in a datacentre which is environmentally controlled ensures that the main 

exposure is an easily replaceable thin client.  As a mitigation step, this could help 

meet a given RTO and also allow for testing the recovery plan. 

Most organizations do not need full disaster recovery with zero RTO and zero 

RPO, however a very limited number of servers and services may require this 

level of availability (Safigan, 2006).  This applies to laboratory equipment as well 

with the added complexity that Information Technology (IT) cannot mitigate the 

laboratory apparatus itself, only the PC and data path to the PC itself.  As Guster 

and Lee (2014) state, tolerating a disaster revolves around the ability to continue 

with operations in the face of a catastrophe.  With the use of virtual machines, 

this could moderate the results of a disaster whereby even if the virtual machine 
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was damaged and a rollback point was not available, a restoration from backup 

media for the virtual machine could be accomplished in a much shorter time than 

rebuilding a physical PC for the laboratory instrument. 

As the complexity of operating systems increases, so do the chances of crashes 

or failures due to software bugs, application changes, or operating system 

updates.  Hardware failures are also a cause of operating system crashes all of 

which can result in the non-availability of mission critical systems (Jann, 

Burugula, Wu, & Maghraoui, 2014).  As well, a source of operating system 

crashes also may be caused by device drivers.  These drivers may have been 

rigorously tested in a certain environment but if a driver is outdated or 

misbehaving, the operating system may crash (Jann et al., 2014).  Applying this 

to a laboratory environment, we note that equipment manufacturers are also 

aware of these issues which may be a reason that there are a number of vendor 

warnings about modifying the operating system and software installations.  

Unfortunately, a virtual machine may not alleviate these issues.  Using a virtual 

machine may be easier to roll back to a certain point in time or restore from 

backup media, but a virtual machine configuration may not be actively supported 

by laboratory equipment vendors with the result that while the laboratory 

equipment is under warranty, a physical PC may need to be used. 

Another issue that a virtual machine environment introduces may be with a single 

host failure.  With virtualization, consideration must be given that when an 

application running on a single host fails, then only that application is affected.  

When using virtual machines, if the physical host fails then all of the virtual 

machines depending upon that host will also fail (Guster & Lee, 2014).  This can 

be mitigated by using multiple hosts used in a synchronized cluster configuration 
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so that the failure of one host and the attached virtual machines will result in the 

virtual machines being made available on a different host.  Although more 

expensive to implement, this could ensure that the hosts systems are highly 

available for the virtual machines that require this accessibility. 

It is up to the laboratory to define what is wanted from Information Technology 

capabilities.  Keeping in mind that a key success factor is information resource 

management with the ability to resume normal operation after an interruption of 

information flows  (Guster & Lee, 2014), a laboratory may or may not want to 

implement a virtual machine environment.  The fact that warranties may be 

voided or vendors are unable to support laboratories using virtual machines must 

be considered.  Regardless of whether or not a laboratory decides to utilize virtual 

machines, disaster recovery should be considered as part of the survivability of 

the laboratory.  Both Dearstyne (2006) and Guster and Lee (2014) recommend 

keeping multiple copies of data whereby one copy is kept locally and the second 

copy is kept offsite.  If virtual machines are not used, then an option could be to 

create an image of the physical system as part of a backup strategy. 

2.8 Green and Power 

The term “Green IT” is used as an overarching term to describe overlapping 

technologies such as cloud computing, virtualization, and power management 

(Uddin & Rahman, 2012).  Although not a specifically targeted area for this 

research, “Green IT” may be a topic worth mentioning as it may be a 

consideration for chemical laboratories.  Reducing the amount of power used in 

a laboratory may be a secondary goal for some areas as this may impact the daily 

operational costs.  As well, seeking energy efficiency in computing facilities is 
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being pursued in some places as energy consumption is outpacing new energy 

source development (Pawlish, Varde, Robila, & Ranganathan, 2014). 

Reducing the number of computers can result in a “greener” foot print for the IT 

infrastructure (Foltz, 2011; Guster & Lee, 2014) including those in chemical 

laboratories.  There may be advantages of “green computing” which include using 

virtualization as a way to increase server utilization rates, smaller form factor 

systems, or the use of thin clients, thus resulting in less space in landfills as well 

as less energy required to produce, use, and dispose of the products.  Lakhani 

(2016), Manjo Kumar (2016), Vikram (2015), and Bright Prabahar (2013) make 

mention of the use of virtual machines to address green energy concerns to 

include reducing the use of toxic chemicals in the manufacturing computers (e.g. 

cadmium, mercury, and lead), energy savings, and recycling costs.  A further 

evaluation of the Total Cost of Ownership was conducted by Hatta, Kom, 

Widyawan, and Warsun Najib (2013) which reviewed a number of factors and 

concluded that virtualization may improve areas such as the reduction in network 

costs, cooling costs, and facilities costs as well. 

Although the majority of power consumption in a chemical laboratory may be by 

the laboratory apparatus themselves, a measureable amount from PCs may also 

be assessable.  As an example, there may be arguments made by facility 

managers that utilize a charge back model.  In this case, power usage monitoring 

can be useful when calculating customer-facing billing or charge back policies to 

laboratories, determining the “carbon footprint” of a datacentre, as well as VM 

placement (Krishnan, Amur, Gavrilovska, & Schwan, 2011).  An ability to 

measure, or at least estimate, the power consumption of a laboratory is required 

in order to implement a charge back model. 
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When measuring or estimating the power consumption, two approaches are 

possible.  The first approach is via direct power consumption to the device where 

the system power is intercepted and power measuring devices are inserted 

between the power point and the device itself.  An advantage to direct 

measurements is that there are fewer assumptions about the architecture or 

workload of the device although this process can be more expensive and 

obtrusive.  The second process uses an estimation based upon hardware and 

operating system metrics.  Metrics such as CPU utilization, memory, data storage 

devices, and networking devices can be used and software can estimate the 

power consumption (Mobius, Dargie, & Schill, 2014).  Using either one of these 

metrics, a laboratory can estimate the amount of power they utilize which could 

be used as a baseline prior to utilizing virtual machines. 

With virtualization, an initial aim for server consolidation is saving energy along 

with hardware and maintenance costs (Kind et al., 2009; Vikram, 2015).  By 

creating the baseline of power consumption using physical PCs and then 

migrating to virtual machines and recalculating the power usage, a case may be 

made from the power consumption perspective for utilizing more virtual machines 

in a laboratory.  Assuming that the power consumption using virtual machines is 

measurably lower, a marketing case can also be realized. 

Businesses are striving to present themselves as environmentally friendly by 

implementing green technologies that are sustainable and cost effective (Uddin 

& Rahman, 2012).  If utilizing virtual machines does not interfere with laboratory 

operations, and in fact enhances recoverability and reliability, the added benefit 

of a “green IT” may be worth pursuing as an added benefit.  With larger 
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commercial laboratories often having a higher public profile, public perception is 

another reason to pursue energy efficiency (Pawlish et al., 2014). 

2.9 Virtualizing the Lab – The Upside 

Within a modern laboratory, IT systems are considered mission critical for 

successful operations and must work together with instruments and automation 

(Nolen & David, 2014).  Hebert (2013) noted that IT adaptation in process plants 

and companies is often approached more cautiously than their commercial 

counterparts due to safety and availability often being a higher priority over space 

savings and cost.  This may apply to chemical laboratories and with this in mind, 

information technology support arms for laboratories must also focus on what 

other benefits virtualization can provide.  To mitigate or overcome areas where 

the instruments may need to continue operations well past the official operating 

system and PC support dates, virtual machines may address some of these 

inherent issues.  An observation that Kind et al. (2009) noted in 2009 was that 

virtualization concepts and techniques were not observed in available literature 

when applied to chemistry laboratories.  Within the past seven years however 

there has been more of a shift to considering virtualization and cloud based 

solutions as denoted by Nocq, Celton, Gendron, Lemieux, and Wilhelm (2013), 

Calabrese and Cannataro (2015), Zhao et al. (2015), Kanwal, Lonie, Sinnott, and 

Anderson (2015), and Thackston and Fortenberry (2015).  Advantages with the 

shift to virtualization and cloud computing includes allowing the use of larger data 

sets and in some cases computing power (CPUs, memory, disk space, etc.).  This 

has the potential of moving the analytical instrument PCs from being locked in to 

a predefined hardware platform to one that is more flexible, reliable, and 

recoverable.  A move to virtualization can also be impacted by network 
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performance.  An alternative to physical switches includes the use of virtual 

switches.  This has the advantage of flexibility to address different requirements 

and system architectures.  Sarker, Siersch, Khan, and Wesner (2016) propose 

an algorithm to further assist with balancing network capabilities with 

CPU/Memory resources, which could be important when addressing VMs that 

experience intensive communications behaviour.  When considering a move to 

virtualization or cloud computing, opportunities also exist to tune the environment 

depending upon the scientific research being conducted (Sobeslav, Maresova, 

Krejcar, Franca, & Kuca, 2016).  CPU, memory, and I/O intensive tasks can be 

balanced to improve performance of the virtual machines but can also consider 

the infrastructure such as storage systems, control systems, and virtual network 

nodes.  In general, the ability to tune the environment may be beneficial for 

instruments that process or produce large amounts of data or require data 

consolidation.  This could be an advantage that is not available to stand-alone 

systems connected to laboratory equipment. 

2.9.1. Virtualization Platform Options 

There are a number of virtualization platforms available on the market that may 

be considered such as Hyper-V, VMware, XEN, and KVM.  While KVM and XEN 

are open source hypervisors, VMware and Hyper-V are commercial packages.  

Each of these have strengths and weaknesses as was brought out by Hwang, 

Zeng, y Wu, and Wood (2013) and Elsayed and Abdelbaki (2013) whereby they 

tested hypervisors such as VMware, Hyper-V, and Xen in areas such as disk 

throughput, network performance, and application workloads.  The results of their 

testing concluded that there isn’t a “one size fits all” hypervisor and thus reflects 

that what may be ideal for one part of the business may not be ideal for all 
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chemical laboratory applications.  If selecting a hypervisor is based solely upon 

the performance of laboratory applications, then further testing of multiple 

hypervisors may be required.  When selecting a hypervisor, the ability to ensure 

that serial port based laboratory equipment can communicate with a virtual 

machine should be part of the testing process. 

2.9.2. Extending the Useful Life of an Operating System 

With the use of virtual machines an operating system can be utilized for a longer 

period of time as the physical PC hardware is no longer a factor as a dependency.  

This can also minimize the amount of disruption to plant operations if hardware 

changes were required by avoiding the need to reinstall an O/S and applications 

on new PC hardware (Hodge, 2011), (Hodge, 2012).  Although plant operations 

are specifically mentioned by Hodge (2011), the same principle applies to 

chemical laboratories as well.  As with some manufacturing processes, chemical 

laboratories may have specific applications that would need to be ported from 

older operating systems and hardware to newer operating systems and 

hardware.  Porting applications is often very costly due to the qualification and 

validation requirements needed to ensure functionality (Ribiere, 2010). 

McNab et al. (2014) observed that by decoupling the operating systems and 

software to a virtual environment, there are more opportunities to experiment with 

the virtualization technology.  In addition, Foltz (2011) also observed that meeting 

regulatory compliance (e.g. validation), data segregation, and recovery, could 

also be met within the chemical industry using virtualization and cloud based 

solutions (public or private). 

As an extreme example of validation requirements by Ribiere (2010), the life 

expectancy of a nuclear power plant is 40 years.  Many applications may be 
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developed and a qualification and validation process is followed with the result 

that these applications do not need to change in their functionality or function 

during the life time of the plant.  Meanwhile, PC hardware may have a life span 

of only several years with the result that it is difficult to maintain the original 

software applications for an extended time.  Decoupling the operating systems 

and software and moving them to virtual machines has the potential of extending 

the life and functionality of these support systems and postpone validation efforts 

until even the virtual environments cannot be technically supported. 

Within the pharmaceutical industry, the replacement of a PC may also require 

revalidation which results in very high costs.  If systems need to be revalidated 

every five years or so due to the limiting factors of hardware and software 

obsolescence, this can add up to a very large cost for business (Hebert, 2013).  

As an example in the pharmaceutical environment: 

“Genentech estimated that the costs to upgrade one of its Windows 95 PC-based 

HMIs to a Windows Server 2003-based system would be approximately 

$40,000,” recounts Anthony Baker, PlantPAx characterization and lab manager 

at Rockwell Automation (www.rockwellautomation.com). “Final figures topped 

$100,000 because of costs associated with validating the system for use in a 

regulated industry,” adds Baker (Hebert, 2013). 

Ribiere (2010) suggests two solutions that may be used to keep the original 

applications running to include: 

 A stock of old hardware held in reserve which the application software can 

run on 

 Port the applications to new hardware and new operating systems 
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As Ribiere (2010), Hodge (2011), and Hebert (2013) remark, porting applications 

can be prohibitively expensive and can cause significant disruption.  Stocking old 

hardware has the disadvantage of determining how much hardware to stock and 

the associated space restrictions for storage and normal degradation due to aging 

of the stock items (Ribiere, 2010).  Depending on the size of the supported 

organization and mix and age of equipment, stocking old hardware could be 

expensive and resource intensive.  Chemical laboratories may not have the IT 

knowledge or skill sets readily available for replacing the parts on PCs nor in 

configuring the device drivers, troubleshooting, or testing.  Still, for short term 

purposes where the equipment may be in a harsher environment, stocking limited 

hardware may be a very good option. 

Extending the life of legacy systems via virtual systems can result in a significant 

cost saving by extending the life of a system from five years to ten or more years 

(Hebert, 2013).  As an example, a goal was to extend the life of equipment at the 

Department of Chemistry and Physics, Armstrong Atlantic State University 

whereby a 20 year old NMR spectrophotometer was part of the chemistry 

curriculum.  This was an instrument that was targeted for a life extension due to 

the plotter no longer functioning but the instrument itself was still fully capable of 

providing use to the students (Carpenter & Baird, 2010).  By extending the life of 

this instrument, money was saved versus purchasing a replacement and also 

minimized electronic waste. 

2.9.3. Open and Closed Automation Solutions 

Although the life of legacy systems may be extended, an issue may arise due to 

the way that the instrumentation vendor solution needs to be implemented.  Two 
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possibilities of vendor implementation include closed and open automation 

solutions. 

Closed automation solutions are those that are provided and supported by 

instrument manufacturers and normally only connect to instruments from that 

vendor (Nolen & David, 2014).  This can introduce a limiting factor as this may 

effectively be a closed environment whereby the furnished PCs will support the 

piece of equipment purchased and cannot be repurposed nor can they be easily 

replaced except by the vendor. 

Open automation solutions can exist independently from instruments in the 

laboratory and are built by independent companies to interface with the 

instruments (Nolen & David, 2014).  This may provide the opportunity to use 

generic PCs or PCs that are considered a standard configuration for a chemical 

laboratory.  Both open and closed solutions may coexist in a laboratory and the 

ability to support both is needed, but another concern for laboratory equipment is 

recoverability, longer life cycles, and reliability.  With a closed system, 

laboratories may be dependent upon the equipment vendor.  However 

exploration with that vendor as well as considering open systems may focus on 

using virtual machines for solutions where possible. 

2.9.4. PC Failure Recovery 

Recovery from a PC failure may not be eliminated by using virtual machines, 

however reliability is increased by providing a faster mechanism for recovery via 

virtualization (Hebert, 2013).  Along with reliability, another benefit is longer 

lifecycles for applications which may be critical to industrial firms.  The life cycle 

of a PC and operating system is relatively short as compared with software 

applications in a process control environment.  Instead of a dependence upon 
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the lifecycle of an operating system, virtual machines are dependent upon a 

hypervisor which typically has a longer lifecycle (Hebert, 2013).  Rather than 

upgrading the PC hardware and operating system, the virtual machine can 

remain with the original tested configuration and when the hypervisor needs to 

be upgraded or migrated to a different hypervisor, the original virtual machine 

remains unaffected.  This could also be a benefit to laboratories which depend 

upon a static environment for scientific testing and obtaining consistent results. 

2.9.5. Reliability and Reproducibility Issues in Scientific Testing 

With respect to scientific testing, two major issues present themselves when 

conducting an experiment.  The first issue is reliability of results whereby the 

actual performance of a system can be represented. The second issue is 

reproducibility whereby the experiments can be run again and still achieve the 

same results (Kotthoff, 2013; Mayer, Miksa, & Rauber, 2014).   

As Mayer and Rauber (2015) indicate, the ability to reproduce an experiment is 

an independent confirmation by an independent researcher or laboratory.  The 

ability to reproduce an experiment can be constrained by software, hardware, 

and environmental differences.  By creating a virtual machine, the conditions and 

environment used for experiments can be easily reproduced even if the exact 

hardware and software are not available (Kotthoff, 2013; Mayer et al., 2014).  This 

could be of interest from the documentation perspective as well as reproducibility 

for a virtual machine that is used for conducting experiments which can then be 

saved as a file and then copied off and archived.  At a later date, if there are 

concerns regarding the setup and configuration of the virtual machine, the virtual 

machine can be retrieved from the archive and used in the context of the original 
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experiments.  This is something which would be much more difficult to duplicate 

with physical machines. 

The ability to re-validate old scientific results is also addressed by Mahadev 

Satyanarayanan et al. (2015) whereby their solution is utilizing a conversion to 

virtual machines as well using a system called “Olive”.  Their premise is also 

based upon the fact the scientific method depends upon reproducibility of results 

even with software or calculations that may no longer be available.  This would 

also address vendors going out of business or software built for operating 

systems or source code that may no longer be available. 

Proebsting and Warren (2015) conducted a short study on the difficulty in 

scientific reproducibility and found that there were a number of issues and 

concluded that there were few rewards for reproducing experiments.  An issue 

that was encountered was the inability to validate an environment for testing 

whereby the initial environment was not sufficiently documented to reproduce for 

testing.  One solution mentioned was the use of virtual machines which could be 

included as part of submitting a paper for publication. 

Also with regards to replication, Spector, Johnson, and Young (2015) have made 

a call for replication studies in the area of Educational Technology Research and 

Development (ETR&D).  Aside from funding, a barrier posited included the lack 

of willingness of researchers to conduct replication studies as researchers tended 

to want to create their own instruments and efforts closer to their personal 

interests.  Another barrier was whether researchers were willing to openly share 

instrument details and research procedures.  Utilizing virtual machines may make 

it easier for researchers to share their computer environment by providing the 

VM(s) that was used in the original tested environment as a file.  This could also 
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further provide a researcher with a starting configuration to modify and meet 

personal interests in similar research without having to build a similar VM from 

scratch. 

2.9.6. Continuity – The Preservation of Information 

Finally, the utilization of VMs can also simplify the long-term preservation of data 

and procedures as referred by Eghbalnia et al. (2017).  They posit that such 

approaches can also address malpractice issues and meet mandates set by 

government agencies requiring reproducible research.  Their stated focus is on 

databases, open software tools and overall standardization, but utilizing VMs 

could assist addressing these concerns as well. 

With a number of factors such as reliability, recoverability, reproducibility, and 

repeatability which virtualization can offer, exploring where serial 

communications and virtual machines have made an appearance is also 

worthwhile.  Using virtualization with thin clients is a powerful and complementary 

approach that can assist in a control room as well as a chemical laboratory 

(Valentine et al., 2013).  Liu, Qin, and Chen (2015) make special mention that 

process control equipment also depends upon serial communications using a 

traditional RS-232 interface.  Furthermore, they point out that the use of an 

Ethernet network to connect the serial connection based laboratory equipment to 

a campus network would assist in remote access to the laboratory equipment at 

any time and from anywhere without requiring physical access to the laboratory 

equipment.  Although Liu et al. (2015) also addresses the challenges of 

transforming serial equipment information to Ethernet using a serial device 

server, they stop short of using virtual machines to add further value to a solution. 
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2.9.7. Benefits in the Education and Training Environment 

Rather interestingly, Luna and Sequera (2015) conducted research on comparing 

learning environments including chemistry laboratories.  Utilizing a combination 

of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), BYOD (Bring Your Own Device), 

and cloud computing, there was an improvement over traditional education.  With 

the use of virtual machines, the performance of labs and their reports could be 

conducted and also included the ability to undertake collaborative work.  Applying 

this to a commercial environment may indicate that collaborative efforts could be 

enhanced by the use of virtual machines as well. 

2.9.8. Automation/Control of “Small” Laboratory Devices 

There have been moves towards using virtualization and legacy devices in 

laboratories.  AstraZeneca Process R&D laboratories presented an example of a 

strategy to integrate laboratory equipment automation in the areas of hardware 

and software (Bernlind & Urbaniczky, 2009).  An issue that arose was that the 

laboratory equipment was controlled by RS-232 connections.  This equipment 

included a heating plate, liquid dispenser, chiller, stirrer, and pumps, all of which 

needed to be connected to a PC.  It was found that most modern desktops only 

had one or perhaps two serial ports (if any) causing a re-evaluation of how to 

connect 12 pieces of laboratory equipment to a single PC.  In this case Bernlind 

and Urbaniczky (2009) utilized serial to USB adaptors to connect the equipment 

to a physical PC.  However, two further options can also be explored to include 

coupling the serial to USB adaptors with a VM(s) or to utilize serial device 

gateways to connect to either a VM(s) or a physical PC. 

Utilizing legacy devices with serial connections and virtual machines has also 

been recently addressed by Lütjohann, Jung, and Bräse (2015).  Their goal was 
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also to assist with moving data to a LIMS but utilized a VNC connection.  Part of 

their solution includes creating the serial port protocol from the instrument so that 

a device-specific plugin can be written.  This could be considered a draw back as 

there may be a large number of instruments that may need to have these plugins 

written and sufficient documentation may no longer be available for the serial 

ports on the instruments in question.  However, once a library of these plugins 

has been established, this may be another viable way of introducing connectivity 

from the instruments to the virtual machines. 

2.10 Virtualizing the Lab – Things to Also Consider 

As has been noted, there are a number of benefits that virtual machines can offer, 

but there are also some issues which may cause concern with the result that 

virtual machines may not be an ideal solution.  Virtualization products have 

technical limitations when using an emulation approach (e.g. dongles and parallel 

ports) (Ribiere, 2010; von Suchodoletz, Rechert, Valizada, & Strauch, 2013). This 

can be a concern as some equipment may require the use of a parallel port 

dongle.  Without the detection of the dongle, laboratory equipment software may 

not work.  This situation would be unacceptable and may necessitate the use of 

a physical PC which has a parallel port. 

Other disadvantages to using thin clients include a lack of resources when 

connecting peripheral devices such as printers.  Although port mapping and USB 

redirection can obviate some of these issues, not all scenarios can be addressed 

due to the large number of peripheral types possible (Fanning, 2014).  With the 

focus of this research limited to RS-232 DE-9 and USB connectors, other 

peripheral type connectors will not be considered.  However, the testing of media 

converters could be explored by laboratories if there is sufficient cause to do so. 
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Something to also consider when using virtual machines with laboratory 

equipment is latency.  This may be of particular interest when reviewing whether 

to keep the virtual machines in a local data centre versus placing them in a cloud 

type environment.  Gomez-Folgar, Indalecio, Seoane, Garcia-Loureiro, and Pena 

(2016) found that there can be a significant delay in point-to-point 

communications when comparing cloud versus non-virtualized servers and this 

may have an impact with laboratory equipment performance as well. 

Although virtualization offers many benefits, virtualization technology has also 

opened up opportunities for new threats as well.  Virtual routing and networking 

can create challenges in the areas of security and intrusion control (Pearce, 

Zeadally, & Hunt, 2013b).  Pearce et al. (2013b) also provide a survey which 

introduces a number of security implications that should be considered such as 

securing the hardware, host operating system, hypervisor, and management 

interfaces. 

From using virtual machines in a laboratory, it is a short step to consider using 

these virtual machines in a cloud based scenario (public, private, or hybrid).  The 

basic requirements for cloud hosting of the virtual machines remains essentially 

the same as the virtualization of the PC as well as passing the information from 

the instrument to the VM will still be required.  As opposed to standalone 

instruments, placing these virtual machines in a cloud environment will introduce 

additional security risks which may need to be considered well in advance.  

Threats as listed by S. Ismail (2016) should be considered and include attacks 

via a hypervisor, DDoS, and Man in the Middle attacks which could compromise 

the integrity of the data as well as the two way communication required between 

the VM and the instrument.  Singh, Jeong, and Park (2016) also have security 
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concerns in the area of software security, infrastructure security, storage security 

and network security when addressing cloud computing security and also make 

mention of the same challenges as S. Ismail (2016). 

Other authors have also brought into focus cloud computing security challenges 

or securing virtual machines such as Jadon, Silakari, and Chourasia (2016), C. 

Li et al. (2012), Wang, Sang, Liu, and Luo (2011), C. Li, Raghunathan, and Jha 

(2010), and Garber (2012). There are many ways to counter security concerns 

as also identified by Jadon et al. (2016) and S. Ismail, & Asha. (2016) for example 

which include encrypting at rest VMs, using an IDS (Intrusion Detection System), 

and hardening the hypervisor.  Another consideration could also be the use of 

hypervisor introspection which is a security step explored by Shi, Yang, and Tang 

(2016).  This method includes detecting hypercall-based attacks, although there 

is a cost to performance when using this method and should be explored to 

determine if this is detrimental to laboratories interested in utilizing this method of 

hypervisor monitoring. 

2.11 Suggested Solutions 

Establishing a connection between analytical laboratory piece of equipment and 

a personal computer (PC) for aging (or in many cases current) laboratory 

equipment may be tested using some of the suggested solutions above.  Serial 

to USB converters would be a fairly simple solution resulting in a point to point 

(equipment to PC) connection.  As Blansit (2011) states however, when a serial 

to USB converter is used, the number of COM ports also increases each time a 

device is connected.  As devices are tested on a PC, the number of COM ports 

also increases and therefore a user must be familiar with the Device Manager 

applet found in the Control Panel.  This may be a deterrent if the USB adaptor is 
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not connected to the same port each time.  Testing serial to USB adaptors may 

identify pitfalls using this solution. 

Another possible solution is using a serial server (serial gateway) device as 

mentioned by Lang (2008) which would obviate issues with point to point 

connections found in serial connections.  However, testing on various pieces of 

laboratory equipment needs to be carried out and could include mapping the 

connections to both physical and virtual machines to receive the input from the 

laboratory devices.  Serial device routers offer an intelligent serial to IP 

networking option which leverages the Ethernet infrastructure and takes 

advantage of performance, security and resiliency of the Ethernet architecture 

(Linton, 2007). Serial device routers are also designed for industrial environments 

and can be hardened to withstand environmental factors such as temperatures, 

high particulates, high humidity and corrosive environments (Linton, 2007). 

2.12 Rationale and Hypotheses 

The goals of this research are to evaluate whether aging analytical laboratory 

equipment with serial and USB connections can successfully utilize media 

converters and virtual machines to replace laboratory equipment PCs.  Although 

not all inclusive of laboratory equipment, configurations using a XRD (X-Ray 

Diffractometer), disk centrifuge, Mastersizer (Particle Size Analyser), 

spectrophotometer, AAS (Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer), Gamma 

spectrophotometer, and a FT-IR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy), were 

used as examples of systems to conduct the evaluation.  A combination of 

multiple hardware configurations combined with multiple Microsoft operating 

systems and different methods of communicating via the serial and USB interface 

on the instruments was examined. 
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A quantitative approach was taken with testing hardware interfaces and operating 

systems with analytical laboratory equipment and the results are reviewed in a 

tabular format with values used as a comparison where possible.  In some cases 

the successful control of the instrument by a qualified laboratory technician was 

used to determine the functionality of the production equipment.  The values 

generated by the tested configurations or the approval of a qualified technician 

determined whether a configuration was valid and whether the configuration 

could be used in a production environment.  If multiple configurations were judged 

successful, suggestions of what methods could be used under differing business 

goals and circumstances were formulated to aid businesses in determining which 

configuration would be most consistent with business objectives, expectations, 

and available resources. 

2.13 Summary 

As previously noted, laboratory equipment in the past was designed to operate in 

a standalone environment where the equipment often uses a serial port to 

interface with a PC.  Indeed, some vendors still take this approach, further 

prolonging the challenges and issues with incorporating the information from the 

laboratory equipment into a central repository.  Supporting the idea of creating a 

central repository of data, there have been a number of studies addressing how 

to extract and consolidate data via a LIMS solution.  Solutions suggested by 

Blansit (2011) and Lang (2008) may be valid to solve some of the issues for 

connecting serial based interfaces to a PC via a USB adaptor or to an Ethernet 

network and thus to a physical or virtual PC.  However, controlled testing on 

selected laboratory equipment needs to be undertaken to explore how to connect 

newer PCs to aging analytical laboratory equipment when it is critical to continue 
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to be able to read data from the laboratory equipment, and provide reliability and 

recoverability while addressing security utilizing virtual machines. 
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3. Chapter 3 – Procedures and Methodology 

Research is the process of going up alleys to see if they are blind. ~Marston 

Bates 

This chapter addresses the procedures and methodology taken for Phase One 

and Phase Two testing.  Phase One testing focused on evaluating serial 

connections, cabling, and converters in a controlled environment to determine if 

any proposed configurations modified data sent through the tested 

infrastructures.  Restrictions were place upon Phase One testing to ensure 

manageability of the testing environment, address the available instrumentation for 

testing, and account for the testing environment that was created.  These restrictions 

included the testing of Microsoft based client systems only (Linux and other operating 

were excluded) and excluded wireless serial device servers (encrypted as well as 

unencrypted) and additional vendors of serial to USB converters.  In addition, although 

the Moxa 1250 and the iGel serial base unit could have two instruments attached, only 

single connections between an instrument and a single serial converter were made to 

ensure the manageability and time limits available of the instrumentation. 

Phase One was quantitative in nature.  Initial measurements were made against 

twelve different configurations to determine whether data passed via serial and 

USB converters to physical and virtual machines were modified.  Phase Two 

testing utilized results from Phase One and applied them in a production 

environment in an effort to determine whether opportunities existed for replacing 

physical machines with virtual machines. 

3.1 Testing Environmental Setup Overview 

Phase One consisted of setting up the testing environment to include the physical 

and virtual machines.  The physical test PCs consisted of three Dell Optiplex 790 
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PCs with Windows 7 32 bit Enterprise Edition and Service Pack 1 (SP1) installed. 

One PC (TestPC01) was used to simulate a laboratory instrument while the 

second PC (TestPC02) was used to simulate a laboratory PC attached to the 

instrument as well as connecting to the virtual machines and managing the 

VMware environment.  These two PCs were installed with the minimal software 

and drivers and no additional Microsoft updates other than SP1 which was 

integrated with the source files for Windows 7. 

The third PC (Monitor) was used to monitor the communications via a data tap 

and a serial connection to COM1.  This Monitor PC had the most up to date 

Microsoft patches as of 15 June 2015 as well as Microsoft Office 2010 and other 

production software for an office environment. This PC was connected to the test 

environment via a serial cable and data tap to monitor the serial data passed in 

the test environment and was not otherwise connected to the test network. 

3.1.1 VMWare Environment 

A VMware ESXi v6 server was used for the test environment for the virtual 

machines and was managed by TestPC02 via vSphere 6.  Configuration of the 

VMware environment consisted of a VMware server with ESXi 6.0.0 installed on 

the following hardware: 

 Intel Core i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz with 8 logical processors and hyper 

threading enabled 

 32GB RAM 

 1 SSD 125GB configured as the boot drive 

 1 1TB HDD for storing ISO installation files 

 2 each 3TB HDDs for virtual machines 
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 1 Intel 82574L NIC 

VMware ESXi was configured with the default settings and was connected to a 

Netgear FS108 eight port switch where TestPC01, TestPC02, and the thin client 

were also connected during testing.  This allowed for an isolated network and 

minimized any other network traffic that could introduce unknown variables into 

the testing environment.  

3.1.2 Additional Software Requirements 

The Microsoft operating systems did not have the necessary drivers included for 

the Dell systems.  As such, additional drivers (e.g. NIC and video drivers) needed 

to be installed on PC’s in both Phase One and Phase Two.  In addition to the 

drivers, there were software requirements which focused on capturing data, 

managing the environment, etc.  The software requirements included the 

following: 

 Capture a file from a serial port 

 Calculate a hash value on the file captured from the serial port 

 Drivers for NIC, video, serial port, and other devices 

 Manage the ESXi environment 

 Disk imaging of PCs 

3.1.3 File Capture via Serial Port 

Software was required to capture the RS232 serial port in real time as a file was 

sent from one test PC to another PC.  The captured file would need to be saved 

to the local PC that was receiving the file so that a hash value could be calculated. 

To accomplish this task the RS232 Data Logger by Eltima (Eltima, 2011) was 

selected based upon the following criteria: 
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 Ability to capture data from any/all serial ports 

 Real time capture 

 Ability to work on virtual machines 

 Ability to set the file names and locations for the capture files for later 

analysis 

 Low/No cost for licensing 

 Compatible with Windows 2000, Windows XP and Windows 7 

3.1.4 Calculation of Hash Values 

Software to calculate the hash value of the files capture by the RS232 Data 

Logger was required to ensure that the data file sent was not modified during 

transit from the sending PC to the receiving PC via a number of devices and 

media.  A standard MD5 hash function run against each file sufficed to determine 

if there were any data integrity issues.  The software selected was WinHex (X-

Ways, 2015) as this hex editor provided a simple interface which could calculate 

hash values using a number of hashing algorithms such as SHA-1, SHA-256, 

MD4, and MD5. 

3.1.5 Disk Imaging Software 

Conversions of the instrumentation PCs to virtual machines were based upon the 

premise that the original hard drive was not to have additional software installed 

nor were they to be used during any testing.  This limited the possible conversion 

scenarios from a physical PC to a virtual machine.  To address the limitations, a 

“cold clone” of the physical PC was made in order to preserve the original hard 

disk while a second replacement disk could be used for installing software and 

for further conversion from a physical PC to a virtual machine. 
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Symantec Ghost (Symantec, 2013) was selected for disk cloning as this product 

has been a very popular product for many years and can be found worldwide.  

This product also allowed for cold cloning and could be installed on USB and CD 

bootable formats.  Using this disk imaging software, the images from the original 

hard disks were created and then restored to new disks so that the original hard 

disks would not be modified during testing and this also allowed a quick recovery 

in case the instruments were needed for production use. 

3.1.6 Physical to Virtual (P2V) PC Converter 

Working within a VMware environment allowed the use of the VMware vCenter 

Converter (VMware, 2015d) to convert physical PCs to virtual machines hosted 

on an ESXi server.  This software was installed on the replacement drives after 

imaging and executed to create the virtual machines.  The VMware Converter 

also addressed issues to include replacing the physical NIC drivers and hard disk 

drivers as part of the conversion process and automatically replaced them with 

VMware compliant drivers. 

3.1.7 Physical PC Windows 7 Setup – TestPC01 and TestPC02 

The selection of physical PCs was conducted based upon availability for both 

Phase One and Phase Two as well as what major vendor was prevalent in the 

laboratory.  Although the models (and in some cases vendors) varied widely 

based upon the age of the instrument within the laboratory, Dell had a major 

representation within the tested environment.  Phase One testing consisted of 

two PCs with the following configuration: 

 Dell Optiplex 790 workstations with Windows 7 32 bit operating system 

incorporated with Service Pack 1 (SP1) 
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 NIC drivers consisting of an Intel I2xx/825xx Gigabit Platform LAN Network 

Device v18.1.0.0(A08) April 12, 2013 (Dell, 2014a) (Note: Once the 

network drivers were installed, the “Set Network Location” profile used was 

set to “Work network”.) 

 Serial port drivers consisting of the Intel Unified AMT 7 Management 

Interface Driver v7.1.2.1041 (A01) March 03, 2011 (Dell, 2014c) 

 Video driver consisting of the Intel® HD Graphics Driver Version: 

9.17.10.3517 dated 20 March 2014 (3/20/2014) (Dell, 2014b) 

3.1.8 Physical PC Windows 7 Setup – Monitor PC 

This PC was used to monitor the communications via a data tap and a serial 

connection through COM1 as well as to document the testing environment.  

Although the Monitor PC was connected to the test environment via a serial cable, 

it was isolated from the testing network itself by ensuring the NIC was not plugged 

into the testing network switch. 

3.2 Software Installation 

Minimal software was installed for the testing environment on TestPC01 and 

TestPC02.  The RS232 Data Logger software was installed to receive the serial 

traffic sent from TestPC01 and the hashing software was installed to verify the 

integrity of the data sent to each of the PCs.  In addition, drivers and configuration 

software was installed to recognize and configure the serial port converters.  The 

software installation was as follows: 

TestPC01, TestPC02, and the Monitor PC had the following additional software 

installed: 

 RS232 DataLogger by Eltima Software 2.7 freeware (Software, 2015) 
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 WinHex (X-Ways, 2015) 

TestPC02 had the following additional software installed: 

 Moxa USB Serial Hub Windows Driver version 1.4 dated 05/15/2009 

(Driver for the Moxa U1250 Serial Hub)(MOXA, 2009) 

 Moxa NPort Administration Suite version 1.4 Build 10050717 dated 

05/07/2010 (MOXA, 2010) 

 Moxa NPort Windows Driver Manger version 1.18 Released 12 March 

2015 (MOXA, 2015) 

 VMWare vSphere Client 6.0.0 (VMware, 2015a) was installed to 

access/manage the virtual machines  

3.3 Thin Client Setup 

The iGel UD3-LX41 (Firmware version: 5.06.101.01) (iGel, 2015b) unit came with 

an optional serial port connectivity bar (iGel, 2015a) base unit (Figure 6) .  This 

unit attaches to the main iGel unit (Figure 7) to provide two serial ports which can 

be used for port redirection to a VM.   The iGel UD3 was setup from a factory 

default setting with the serial ports enabled by accessing the setup menu and 

selecting Devices/Printer/TCP/IP.  Under the TCP/IP subheading, options for 

enabling COM1 and COM2 were available.  Although both ports were enabled, 

only COM1 was used for testing purposes.  No additional software needed to be 

installed on the thin client. 
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This completed the hardware and software setup for the physical systems. 

3.4 Virtual Machine Setup 

The virtual environment consisted of a Windows 2012 server with the DHCP role 

installed and configured for an IP address range for the 10.10.10.0/24 network.  

Other virtual machines that were installed included the following: 

 Windows 2000 Professional 32 bit operating system with Service Pack 4 

(SP4) and Windows 2000 Security Update KB835732 installed.  Service 

Pack 4 was needed to allow recognition of USB devices (Microsoft, 2007) 

and Security Update KB835732 (Microsoft, 2004) was needed for the 

installation of the VMware Tools  (VMware, 2011) 

 Windows XP Pro 32 bit operating system integrated with SP3 

 Windows 7 32 bit operating system integrated with SP1 

Each of these virtual machines was configured with 25GB of disk space (thin 

provisioned) and 2GB of RAM.  Both the XP and Windows 7 systems had remote 

Figure 6 - iGel Serial 
Port Base Unit 

Figure 7 - iGel with Serial 
Base Unit 
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access enabled to allow for RDP sessions to be established.  To match the 

physical PCs, the following software was installed on all three virtual machines: 

 RS232 Data Logger by Eltima Software 2.7 freeware (Eltima, 2011) 

 Moxa USB Serial Hub Windows Driver version 1.4 (MOXA, 2009) (Driver 

for the Moxa U1250 Serial Hub) 

 Moxa NPort Administration Suite version 1.4 (MOXA, 2010) 

 Moxa NPort Windows Driver Manger version 1.18 Released 12 March 

2015 (MOXA, 2015) 

3.5 Virtual Machine Windows 2000 Workstation with SP4 Setup 

Windows 2000 virtual machines have several caveats that must be considered.  

Chief among them is that Windows 2000 does not natively include support for the 

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) such as XP and Windows 7 (Microsoft, 2005).  

Both of these latter systems can use the RDP protocol for remote access making 

them good candidates for virtualization based upon remote access capability.  

Another consideration is that Windows 2000 without Service Pack 4 (SP4) does 

not support USB devices (Microsoft, 2007).  Finally,  Microsoft Security Update 

KB835732 (Microsoft, 2004) is needed to enable the interaction of the VMware 

tools with Windows 2000.  It should be noted that depending upon the age of the 

instrument and the vendor requirements, installing SP4 and/or Microsoft Security 

Update KB835732 may render the instrumentation vendor software inoperable 

and thus using any type of USB converter would not be a possibility. 

3.6 Testing Scenarios 

Tested scenarios in Phase One were based upon the three operating systems 

(Windows 2000/XP/7) of the physical and virtual machines.  The goal was to pass 
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a file via the COM port of a physical PC to both physical and virtual machines.  

Attempted access for all of the virtual machines was via a Windows 7 thick client 

or via an iGel UD3 thin client.   

To establish the initial testing environment and ensure cables, serial ports, and 

software were functional, testing with thick clients was initially performed.  Testing 

consisted of three PCs (thick clients) and excluded the use of virtual machines 

desktop operating systems (Windows 2000 Professional, Windows XP Pro, and 

Windows 7 Enterprise).  Following this, the testing of virtual machines was 

conducted.  

The scenarios using virtual machines were broken down by virtual machine 

operating system (e.g. Windows 7, Windows XP, and Windows 2000), by media 

converter (serial to USB, client serial port, and serial device server), and by the 

utilization of a thick or thin client, to access the VM.  In all cases efforts were 

made to connect the serial to USB converter to the virtual machine via a USB port 

on the thick client, a serial port, or on a serial port on the thin client for testing 

purposes.  The tested scenarios were as follows. 

3.7 Scenario One - Initial testing with thick clients only 

Scenario One was used to establish the base equipment functionality to include 

the serial cables, null modem and gender changers, as well as the data tap.  The 

use of virtual machines and any networking communications was excluded and 

strictly focused on ensuring that the thick clients and base equipment was 

functioning as expected.  To ensure that data was not modified during transit, a 

text file was created which was 102,400 bytes in size on the source PC.  A hash 

was then calculated against this file and used as a reference for all future testing.  

To test this scenario, the text file was sent from TestPC01 (Figure 8) to TestPC02 
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which was then captured using the Data Logger.  A third PC was used to also 

capture the text file and acted as a control in future testing scenarios.  Once the 

text file was received by the receiving PCs, a hash value was once again 

calculated and compared to the reference hash value.  Note that this scenario 

was not directly carried over to Phase Two as there wasn’t any applicability other 

than to establish initial conditions of the equipment used. 

 

 

3.8 Scenario Two – Windows 7 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to 

USB Hub 

Scenario Two tested sending a text file from a PC via a serial to USB converter 

to a VM.  In this test TestPC01 sent a text file to the serial port which was captured 

by the serial to USB converter that was plugged into TestPC02 (Figure 9).  

TestPC02 then established a RDP session to the Windows 7 VM using port 

redirection to pass the file to the Windows 7 VM. 

Figure 8 – Initial testing with thick clients 
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3.9 Scenario Three – Windows XP VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to 

USB Hub 

Very similar to Scenario Two, Scenario Three tested sending a text file from a PC 

via a serial to USB converter and then to a VM.  In this test TestPC01 sent a text 

file to the serial port which was captured by the serial to USB converter that was 

plugged into TestPC02 (Figure 7).  TestPC02 then established a RDP session to 

the Windows XP VM using port redirection to pass the file to the VM. 

3.10 Scenario Four – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

to USB Hub 

Scenario Four was very similar to Scenario Two and Three but used the vSphere 

client from the thick client to access the Windows 2000 VM.  This was due to the 

lack of RDP support for Windows 2000 which has previously been discussed. 

3.11 Scenario Five – Thin Client with a Serial Port to a Windows 7 VM 

Whereas the previous scenarios utilized a thick client, Scenarios Five and Six 

used a thin client for accessing the VM.  Scenario Five used an iGel UD3 thin 

client to access a Windows 7 VM via RDP using the COM ports available with the 

iGel UD3 base unit and redirecting them to the VM as depicted in Figure 10. 

Figure 9 – Testing with serial to USB converter 
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3.12 Scenario Six – Thin Client with a Serial Port to a Windows XP VM 

As in Scenario Five, this scenario used an iGel UD3 thin client as well but was 

used to access a Windows XP VM via RDP using the COM ports available with 

the iGel UD3 base unit (Figure 9). 

3.13 Scenario Seven – Windows 7 Thick Client Using a Serial Device 

Server 

Scenarios Seven through Twelve used a serial device server to pass the file from 

TestPC01 to the target systems.  Scenario Seven used a Windows 7 thick client 

with the serial device server drivers installed.  The data was received by the thick 

client via a connection with the serial device server over IP (Figure 11).  A VM 

was not part of this testing scenario. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Testing with thin client and serial port 

Figure 11 – Testing with thick client and serial device server 
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3.14 Scenario Eight – Windows 7 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

Scenario Eight used a Windows 7 thick client to access a Windows 7 VM via RDP 

(Figure 11).  The Windows 7 VM had the serial device server drivers installed and 

the data was received via this connection. 

3.15 Scenario Nine – Windows XP VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

Scenario Nine used a Windows 7 thick client to access a Windows XP VM via 

RDP (Figure 11).  The Windows XP VM had the serial device server drivers 

installed and the data was received via this connection.  The major difference 

between Scenario Eight and Nine was the VM operating systems. 

3.16 Scenario Ten – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

Although similar to Scenarios Eight and Nine, Scenario Ten used a Windows 7 

thick client to access a Windows 2000 VM via vSphere rather than RDP (Figure 

11).  The Windows 2000 VM had the serial device server drivers installed and the 

data was received via this connection. 

3.17 Scenario Eleven – Windows 7 VM Using a Thin Client and a Serial 

Device Server 

This scenario used an iGel UD3 thin client to access a Windows 7 VM via RDP 

(Figure 11).  The Windows 7 VM had the serial device server drivers installed and 

the data was received via this connection. 
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3.18 Scenario Twelve – Windows XP VM Using a Thin Client and a Serial 

Device Server 

Similar to Scenario Eleven, this scenario used an iGel UD3 thin client to access 

a Windows XP VM via RDP (Figure 11).  The Windows XP VM had the serial 

device server drivers installed and the data was received via this connection. 

3.19 Summary of Scenarios 

A summary of the twelve scenarios is listed in Table 3 as follows: 



 
 

 

Table 3 - Summary of Phase One Scenarios 

Scenario 
Number 

Target 
Client 
Type 

Target O/S Connection 
Type 

VM Accessed via 

1 Thick Client Windows 7 Serial Only N/A 

2 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows 7 Serial to USB 
Hub 

Windows 7 Thick Client with 
USB port redirection 

3 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows XP Serial to USB 
Hub 

Windows 7 Thick Client with 
USB port redirection 

4 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows 
2000 

Serial to USB 
Hub 

Windows 7 Thick Client with 
vSphere and USB port 
redirection 

5 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows 7 Serial Thin Client with serial port 
redirection 

6 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows XP Serial Thin Client with serial port 
redirection 

7 Thick Client Windows 7 Serial to Serial 
device server 

N/A 

8 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows 7 Serial to Serial 
device server 

Windows 7 Thick Client 

9 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows XP Serial to Serial 
device server 

Windows 7 Thick Client 

10 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows 
2000 

Serial to Serial 
device server 

Windows 7 Thick Client with 
vSphere 

11 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows 7 Serial to Serial 
device server 

Thin Client 

12 Virtual 
Machine 

Windows XP Serial to Serial 
device server 

Thin Client 

 

3.20 Phase Two Testing – Production Equipment 

Phase Two testing consisted of a second set of tests using production laboratory 

equipment with two differing configurations (Serial or USB connections) to 

determine if utilizing virtual machines for the laboratory PCs was feasible, and if 
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not, what technical issues could be identified that would inhibit or prevent their 

use.  To evaluate whether analytical laboratory equipment with serial connections 

could successfully utilize media converters and VMs to replace laboratory 

equipment PCs, a series of tests were designed.  Limited testing also included 

equipment with USB connections which did not require media converters. 

The site of the selected laboratory equipment was located in an industrial 

laboratory and the PCs attached to the instruments were not modified due to the 

often critical nature of the work being done in the production environment.  Due 

diligence was exercised when interacting with the laboratory equipment and the 

PCs to ensure that the working environment was not modified, or if it was 

modified, it could be quickly “rolled back” to the original working configuration. 

Due to security concerns, the testing environment was not connected to the 

Internet nor a corporate network (intranet).  All testing was conducted on an 

isolated network to mitigate against security issues, avoid any automatic updates 

to software or operating systems, and to minimize any influence that outside 

network traffic or other outside stimulus would introduce. 

Phase Two testing consisted of quantitative testing.  Quantitative testing was 

conducted on equipment with quick analysis times (less than 10 minutes) and 

where interaction by a technician was minimal (other than placing a sample in a 

holder).  Analytical equipment which was dependent upon control of the physical 

environment such as robotic arms and centrifuges required skilled technicians to 

control the equipment as a precursor to analysing samples.  All equipment that 

fell into this category was controlled solely by a skilled technician who held the 

explicit word of approval or disapproval of whether the testing environment was 
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successful.  This was based upon whether the equipment could be suitably and 

predictably controlled in a safe manner within the laboratory guidelines. 

3.21 Current Production Environment 

The current production environment included a mixture of chemical laboratory 

equipment ranging in age from recently purchased (less than one year) to in 

excess of 12+ years old.  Operating systems included Windows NT up to and 

including Windows 7.  With the mixture of operating systems, there were also 

multiple connection types from the laboratory device to the PC to include: 

 RS-232 DE-9 

 USB 

 RJ-45 

 Proprietary cards 

 Combinations of the above 

Many of the PCs were not attached to the network.  Reasons for this often 

revolved around minimum requirements as put forth by IT company standards 

and included: 

 Operating systems which have exceeded their end of life and no longer 

have security patches available (e.g. Windows XP and earlier) 

 No antivirus software, per analytical equipment vendor requirements, 

which then falls outside corporate IT security standards and precludes 

access to the company network 

 Local administrative access on PC required in order to control the 

instrument, thus violating corporate IT security standards 
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 PC is accessed by multiple staff members via a common logon violating 

IT security standards 

 Accidental Windows updates pushed to the PCs result in the 

instrumentation not working 

Meeting these requirements often resulted in standalone systems in place so that 

IT and security policies were not violated. 

Modifications to the existing environment were made based upon testing goals  

and were kept to a minimum.  When changes to the existing environment were 

made, a pathway to revert back to the original configuration was put into place.  

Detailed steps for the tested environment are addressed in Chapter 5.   

3.22 Summary 

This completed the software listing, general setup and configuration of the 

networking environment, and setup for both physical and virtual environments, 

software installation, and the scenarios that were examined in Phase One and 

Phase Two.  The twelve scenarios in Phase One covered the most likely 

configurations and included access to a Windows 2000 VM via vSphere which 

may not be a common configuration in many environments.  Detailed physical 

cabling and configuration for each scenario is covered in “Chapter 4 – Data 

Collection and Analysis Phase One” for Phase One.  Once the data was collected 

after each scenaril, the re-cabling and the changes to the physical and virtual 

setup were adjusted and is thus covered as the scenarios changed.  Phase Two 

utilized the applicable tested environments from Phase One and these tests are 

further described in “Chapter 5 – Data Collection and Analysis Phase Two”. 
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4 Chapter 4 - Data Collection and Analysis 

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds the most 

discoveries, is not "Eureka!" (I found it!) but "That's funny..." ~Isaac Asimov 

 

Chapter 3 “Procedures and Methodology” established the physical and virtual 

environment to be tested as well as the twelve scenarios for testing serial 

connections in Phase One.   Physical topologies, converters, software, and 

procedures to be used to create the virtual machines were also covered.  Perhaps 

the most important section for Chapter 3 was the scenarios to be tested with a 

high level description of each. 

This chapter continues with a more detailed setup and configuration established 

in Chapter 3 to be used for Phase One testing.  The modifications to the initial 

base environment are described below followed by the testing and their results.  

These results are compared to determine whether there were any identifiable 

connectivity issues, modifications of data during transit, and whether the topology 

would actually lend itself to a production environment. 

4.1 Phase One – Testing Environment, Setup, and Results 

Phase One consisted of setting up the initial environment with the goal of 

ensuring that a known set of working configurations could be established and 

then applied to Phase Two which consisted of testing production analytical 

equipment.  Scenario One below was used to establish whether the connections, 

cables, and the physical setup would transfer the selected data file and as a basis 

for the other eleven scenarios.  Scenarios Two, Three, and Four utilized a serial 

to USB converter; Scenarios Five and Six utilized a thin client with a serial port; 
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and Scenarios Seven through Twelve utilized a serial device server.  These 

scenarios were summarized in Chapter 3 Table 2. 

4.1.1 Establish the Initial Testing Environment – Scenario One 

Initial testing was conducted using three physical PCs and three 9-pin serial 

cables connected with a data tap to establish a baseline of serial connections 

without media converters or hubs.  Each serial cable was three meters in length 

and the cables were connected with a null modem adaptor and three gender 

changers.  The gender changers were used to accommodate the gender of the 

serial cables when used in conjunction with the data tap.  The physical setup was 

conducted as follows: 

1. A nine pin serial cable (three meters in length) was inserted into the COM 

port at the back of TestPC01 and connected to a data tap via a gender 

changer and a null modem adaptor.  The null modem adaptor was inserted 

here before the data split from this cable to the other two branches (Figure 

12). 

2. A nine pin serial cable (three meters in length) was inserted into the COM 

port at the back of TestPC02 and connected to a data tap via a gender 

changer (no null modem adaptor). 

3. A nine pin serial cable (three meters in length) was inserted into the COM 

port at the back of the monitor PC and connected to a data tap via a gender 

changer (no null modem adaptor). 
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TestPC01, TestPC02, and the Monitor PC were logged on via admin credentials 

and a command prompt opened. At the command prompt the COM port settings 

for COM1 on each PC was set by the following command: 

mode com1: 9600,n,8,1 

This set the data rate to 9600 bps, no parity, eight data bits, and one stop bit.  

The results of this command on TestPC01 are in Figure 13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 13 – TestPC01 
mode command 
results 

Figure 12 - Cable Configurations 
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Once the COM port settings were made, TestPC02 and the monitor PC had the 

RS232 DataLogger software started.  COM1 was selected and the rates, data 

bits, parity and other settings were made to match that of the issued mode 

command.  The file and path was set to C:\temp\PC02SC.txt on to TestPC02 and 

C:\temp\MonSC.txt on the monitor PC to capture the information sent from 

TestPC01.  An example of the settings is reflected in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 – Datalogger settings 

 

After the DataLogger settings were made, COM1 was chosen and “Start Logging” 

was selected to begin logging on TestPC02 and the Monitor PC.  This created a 

file at the location previously defined to direct the input from the selected COM 

port.  The resulting file was used as input for the hashing algorithm calculation 

and compared to the hash value on the original file to determine if any 

modifications were introduced. 
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The text file that was transferred between systems was created with Microsoft 

Notepad and consisted of the numbers zero (0) through nine (9) on each row 

(e.g. 0123456789) with a size of 102,400 bytes in size (100K).  Using Windows 

Explorer the properties of this file are in the Figure 15: 

 

Figure 15 - TestPC01 Test File Size 

 

A hash value for this file was generated using the “WinHex” utility and the 

resulting MD5 hash value for this file was: 

FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6. 

This file was then sent from TestPC01 to TestPC02 and the monitor PC from a 

command prompt as follows: 

type TestSend1024Bytes.txt > com1 
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This sent the contents of the text file to the COM port (COM1) which was captured 

by both TestPC02 and the monitor PC and redirected to the respective files 

stipulated in the Data Logger settings.  Using file manager to view the properties 

of the file sizes results on TestPC02 and the monitor PC resulted in the following 

(Figures 17 and 17): 

 

 

Figure 16 – TestPC02 Test File Size 

 

Figure 17 – Monitor PC Test File 
Size 

 

Using the “WinHex” utility once again, the MD5 hash values were generated 

against the two resulting files on TestPC02 and the monitor PC.  The results of 

the hash values are depicted in Table 4.  Note that all of the hash values match 

indicating that no data modification took place. 
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Table 4 – Scenario 1 Test Results 

All physical PCs 
with Serial 
connections 

File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 Serial 

cable 

TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

TestPC02 Serial 

cable 

PC02SC.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor Serial 

cable 

MonSC.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

4.1.2 Results of the Initial Testing Environment – Scenario One 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the destination PC 

(TestPC02) and the monitoring PC.  Based upon the hash values for the three 

files, the contents of the files were identical and thus no modifications to the file 

took place after passing through the serial ports, gender changer, null modem 

adaptor, and the data tap.  

This completed the initial testing of the data tap, serial cables, and overall 

physical setup described in Chapter 3 Scenario One.  By ensuring that the data 

was not modified by the devices used in transferring the information, the base 

functionality of the environment was established. 

4.1.3 Phase 1 - Setup of USB Serial Hub Scenarios 

Re-cabling of the serial connections for use with the UPort serial hub was 

modified from the baseline testing to accommodate the devices and tested 

clients.  Device drivers for the UPort serial hub were installed on the Windows 7 

thick client and port redirection via RDP or vSphere was used when accessing 
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the virtual machines.  The tested scenarios using the USB serial hub were as 

follows and continuing the numbering from above and from Chapter 3 was: 

 Scenario Two – Windows 7 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to USB 

Hub 

 Scenario Three – Windows XP VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to 

USB Hub 

 Scenario Four – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to 

USB Hub 

The structure for Scenarios Two, Three, and Four was the same and involved 

setting up the Windows 7 thick client and UPort serial hub.  The setup of this 

environment was as follows: 

1. The serial cable attached to TestPC02 was disconnected from the back of 

TestPC02 and attached to Port 1 on the Moxa Serial Hub. 

2. The USB cable from the Moxa Serial Hub was plugged into TestPC02 

which had the software for the Moxa Serial Hub already installed during 

the initial installation.  Figure 18 depicts the cable connections for the serial 

cables and the serial hub.  Note that the two cables on the right labelled 

“UPort1250” are two ends of the same cable.  Figure 19 depicts the logical 

setup for the three scenarios. 

 

 

 

 Figure 18 - Cable Configuration for UPort 
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3. On TestPC02 the local COM ports were disabled to prevent these ports 

from interfering with testing and to avoid being redirected to any of the 

virtual machines during later testing (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 20  - Device Manager Results 

 

Data Tap

VM

Serial to USB
Converter

Serial 
cable 

Network 
cable

Serial 
cable

USB 
Cable 

TestPC01

TestPC02 

Monitor PC

Vmware 
Host

Figure 19 - Setup for Scenarios Two, Three and Four 
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4. The Moxa UPort configuration utility on TestPC02 was used to verify the 

Moxa USB serial device port mappings with the result that Port 1 was 

mapped to COM4 and Port 2 was mapped to COM2 (Figure 20).  These 

settings matched the Device Manager  (Figure 21) as well and the registry 

settings (Figure 22) on TestPC02. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 - TestPC02 Moxa Port Mappings 

Figure 22 -TestPC02 UPort Registry Settings 
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This completed the cabling and port identification for the Uport serial hub using 

the Windows 7 thick client TestPC02.  This setup was used for Scenarios Two, 

Three, and Four. 

4.1.3.1 Phase One - USB Serial Hub Scenarios Two, Three, and Four  

The tested scenarios used the same file for transfer, command line values, and 

software as the initial testing environment from Scenario 1.  In summary, these 

were: 

 File to transfer:  TestSend1024Bytes.txt 

 File size: 102,400 bytes 

 File hash value: FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 Command line to send text file from TestPC01: type 

TestSend1024Bytes.txt > com1 

 All serial port settings: 9600bps, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stop bit 

The Data Logger file settings were changed for each scenario to prevent 

overwriting during the testing.  The table below is broken down as follows: 

 Scenario – Scenario number tested 

 Target System – This is the target system which is acting as the instrument 

PC receiving the test file from TestPC01.  TestPC01 continued simulating 

a laboratory test instrument with a DE-9 serial port. 

 File Name – File name assigned to the Data Logger on the target system.  

This file name was unique for each tested scenario and the resulting file 

had a hash function run on the file to determine if it was modified from the 

original. 
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 Monitor File Name - File name assigned to the Data Logger on the Monitor 

PC.  This file name was unique for each tested scenario. 

Values for the file names were as follows (Table 5): 

Table 5 – Target File Names 

Scenario Target System File Name Monitor File Name: 

Two Win7SP1VM VM7USB.txt MonVM7UXB.txt 

Three WinXPProVM   XPUSB.txt MonXPUSB.txt 

Four Win2kVM 2KUSB.txt Mon2KUSB.txt 

4.1.3.2 Scenario Two – Windows 7 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to 

USB Hub 

This scenario used the setup as stated above (see Figure 18) and established a 

RDP session from TestPC02 to the Windows 7 virtual machine Win7SP1VM 

ensuring that the “Ports” under “Local Resources\More” was selected to allow 

TestPC02 USB ports to be accessed by the VM (Figure 23).  Once the port 

redirection was selected the RDP connection was established with Win7SP1VM 

and a logon session was established with the VM. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 - RDP Settings for Port Redirection 
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Regedit was opened on Win7SP1VM to view the COM port settings (Figure 23) 

with the result that the COM port mappings matched those of the RDP client 

TestPC02 from Scenario One.  Keeping in mind that TestPC02 had Port 1 

mapped to COM4, the same port mappings took place on the virtual machine but 

without referencing the Moxa device as is shown in Figure 24. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 6): 

Table 6 – Scenario 2 Test Results 

Target  

System 

File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Win7SP1VM VM7USB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonVM7UXB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination VM (Win7SP1VM) via TestPC02 and a USB serial hub.  Based upon 

the hash values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus 

Figure 24 - Regedit Win7SP1VM 
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no modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, 

gender changer, null modem adaptor, USB serial port, and the data tap.  

4.1.3.3 Scenario Three – Windows XP VM and a Thick Client Using a 

Serial to USB Hub 

This used the same setup as Scenario Two above but used a RDP session from 

TestPC02 to the Windows XP virtual machine WinXPProVM.  From TestPC02 an 

RDP session was started ensuring that the “Ports” under “Local Resources\More” 

was selected to allow TestPC02 USB ports to be accessed by the VM.  Once the 

port redirection was selected, the RDP connection was established with 

WinXPProVM.  Regedit was opened on WinXPProVM to view the COM port 

settings with the result that the COM port mappings matched those of the RDP 

client TestPC02 from (Figure 20).  Keeping in mind that TestPC02 had Port 1 

mapped to COM4 (Figure 20), the same port mappings took place on the XP 

virtual machine but without referencing the Moxa device as is shown in Figure 25. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 -  WinXPProVM Registry Settings 
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 7): 

 

Table 7 – Scenario 3 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

WinXPProVM XPUSB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonXPUSB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination VM (WinXPProVM) via TestPC02 and a USB serial hub.  Based upon 

the hash values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus 

no modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, 

gender changer, null modem adaptor, USB serial hub, and the data tap.  

4.1.3.4 Scenario Four – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a 

Serial to USB Hub 

As previously stated, Windows 2000 virtual machines have several caveats that 

must be considered.  Chief among them is that Windows 2000 does not natively 

include a remote access component such as XP and Windows 7.  Both of these 

latter systems can use the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) for remote access 

making them good candidates for virtualization.  Another consideration is that 

Windows 2000 without Service Pack 4 (SP4) does not support USB devices 

(Reference KB 319973).  Although USB devices are recognized with SP4, the 

remaining challenge is that RDP access from either a thick or thin client is still 

unavailable.  To overcome this, vSphere can be used to access a console session 
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to the virtual machine.  vSphere can be installed on a thick client and limited to 

specific virtual machines with limited permissions which may be sufficient for 

some implementations.  The vSphere console was used for testing as RDP was 

not available. 

Testing the Windows 2000 environment used the same physical setup as 

Scenario Two above but used a vSphere session from TestPC02 to the Windows 

2000 virtual machine Win2KVM.  From TestPC02 a vSphere session was started 

with the VM and a logon session was completed for Win2KVM.  Using the “USB 

Connections” selection from the vSphere console, the Moxa UPort device was 

selected.  Regedit was opened on Win2KVM to view the COM port settings with 

the result that the COM port mappings on the USB device for Port 1 was Com1 

and Port 2 was COM2 as depicted in Figure 26.  These were also verified using 

the Moxa UPort configuration utility installed on Win2KVM as shown in Figure 27. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 26 - Win2KVM Registry Settings 
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 8): 

Table 8 – Scenario 4 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Win2KVM 2KUSB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor Mon2KUSB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination VM (Win2KVM) via TestPC02 with vSphere and a USB serial hub.  

Based upon the hash values for the three files, the contents of the files were 

identical and thus no modifications to the file took place after passing through the 

Figure 27 - Windows 2000 UPort Settings 
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serial ports, gender changer, null modem adaptor, USB serial port, and the data 

tap.  

4.1.4 Phase One -Setup of Thin Client and Serial Port Redirection 

This portion of Phase One had two scenarios which used a thin client with serial 

ports that were redirected to the appropriate VM.  The first scenario (Scenario 

Five continuing the numbering from above) used a thin client with redirected serial 

ports to access a Windows 7 VM (Win7SP1VM) and the second scenario 

(Scenario Six) used a thin client with redirected serial ports to access a Windows 

XP VM (WinXPProVM).  In summary these were: 

 Scenario Five – Thin Client with a Serial Port redirection to a Windows 7 

VM 

 Scenario Six – Thin Client with a Serial Port redirection to a Windows XP 

VM 

The tested scenarios used the same file for transfer, command line values, and 

software as the initial testing environment from Scenario One.  In summary, these 

were: 

 File to transfer:  TestSend1024Bytes.txt 

 File size: 102,400 bytes 

 File hash value: FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 Command line to send text file from TestPC01: type 

TestSend1024Bytes.txt > com1 

 All serial port settings: 9600bps, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stop bit 

The Data Logger file settings were changed for each scenario to prevent 

overwriting during the testing.  The table below is broken down as follows: 
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 Scenario – Scenario number tested 

 Target System – This is the target system which is acting as the instrument 

PC receiving the test file from TestPC01.  TestPC01 continued simulating 

a laboratory test instrument with a DE-9 serial port. 

 File Name – File name assigned to the Data Logger.  This file name is 

unique for each tested scenario and the resulting file had a hash function 

run on the file to determine if it was modified from the original. 

 Monitor File Name - File name assigned to the Data Logger on the Monitor 

PC.  This file name is unique for each tested scenario.  

Values for the file names were as follows (Table 9): 

 

Table 9 – File Name Summary 

 

 

 

 

 

The setup of the thin client and physical environment follows. 

4.1.4.1 iGel UD3 Serial Port Testing Setup 

The iGel UD3-LX41 (Firmware version: 5.06.101.01) unit comes with an optional 

serial port base unit (Figure 28) .  This unit attaches to the main iGel unit (Figure 

29) to provide two serial ports which can be used for port redirection to a VM.   

Scenario Target 

System 

File Name Monitor File Name: 

Five Win7SP1VM 

(serial) 

VM7ThinSerial.txt MonVM7ThinSerial.txt 

Six WinXPProVM  

(serial) 

VMXPThinSerial.txt MonVMXPThinSerial.txt 
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The iGel UD3 was setup from a factory default setting with the serial ports 

enabled by accessing the setup menu and selecting Devices/Printer/TCP/IP.  

Under the TCP/IP subheading options for enabling COM1 and COM2 were 

available.  Although both ports were enabled, only COM1 was used for testing 

purposes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cabling was modified from the previous testing by removing the Moxa USB serial 

port device.  The serial cable from TestPC01 to the data tap remained in place 

and the serial cable from the data tap to the Monitor PC also remained in place.  

A third serial cable was connected to the iGel thin client which was then 

connected to the data tap as shown in Figure 30.  This completed the cabling for 

testing Scenarios Five and Six.  The final configuration is depicted in Figure 31. 

 

 

 

Figure 28 - iGel Serial Port 
Base Unit 

Figure 29 - iGel with Serial 
Port Base Unit 
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Figure 31 – Logical diagram for Thin client and serial connection 

 

 

 

Figure 30 – Thin Client Setup 
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4.1.4.2 Scenario Five – Thin Client with a Serial Port to a Windows 7 VM 

Connecting to the VM was conducted via the IP address of the VM from the thin 

client.  Once logged in via the thin client, Regedit was opened on Win7SP1VM to 

view the COM port settings (Figure 32) to determine which ports were mapped 

and assigned.  When the Data Logger was configured, the COM port setting was 

set to COM1 to match COM1 in the registry in order to log the data being passed 

(Figure 33).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32  - Regedit Thin Client Serial Redirection for 
Win7SP1VM 

Figure 33 - DataLogger Configuration 
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 10): 

Table 10  – Scenario 5 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Win7SP1VM VM7ThinSerial.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonVM7ThinSerial.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination PC (Win7SP1VM) via a thin client and the COM1 serial port.  Based 

upon the hash values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical 

and thus no modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial 

ports, thin client, gender changer, null modem adaptor, and the data tap.  

4.1.4.3 Scenario Six – Thin Client with a Serial Port to a Windows XP VM 

Connecting to the VM was conducted via the IP address of the VM.  Once logged 

in via the thin client, Regedit was opened on WinXPProVM to view the COM port 

settings (Figure 34) to determine which ports were mapped and assigned.  When 

the Data Logger was configured, the COM port setting was set to COM1 to match 

COM1 in the registry in order to log the data being passed.  
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 11): 

 

Table 11 – Scenario 6 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

WinXPProVM   VMXPThinSerial.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonThinVM7NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination PC (WinXPProVM) via a thin client and the serial COM1 port.  Based 

upon the hash values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical 

and thus no modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial 

ports, gender changer, null modem adaptor, and the data tap.  

4.1.5 Setup and Testing of Serial Device Server Scenarios 

Re-cabling of the serial connections for use with the NPort serial device server 

was modified from the baseline testing to accommodate the devices and tested 

Figure 34 - XP Registry Settings 
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clients.  The tested scenarios using the serial device server and continuing from 

the previous scenarios were as follows: 

 Scenario Seven – Windows 7 Thick Client Using a Serial Device Server 

(Initial base testing of the configuration similar to Scenario One) 

 Scenario Eight – Windows 7 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial Device 

Server 

 Scenario Nine – Windows XP VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial Device 

Server 

 Scenario Ten – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

 Scenario Eleven – Windows 7 VM Using a Thin Client and a Serial Device 

Server 

 Scenario Twelve – Windows XP VM Using a Thin Client and a Serial 

Device Server 

 

The setup for these scenarios was the same and involved setting up the NPort 

device.  The physical cabling for the NPort device was modified from the baseline 

testing and consisted of the following: 

 The serial cable from TestPC02 was removed from the back of the PC as 

it was not used. 

 The serial cable from TestPC01 remained in place with one end inserted 

into the COM port of the PC and the other end attached to the data tap via 

a gender changer and null modem device. 

 The serial cable from the monitor PC to the data tap remained in place. 
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 A serial cable was attached to the serial device server and the other end 

attached to the remaining data tap connection. 

Figure 35 depicts the logical setup while Figure 36 depicts the NPort cable 

configuration with the network cable plugged into the Netgear switch and the 

serial cable attached to the data tap.  Figure 37 depicts the data tap with serial 

cables labelled.  Figure 38 depicts the side by side configuration of the NPort and 

the data tap. 
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Figure 35 - Logical diagram for serial device server tests 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36 - NPort Moxa 5110A 
Configuration 
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The factory defaults of the Nport 5110a were modified to accommodate the 

testing environment.  Factory defaults for the NPort 5110a for the IP address was 

192.168.127.254/24.  This was changed to 10.10.10.20/24 (Figure 39) using the 

NPort Administration Tool installed on TestPC02 so as to be part of the same 

network as the testing environment (Note that the NPort Administration Tool must 

be executed by selecting “Run as an administrator” (Right click on the short cut 

Figure 37 - Data Tap Configuration 

Figure 38  – NPort and Data Tap 
Configuration 
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and select “Run as administrator” or changes cannot be committed to the 

device.)).   The serial port settings were set as follows (Figure 40): 

 Baud rate: 9600bps 

 Parity: None 

 Data bits: 8 

 Stop bits: 1 

 Flow Control: RTS/CTS 

 FIFO: Enabled 

 Interface: RS-232 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 39 - NPort IP Settings 
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The final NPort setting was the operational mode (Figure 41).  This was set to 

“Realcom Mode” which according to the vendor, Realcom Mode drivers transmit 

“all serial signals intact” (MOXA, 2006).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40 - NPort Serial Port Settings 

Figure 41 - NPort Operating Mode 
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Once all of the modifications to the NPort device were made, the changes were 

saved to the device and this concluded the setup of the NPort device.  At this 

point, neither the device settings nor the cabling were modified during any of the 

following scenarios (7 – 12). 

The tested scenarios used the same file for transfer, command line values, and 

software as the initial testing environment.  In summary, these were: 

 File to transfer:  TestSend1024Bytes.txt 

 File size: 102,400 bytes 

 File hash value: FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 Command line to send text file from TestPC01: type 

TestSend1024Bytes.txt > com1 

 All serial port settings: 9600bps, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stop bit 

The Data Logger file settings were changed for each scenario to prevent 

overwriting during the testing.  The table below is broken down by as follows: 

 Scenario – Scenario number tested 

 Target System  – This is the target system which is acting as the 

instrument PC receiving the test file from TestPC01 

 File Name – File name assigned to the Data Logger.  This file name is 

unique for each tested scenario. 

 Monitor File Name - File name assigned to the Data Logger on the Monitor 

PC.  This file name is unique for each tested scenario. 

Values for the file names were as follows (Table 12): 
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Table 12 - Target File Names 

Scenario Target 

System 

File Name Monitor File Name: 

7 TestPC02 PC02NPort.txt MonPC02NPort.txt 

8 Win7SP1VM PC02VM7Nport.txt MonPC02VM7Nport.txt 

9 WinXPProVM   PC02XPNport.txt MonPC02XPNport.txt 

10 Win2kVM PC022KNPort.txt MonPC022KNPort.txt 

11 Win7SP1VM ThinVM7NPort.txt MonThinVM7NPort.txt 

12 WinXPProVM   ThinVMXPNport.txt MonThinVMXPNport.txt 

 

With the scenario numbers identified and the file names established, the results 

of the testing follows. 

4.1.5.1 Scenario Seven – Windows 7 Thick Client Using a Serial Device 

Server 

This scenario used TestPC01 to simulate a laboratory instrument sending serial 

data and TestPC02 to simulate the laboratory PC receiving the data.  Although 

this scenario was not used in Phase Two, this scenario was used as a simple test 

to further corroborate whether there would be any changes to the data as it 

passed through the configuration of the serial device server prior to testing with 

virtual machines. TestPC02 used the NPort drivers which registered the Nport 

device as COM6 in the registry settings (Figure 42) and the Data Logger port was 

selected to reflect this. 
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 13): 

Table 13 – Scenario 7 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

TestPC02 PC02NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonPC02NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the Monitor PC and the 

destination PC (TestPC02) via a serial device server.  Based upon the hash 

values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus no 

modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, gender 

changer, null modem adaptor, serial device server and the data tap.  

Figure 42 - Win7SP1 NPort Registry 
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4.1.5.2 Scenario Eight – Windows 7 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

This scenario used TestPC01 to simulate a laboratory instrument sending serial 

data and Win7SP1VM virtual machine to simulate the laboratory PC receiving the 

data.  TestPC02 was used to establish a RDP session with the Win7SP1VM 

virtual machine.  The NPort drivers installed on Win7SP1VM registered the Nport 

device as COM3 in the registry settings (Figure 43) and the Data Logger port 

selection reflected this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 14): 

Table 14 – Scenario 8 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Win7SP1VM PC02VM7Nport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonPC02VM7Nport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

Figure 43 - Win7SP1VM NPort Registry 
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The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination virtual machines (Win7SP1VM) accessed via RDP.  Based upon the 

hash values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus no 

modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, gender 

changer, null modem adaptor, serial device server, and the data tap.  

4.1.5.3 Scenario Nine – Windows XP VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

This scenario used TestPC01 to simulate a laboratory instrument sending serial 

data and WinXPProVM virtual machine to simulate the laboratory PC receiving 

the data.  TestPC02 was used to establish a RDP session with the WinXPProVM 

virtual machine.  The NPort drivers installed on WinXPProVM registered the 

Nport device as COM1 in the registry settings (Figure 44) and the Data Logger 

port selection reflected this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 44 - WinXPProVM NPort Registry 
Settings 
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 15): 

Table 15 – Scenario 9 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

WinXPProVM PC02XPNport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonPC02XPNport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination virtual machines (WinXPProVM) accessed via RDP and a thick client 

and thin client.  Based upon the hash values for the three files, the contents of 

the files were identical and thus no modifications to the file took place after 

passing through the serial ports, gender changer, null modem adaptor, serial 

device server, and the data tap.  

4.1.5.4 Scenario Ten – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 

As earlier mentioned, Windows 2000 does not have a remote access capability 

using RDP.   As was previously done, vSphere was used to access a console 

session to the virtual machine from the Windows 7 thick client.  With the NPort 

driver installed on Win2kVM, this registered the Nport device as COM3 in the 

registry settings (Figure 45) and the Data Logger settings reflected this. 
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After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 16): 

Table 16 – Scenario 10 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Win2kVM PC022KNPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonPC022KNPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination VM (Win2kVM) via a serial device server.  Based upon the hash 

values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus no 

modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, gender 

changer, null modem adaptor, serial device server, and the data tap. 

Figure 45 - Win2KVM NPort Registry Settings 
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4.1.5.5 Scenario Eleven – Windows 7 VM Using a Thin Client and a Serial 

Device Server 

This used the same physical setup as previous scenarios but used a thin client 

(iGel UD3) to access the Windows 7 virtual machine Win7SP1VM.  From the thin 

client, a RDP session was established with Win7SP1VM and the NPort utility was 

opened to configure the NPort settings.  The settings were set consistent with 

previous COM port settings as depicted in Figure 46 below. 

 

Regedit was opened on Win7SP1VM to view the COM port settings (Figure 47).  

When the Data Logger was configured, the COM port settings were set to match 

the NPort and Registry settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (Table 17): 

Figure 46 - Win7SP1VM NPort Settings 

Figure 47 - Win7SP1VM Registry COM Port 
Settings 
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Table 17 – Scenario 11 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Win7SP1VM ThinVM7NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonThinVM7NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination PC (Win7SP1VM) via a serial device server.  Based upon the hash 

values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus no 

modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, serial 

device server, gender changer, null modem adaptor, and the data tap. This was 

expected as the only changes between this scenario and scenario Eight was the 

way the VM was accessed. 

4.1.5.6 Scenario Twelve – Windows XP VM Using a Thin Client and a 

Serial Device Server 

This used the same physical setup as previous scenarios but used a thin client 

(iGel UD3) to access the Windows XP virtual machine WinXPProVM.  From the 

thin client, a RDP session was established with WinXPProVM and the NPort utility 

was opened to configure the NPort settings.  The settings were set consistent 

with previous COM port settings in Scenario Nine as depicted in Figure 48 below. 

Figure 48 - WinXPProVM NPort Settings 
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Regedit was opened on WinXPProVM to view the COM port settings (Figure 49).  

When the Data Logger was configured, the COM port settings were set to match 

the NPort and Registry settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

After conducting the file transfer from TestPC01 to the target systems, the 

resulting hash values on the received files were as follows (18): 

Table 18 – Scenario 12 Test Results 

Target System File Name Hash value 

TestPC01 TestSend1024Bytes.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

WinXPProVM   ThinVMXPNport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Monitor MonThinVMXPNport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

 

The data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from the source PC 

(TestPC01) which is simulating a laboratory instrument to the monitor PC and the 

destination PC (WinXPProVM) via a serial device server.  Based upon the hash 

values for the three files, the contents of the files were identical and thus no 

modifications to the file took place after passing through the serial ports, serial 

device server, gender changer, null modem adaptor, and the data tap. 

Figure 49 - WinXPProVM Registry COM Port Settings 
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4.1.6 iGel UD3 Serial Port To UPort USB Serial Hub Testing Setup 

Attempts were made to use the Moxa UPort serial to USB device with the iGel 

thin client.  These included using native redirection of USB devices and included 

testing of storage devices (e.g. USB sticks and USB external drives).  Although 

the redirection of storage devices were successful, the redirection of the Moxa 

device was not. 

After contacting iGel, a suggestion was made to counter this issue using the 

FabulaTech software and installing this software on the client.  Due to the 

firmware version of the iGel (5.06.101.01), version 5.1 of the FabulaTech 

(http://www.fabulatech.com/) software was used per the recommendation of the 

FabulaTech Support Group.  This software was installed on each test VM and the 

FabulaTech redirection selected in the iGel configuration.  Enabling the iGel to 

use the FabulaTech USB redirection consisted of the following on the iGel setup 

sections: 

 System - Firmware Customization - Features - FabulaTech USB 

Redirection 

 Session - ICA/RDP - ICA/RDP Global - FabulaTech USB Redirection 

Installing the FabulaTech software on the virtual machines (Win7SP1VM and 

WinXPProVM) used the default settings with the Server option included.  Both 

VMs were then rebooted and the cabling of the testing environment was then 

executed. 

Cabling of the environment consisted of attaching the serial cable from TestPC01 

to the Moxa USB serial hub on Port 1.  The USB cable was then inserted into the 

iGel thin client device.  The final cabling is shown in Figure 50. 
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Although the iGel UD3 thin client recognized the Moxa USB serial device as 

reflected in the Devices/USB devices of the iGel System Information application, 

the Moxa device was not recognized by either the Windows 7 VM nor the 

Windows XP VM.  Despite working with both representatives from iGel and 

FabulaTech to resolve this issue, this remained a barrier to testing. 

Due to the inability to pass the Moxa USB serial device to either virtual machine, 

no further testing was possible using this configuration.  Based upon these 

results, this configuration was not used in Phase Two for production testing. 

4.1.7 Summary of Phase One Test Results 

A total of twelve scenarios were successfully tested which included combinations 

of hardware and operating systems in both physical PC and virtual machine 

environments.  Data in the form of a text file was successfully passed from 

TestPC01 which was used to simulate a laboratory instrument with a serial 

connection to both physical and virtual machines.  The data passed through 

gender changers, serial cables, a serial to USB hub, null modem adaptor, as well 

Figure 50 - Cabling with UPort and Data Tap 
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as a serial device server without being modified as was determined by running a 

hashing algorithm against the resulting files transferred. 

TestPC02 and the virtual machines were used to simulate a laboratory instrument 

PC and receive the file sent from TestPC01 via the tested scenario configuration 

changes.  The results of the twelve tests along with the file name and calculated 

hash value are listed in Table 19.  Note that all hash values match which indicates 

no data was modified during the transfer from TestPC01 to the target. 

Table 19 – Combined Scenario Results for Phase 1 

Scenario File Name of Target Calculated Hash Value 

One PC02SC.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Two VM7USB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Three XPUSB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Four 2KUSB.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Five VM7ThinSerial.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Six VMXPThinSerial.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Seven PC02NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Eight PC02VM7Nport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Nine PC02XPNport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Ten PC022KNPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Eleven ThinVM7NPort.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 

Twelve ThinVMXPNport.txt FDEC61E799CF32E3C45685BA257811B6 
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An issue was encountered when using the iGel UD3 thin client with USB 

redirection as the device was unable to redirect the serial to USB hub to a virtual 

machine.  Although this was disappointing, the ability to use a connection base 

with serial ports did enable use of the iGel thin client which was tested in 

scenarios eleven and twelve. 

Chapter 5 will address Phase Two testing which follows whereby production 

laboratory equipment was used to evaluate whether the media converters and 

virtual machines could successfully be used based upon the results of Phase One 

of testing.   Lessons learned from Phase One were applied to include topological 

configurations as well as virtual machine configurations. 
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5 Chapter 5 - Phase Two Testing 

Phase Two testing consisted of applying the working configurations from the first 

phase to a production environment with laboratory instrumentation PCs.  The 

serial and USB cables used for this second phase were not those used in the first 

phase, but utilized the existing cables that were installed with the instrumentation.  

Prior to conducting the second phase of testing, the networking environment and 

test server was set up and the physical PCs were converted to virtual machines. 

Creation of the Phase Two test environment is described in detail in the next two 

sections. 

5.1 Network and Server Testing Environment 

The isolated testing environment closely reflected a production system and 

included traversing multiple switches to a VMware server.  The server 

environment hardware consisted of the following: 

 Server: HP DL380 G7 Server 

 RAM: 48 GB 

 Processor: Inter Xeon CPUX5660 at 2.67Ghz (2 processors and six cores 

per socket) 

 NIC1: QLogic NC382i Integrated Multi Port PCI Express Gigabit Server 

Adaptor 

 NIC2: QLogic NC382i Integrated Multi Port PCI Express Gigabit Server 

Adaptor 

 Storage: 1TB 

The laboratory instruments and associated PCs were located in six areas of a 

building.  Each area had multiple network drops which allowed patch cables to 

be used to patch a drop to either a production network or the isolated test network.  
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As all testing was conducted on the test network, the network drops were patched 

accordingly.  This had the added benefit that if the equipment being tested 

needed to be quickly utilized for production purposes, a cable change at the 

network drop could be done very quickly without requiring access to the patch 

panels.  The network environment consisted of two Cisco 3560G switches with 

the ports set to 1Gb (negotiable) with one switch located in the same area as the 

laboratory equipment which was connected via fibre to a data centre which had 

the second switch where the server was plugged into (see Figure 51). 

 

Figure 51 - Phase Two Network Setup 

 

Testing connections to the VMs was conducted via a Windows 7 32 bit client as 

was done in Phase One of testing.  A Dell Optiplex 790 was configured as follows: 

 Dell Optiplex 790 workstation with Windows 7 32 bit operating system 

incorporated with Service Pack 1 (SP1) 

 NIC drivers consisting of an Intel I2xx/825xx Gigabit Platform LAN Network 

Device v18.1.0.0 (A08) April 12, 2013 (Dell, 2014a) (Note: Once the 
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network drivers were installed, the “Set Network Location” profile used was 

set to “Work network”.) 

 Serial port drivers consisting of the Intel Unified AMT 7 Management 

Interface Driver v7.1.2.1041 (A01) March 03, 2011 (Dell, 2014c) 

 Video driver consisting of the Intel® HD Graphics Driver Version: 

9.17.10.3517 dated 20 March 2014 (3/20/2014) (Dell, 2014b) 

 Moxa NPort Administration Suite version 1.4 Build 10050717 dated 

05/07/2010 (MOXA, 2010) 

 Moxa NPort Windows Driver Manger version 1.18 Released 12 March 

2015 (MOXA, 2015) 

 VMWare vSphere Client 6.0.0 (VMware, 2015a) was installed to 

access/manage the virtual machines  

 RS232 DataLogger by Eltima Software 2.7 freeware (Eltima, 2011) 

software was installed to receive the serial traffic if required 

5.1.1 Physical PC to Virtual Machine Conversion 

Conversions of the instrumentation PCs were based upon the premise that the 

original hard drive was not to have additional software installed nor were they to 

be used during any testing.  This limited the possible conversion scenarios from 

a physical PC to a virtual machine.  To address the limitations, a “cold clone” of 

the physical PC was conducted by booting from either a USB device or a CD/DVD 

device with Symantec Ghost 32 installed on the respective device and the image 

created by Symantec Ghost was stored on an external drive.  Once the imaging 

process was completed, the instrumentation PC was shut down and the original 

hard drive was removed.  A replacement drive was added to the system and the 

image from the original hard disk was copied to the replacement drive.  When the 
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imaging process was completed, the instrumentation PC was booted and tested 

with the instrument to ensure all was in working order. 

Once the instrument PC was determined to be in working order with the 

replacement drive, VMware Converter Version 6 was installed on the 

instrumentation PC.  The VMware Converter software was then used to create a 

virtual machine on the VMware host system initially using the default settings.  

Upon completion, the virtual machines were then modified to ensure that they 

were using the appropriate network and the RAM was boosted to 4GB for each 

virtual machine.  Each VM was then turned on and a logon session was 

accomplished to determine if there were any obvious errors with the virtual 

machine and also to enable remote access to each virtual machine.   

Upon successful access to the virtual machines, the original hard disk drives for 

the instrument PCs were exchanged with the cloned drives so that the systems 

were back to their original configuration.  This was to ensure that the original 

equipment was available in case testing had to be interrupted due to operational 

or business requirements.  When a physical PC was required for testing, the 

Windows 7 test PC which was configured as above was used in all cases.  In 

order to connect to the Moxa serial device server, drivers for the serial device 

server were installed on virtual machines that supported serial instruments as 

listed below. 

5.1.2 Instrumentation Testing 

The instruments selected for testing were selected based upon a mix of operating 

systems and type of connections (serial or USB) with most of the focus on the 

older serial based connections.  The instruments tested included the following in 

Table 20: 
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Table 20 – Phase Two Tested Instruments 

Instrument Operating System Connection type 

X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) Windows XP with SP3 Serial 

Spectrophotometer Windows 7 SP1 (64 bit) Serial 

Disk Centrifuge Windows 7 SP1 (32 bit) Serial 

Malvern 2000 Windows XP with SP3 Serial 

Atomic Absorption 

Spectrophotometer (AAS) 

Windows XP with SP2 Serial 

Gamma Spectrophotometer Windows XP with SP3 USB 

Fourier transform infrared 

spectrometer 

Windows 7 SP1 (32 bit) USB 

 

It was felt that this mix of operating system versions and connections represented 

a mix of what was available in the laboratory environment.  Older operating 

systems (Windows 2000 and prior) were excluded from testing as these systems 

were being phased out in favour of newer equipment and had already been 

removed from service and were no longer available in the laboratory.  This 

removed the requirement for testing the following Phase One scenarios: 

 Scenario Four – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial to 

USB Hub 

 Scenario Ten – Windows 2000 VM and a Thick Client Using a Serial 

Device Server 
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As well, Phase One Scenario One was used for establishing a baseline test 

configuration to test passing a file from one client to another via a serial 

connection.  Phase Two used production equipment which was known to work in 

the configured environment and thus testing requirements for Scenario One were 

moot.  Finally, Scenario Seven in Phase One was used to establish the file 

transfer to a physical PC via the serial device server and was used as further 

corroboration as to whether there were any changes to the data transferred by 

the serial device server.  Scenario seven was not used in Phase Two. 

Thus, a total of eight scenarios remained for testing from Phase One.  With the 

ability to redirect serial ports via RDP from a Windows 7 client, two other 

scenarios were added.  These two additional scenarios used the serial cable from 

the laboratory instrument which was then connected to the Windows 7 thick client.  

The serial port was then redirected via RDP to either a Windows 7 or Windows 

XP VM.  In summary, there were ten tested scenarios broken out for instruments 

with serial connections as follows: 

 Scenario 1 (Instrument with serial port) – Using the physical test PC 

(Windows 7) and a local serial port, the local serial port from the instrument 

was connected to the physical PC and then redirected to the Windows 7 

VM via RDP 

 Scenario 2 (Instrument with serial port) – Using the physical test PC 

(Windows 7) and a local serial port, the local serial port from the instrument 

was connected to the physical PC and then redirected to the Windows XP 

VM via RDP 
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 Scenario 3 (Instrument with serial port) – Using the physical test PC 

(Windows 7), the serial port was connected to the Moxa serial to USB 

device and then USB port was redirected to a Windows 7 VM 

 Scenario 4 (Instrument with serial port) – Using the physical test PC 

(Windows 7), the serial port was connected to the Moxa serial to USB 

device and then USB port was redirected to a Windows XP VM 

 Scenario 5 (Instrument with serial port) – Using the iGel thin client and the 

serial port base unit, the thin client redirected the serial port to a Windows 

7 VM 

 Scenario 6 (Instrument with serial port) – Using the iGel thin client and the 

serial port base unit, the thin client redirected the serial port to a Windows 

XP VM 

 Scenario 7 (Instrument with serial port) –The instrument’s serial port was 

connected to the Moxa serial device server.  The Windows 7 thick client 

test PC then established a RDP session to the Windows 7 VM which then 

connected to the instrument via the serial deice server. 

 Scenario 8 (Instrument with serial port) –The instrument’s serial port was 

connected to the Moxa serial device server.  The Windows 7 thick client 

test PC then established a RDP session to the Windows XP VM which 

then connected to the instrument. 

 Scenario 9 (Instrument with serial port) –The instrument’s serial port was 

connected to the Moxa serial device server.  The iGel thin client then 

established a RDP session to the Windows XP VM which then connected 

to the instrument. 

 Scenario 10 (Instrument with serial port) –The instrument’s serial port was 

connected to the Moxa serial device server.  The iGel thin client then 
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established a RDP session to the Windows XP VM which then connected 

to the instrument. 

Then ten scenarios are summarized in Table 21. 

Table 21 - Summary of Serial Testing for Phase Two 

Phase Two 
Scenario 

VM O/S Connection 
Type 

Redirection Type 

1 Windows 7 Serial Only Serial Redirection from Windows 7 thick 
client to VM 

2 Windows XP Serial Only Serial Redirection from Windows 7 thick 
client to VM 

3 Windows 7 Serial to USB USB Redirection from Windows 7 thick 
client to VM 

4 Windows XP  Serial to USB USB Redirection from Windows 7 thick 
client to VM 

5 Windows 7 Serial Only Serial Redirection from thin client to VM 

6 Windows XP Serial Only Serial Redirection from thin client to VM 

7 Windows 7 Serial Device 
Server 

Serial device server with VM accessed via 
Windows 7 thick client 

8 Windows XP Serial Device 
Server 

Serial device server with VM accessed via 
Windows 7 thick client 

9 Windows 7 Serial Device 
Server 

Serial device server with VM accessed via 
the thin client 

10 Windows XP Serial Device 
Server 

Serial device server with VM accessed via 
the thin client 

 

It should be noted that Scenarios 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are applicable to Windows 7 

serial based instruments while Scenarios 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 are applicable to 

Windows XP serial based instruments.  In addition to the five laboratory 

instruments with serial ports, two additional instruments were selected which 

used USB connections to a laboratory PC.  These two instruments were 

connected to the Windows 7 test PC and used port redirection to the respective 

VM.  These instruments will be covered after addressing the testing of the serial 

port based instruments. 
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5.1.2.1 X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) 

The X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) (Figure 52) had a nine pin RS-232 serial cable 

attached to an external PC.  The XRD utilized a number of commands in the 

software to control removing a sample from a holder and placing it into the 

analysis area and then conducting the analysis.  The original configuration of the 

XRD PC follows: 

 Original PC: Dell Optiplex GX260 

 O/S: Windows XP with SP3 

 Instrument: XPertPro PANalytical X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the above PC and physical configuration in mind, Scenarios Two, Four, Six, 

Eight, and Ten were tested as these applied to a Windows XP system with a 

serial connection to the instrument.  In order to minimize changes to the system, 

the set procedures were followed as set out in Section 5.1.1 “Physical PC to 

Virtual Machine Conversion”.  Once the original drive was imaged and the 

Figure 52– XRD System 
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replacement drive installed and imaged from the original drive, the VMware 

converter was installed and run on the replacement drive with the resulting VM 

created on the test server.  After the VM conversion was completed, the VM was 

started and testing could begin. 

5.1.2.2 Scenario Two 

To begin testing Scenario Two, the serial cable from the XRD was disconnected 

from the production system and the cable was first attached to the serial port on 

the Windows 7 client test system.  Opening the registry settings on the Dell PC 

revealed that COM1 was listed (see Figure 53). Using RDP, the Windows 7 

system was connected to the XRD virtual machine ensuring that port redirection 

was used to map the COM port from the Windows 7 client PC to the virtual 

machine.  Opening the registry revealed that the virtual machine had a COM1 

port listed as well (see Figure 54).  Note: the listing from COM5 is an artefact from 

a partial install of the Moxa NPort device and this entry was later removed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53 – Regedit results from Windows 7 Physical PC 

Figure 54 - Regedit results from Windows XP XRD VM 
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Once the serial ports were verified as listed in the registry settings, the XRD 

software was opened.  The XRD software on the VM successfully established a 

connection to the XRD instrument and a series of tests was conducted by a 

technician to ensure that the mechanical arms and sampling selection worked 

correctly.  With the explicit approval of the technician, the use of the VM was 

considered a success for interacting with the XRD and completed the testing for 

Scenario Two.  Once the test for serial port redirection was completed, the COM 

port on the Windows 7 test system was disabled to prepare for the next set of 

tests beginning with Scenario Four. 

5.1.2.3 Scenario Four 

Once COM1 was disabled on the Windows 7 test system, the Moxa serial to USB 

device was attached to the Windows 7 test PC and the serial cable was attached 

to Port 1 on the Moxa device to setup on Scenario Four.  The Device Manager of 

the test PC successfully detected the Moxa device as COM2 and COM3 as 

reflected in the registry settings (Figure 55). 

 

 

 

After the serial ports were verified on the test PC, a RDP session was established 

ensuring that port redirection was selected for the VM.  The XRD software was 

then opened and COM3 was selected to communicate with the XRD instrument.  

The XRD software on the VM successfully connected to the XRD instrument and 

the same series of tests was conducted by a technician to ensure that the 

mechanical arms and sampling selection worked correctly.  With the explicit 

Figure 55 – Regedit Results Moxa Device 
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approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a success 

completing the testing for Scenario Four.   

5.1.2.4 Scenario Six 

Scenario Six consisted of disconnecting the serial cable from the Moxa serial to 

USB device. The serial cable from the XRD was then connected to the iGel thin 

client serial base unit on COM1.  The COM port redirection continued to be used 

and a RDP session was established with the XRD VM.  The XRD software was 

then opened and COM1 was selected to communicate with the XRD instrument.  

The XRD software on the VM successfully connected to the XRD instrument and 

the same series of tests was conducted by a technician to ensure that the 

mechanical arms and sampling selection worked correctly.  With the explicit 

approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a success 

completing the testing for Scenario Six. 

5.1.2.5 Scenario Eight 

To prepare for Scenario Eight, the serial cable was removed from the thin client 

serial base unit and attached to the serial device server and the serial device 

server was configured with a static IP address that was consistent with the test 

network and was not modified from previous testing.  The test PC established a 

RDP session with the VM and the Registry settings were checked for the 

appropriate COM port (COM4 in this case) on the VM that would be used for the 

XRD (Figure 56). 
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Once the COM port value was verified, the XRD software was opened and the 

appropriate COM port was selected (COM4 in this case as indicated in Figure 

56).  The XRD software on the VM successfully connected to the XRD instrument 

and the same series of tests was conducted by a technician to ensure that the 

mechanical arms and sampling selection worked correctly.  With the explicit 

approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a success 

completing the testing for Scenario Eight.   

5.1.2.6 Scenario Ten 

No changes were required for testing Scenario Ten other than connecting via 

RDP from the thin client.  The connection from the thin client to the XRD VM was 

successful and the XRD software on the VM successfully connected to the XRD 

instrument and the same series of tests was conducted by a technician to ensure 

that the mechanical arms and sampling selection worked correctly.  With the 

explicit approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a success.  

This could be expected as the VM was still accessing the instrument using the 

same method as Scenario 8 with the difference being that the VM was accessed 

via a thin client rather than the thick client.  This concluded the testing of Scenario 

Ten. 

Figure 56 – Serial device server COM Port value for XRD VM 
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In summary, all five of the applicable scenarios (Two, Four, Six, Eight, and Ten) 

were considered successes by the technician.  With these options available, a 

further selection process can be applied to determine which scenarios would be 

suitable for different situations which will be addressed in Chapter 6 “Discussion 

and Conclusions”. 

5.1.3 Lambda20 Spectrophotometer 

The Perkin and Elmer Lambda 20 spectrophotometer (Figure 57) had a nine pin 

RS-232 serial cable attached to an external PC.  The Lambda 20 

spectrophotometer instrumentation hardware and software was originally setup 

as follows: 

1. Original PC: Dell Optiplex 7010 

2. O/S: Windows 7 SP1 64 bit 

3. Instrument: Perkin Elmer Lambda 20 

4. Software: UV Winlabs version 6 

 

 

 

 

 

With the above PC and physical configuration in mind, Scenarios One, Three, 

Five, Seven, and Nine were tested as these applied to a Windows 7 system with 

a serial connection to the instrument.  As the system was not essential to the 

business, no imaging of this system was done and the VMware conversion tools 

Figure 57 - Lambda 20 Spectrophotometer 
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were directly installed onto the system.  The VMware image was successfully 

uploaded via the conversion tool and the VM was modified to ensure the proper 

network was selected and sufficient resources were assigned. 

To begin testing, the original production PC was used to run a sample through 

the Lambda 20 in accordance with a technician’s guidance.  The result was used 

as a value to compare to other tested scenarios (see Table 22).   

Table 22 – Base testing results for Lambda 20 Spectrophotometer 

Test Scenario Value 

Base test from production system 650.9nm/0.160A 

 

5.1.3.1 Scenario One 

To prepare for Scenario One, the serial cable from the Lambda 20 was 

disconnected from the production PC and the cable was first attached to the serial 

port on the Windows 7 client test system.  Opening the registry settings on the 

Dell PC revealed that COM1 was listed as expected. Using RDP, the Windows 7 

system was connected to the Lambda 20 VM ensuring that port redirection was 

used to map the COM port from the Windows 7 client PC to the virtual machine.  

Opening the registry revealed that the virtual machine also had a COM1 port 

listed as well which was a result of the port redirection from the Windows 7 client. 

After the serial port was verified as listed in the registry settings, the Lambda 20 

was initialized and the UV Winlabs software was opened and COM1 was selected 

from the software configuration for device input matching the port redirection 

value of COM1.  The UV Winlabs software successfully established a connection 

to the Lambda 20 and a test sample was run in accordance with the technician’s 
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guidance with the results displayed in Table 22 Scenario One.  This completed 

the testing for Scenario One and the COM port on the Windows 7 physical PC 

test system was disabled (Figure 58) to prepare for the next set of tests. 

5.1.3.2 Scenario Three 

To begin testing for Scenario Three, the Moxa serial to USB device was attached 

to the test PC and the serial cable was attached to Port 1 on the Moxa device.  

The Device Manager of the test PC successfully detected the Moxa device as 

COM2 and COM3 (Figure 58) and this was also reflected in the registry settings 

as well (Figure 59).  Note that Port 1 is listed as COM3 in Figure 59.  This value 

was needed for selection in the UV Winlabs software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58 - Test PC Device 
Manager Results 
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Once the serial ports were verified on the test PC, a RDP session was established 

ensuring that port redirection was selected for the VM.  The UV Winlabs software 

was then opened and COM3 was selected to communicate with the Lamda 20 

instrument.  The UV Winlabs software on the VM successfully connected to the 

Lambda 20 instrument and a sample was run through with the result listed in 

Table 21 Scenario 3.  This value tracked closely with the initial test indicating that 

the instrument could successfully test a sample and pass the information to the 

software on the VM. (Note: This type of instrument has a certain amount of “noise” 

and thus identical numbers are not expected.)  After this test was completed, the 

serial cable was disconnected from the Moxa serial to USB device and was then 

connected to the Moxa serial device server to prepare for the testing in Scenario 

Five. 

5.1.3.3 Scenario Five 

To prepare for Scenario Five, the serial cable was disconnected from the Moxa 

serial device server and attached to the iGel 3 thin client base unit on Serial Port 

Figure 59 - Test PC Regedit Results 
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1 (COM1).  The thin client was then checked for global serial port redirection via 

the system configuration.  After the global system configuration was verified, a 

RDP session was created to connect to the Lambda 20 VM using the global 

setting as the default for serial port redirection.  The serial port COM1 and COM2 

were successfully redirected to the VM and COM1 was selected in the UV 

Winlabs software to communicate with the spectrophotometer.  The UV Winlabs 

software on the VM successfully connected to the Lambda 20 instrument 

whereby a sample was run through with the result listed in Table 21 Scenario 5.  

This value tracked closely with the initial test indicating that the instrument could 

successfully test a sample and pass the information to the software on the VM 

thus concluding Scenario Five. 

5.1.3.4 Scenario Seven 

Preparing for Scenario 7 consisted of using the same configuration for the serial 

device server which was configured with a static IP address that was consistent 

with the test network.  The Windows 7 physical test PC established a RDP 

session with the VM and the Registry settings were checked for the appropriate 

COM port on the VM that would be used for the UV Winlab software (Figure 60). 

 

 

 

After the COM port value was verified in the Registry as COM3, the UV Winlab 

software was opened and the appropriate COM port was selected (COM3 in this 

case as indicated in Figure 60).  The UV Winlabs software on the VM successfully 

connected to the Lambda 20 instrument and a sample was run through with the 

Figure 60 - VM Regedit results for serial device server 
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result listed in Table 21 Scenario 7.  This value tracked closely with the initial test 

indicating that the instrument could successfully test a sample and pass the 

information to the software on the VM thus concluding the testing of Scenario 

Seven. 

5.1.3.5 Scenario Nine 

No changes were required for testing Scenario 9 other than connecting via RDP 

from the thin client.  The connection from the thin client to the VM was successful 

and the UV Winlabs software on the VM successfully connected to the Lambda 

20 instrument and a sample was run through with the result listed in Table 23 

Scenario 9.  This value tracked closely with the initial test indicating that the 

instrument could successfully test a sample and pass the information to the 

software on the VM.  This could be expected as the VM was still accessing the 

instrument using the same method as Scenario Seven with the difference being 

that the VM was accessed via a thin client rather than the thick client (test PC).   

Table 23 - Spectrophotometer scenario test results 

Test 

Scenario 

Short Description VM Test Value 

Base Base test from production system 650.9nm/0.160A 

Scenario 1 Test PC serial port redirection 649.1nm/0.0166A 

Scenario 3 Test PC -> Moxa Serial to USB device 650.7nm/0.0159A 

Scenario 5 Test PC ->  VM -> Serial Device 

Server 

650.7nm/0.0153A 

Scenario 7 Serial Device Server From Thin Client 650.7nm/0.0152A 

Scenario 9 Serial Connection via Thin Client 650.7nm/0.0149A 
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In summary, all five of the applicable scenarios (Scenarios One, Three, Five, 

Seven, and Nine) were considered successes by the technician.  With these 

options available, a further selection process can be applied to determine which 

scenarios would be suitable for different situations which will be addressed in 

Chapter 5 “Discussion and Conclusions”. 

5.1.4 Disk Centrifuge 

The CPS Disk Centrifuge (Figure 61) had a nine pin RS-232 serial cable attached 

to an external PC.  The centrifuge instrumentation hardware and software was 

originally setup as follows: 

 Original PC: Dell Optiplex 790 

 O/S:Windows 7 with SP1 

 Instrument: CPS Disk Centrifuge Model DC24000 

 

 

 

 

 

With the above PC and physical configuration in mind, Scenarios One, Three, 

and Seven, were tested as these applied to a Windows 7 system with a serial 

connection to the instrument.  Scenarios Five and Nine were also to be tested as 

well but the thin client used for testing was not available during this time period. 

Figure 61 – CPS Disk Centrifuge 
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It was expected that this would have minimal impact based on the results of the 

XRD and Lambda 20. 

In order to minimize changes to the system, the set procedures were followed as 

set out in Section 5.1.1 “Physical PC to Virtual Machine Conversion”.  Once the 

original drive was imaged and the replacement drive installed and imaged from 

the original drive, the VMware converter was installed and run on the replacement 

drive with the resulting VM created on the test server.  After the VM conversion 

was completed, the VM was started and testing commenced. 

5.1.4.1 Scenario One 

To begin testing Scenario 1 the serial cable from the disk centrifuge was 

disconnected from the production system and the cable was first attached to the 

serial port on the Windows 7 client test system.  Opening the registry settings on 

the Dell PC revealed that COM1 was listed (see Figure 62). Using RDP, the 

Windows 7 test system was connected to the disk centrifuge virtual machine 

ensuring that port redirection was used to map the COM port from the Windows 

7 client PC to the Windows 7 VM.  Opening the registry revealed that the virtual 

machine also had a COM1 port listed (Figure 63) which was as expected. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 62 – Test PC Regedit Result 
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Once the serial port was verified as listed in the registry settings, the disk 

centrifuge software was opened and COM1 was confirmed as the selected port 

within the software.  The disk centrifuge software successfully established a 

connection to the disk centrifuge instrument and a test was conducted by a 

technician to ensure the operation of the disk centrifuge was as expected.  The 

test was to lock and unlock the centrifuge as well as to spin the centrifuge up to 

a set rotational speed.  With the explicit approval of the technician, the use of the 

VM was considered a success when standard configurations were tested 

completing testing for Scenario One.  Once the test for serial port redirection was 

completed, the COM port on the Windows 7 test system was disabled to prepare 

for the next set of tests. 

5.1.4.2 Scenario Three 

The setup for Scenario Three began with removing the serial cable connection 

from the client test PC in Scenario One and attaching it to the Moxa serial to USB 

device on Port 1.  The Moxa serial to USB device then had the USB connecter 

inserted into a USB port on the client test PC.  The Device Manager of the test 

Figure 63 - VM Regedit Result 
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PC successfully detected the Moxa device as COM2 and COM3 as reflected in 

the registry settings (Figure 64). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the serial ports were verified on the physical client test PC, a RDP session 

was established ensuring that port redirection was selected for the VM.  The 

results of the port redirection are reflected in Figure 65.  It should be noted that 

COM3 needed to be selected for the communications port based upon the values 

in Figure 64 for Port 1 on the Moxa device. 

Figure 64– Registry and Moxa Device COM settings 
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The disk centrifuge software was then opened and COM3 was selected to 

communicate with the disk centrifuge instrument.  The disk centrifuge software 

on the VM successfully connected to the disk centrifuge and a test was conducted 

by a technician to ensure that the operation of the disk centrifuge was as 

expected which concluded the testing for Scenario Three.  With the explicit 

approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a success.  After 

this test was completed, the serial cable was disconnected from the Moxa serial 

to USB device and was then connected to the Moxa serial device server to 

prepare for the testing in Scenario Seven. 

5.1.4.3 Scenario Seven 

The serial device server was configured with a static IP address that was 

consistent with the test network and was not modified from previous testing.  The 

test PC established a RDP session with the VM and the Registry settings were 

checked for the appropriate COM port on the VM that would be used for the disk 

centrifuge (Figure 66).  In this case COM5 was assigned to the NPort device, 

however the highest value for the COM port listings for the centrifuge software 

was COM4.  This necessitated the modification of the default value of the COM 

Figure 65 – Registry settings for VM 
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port assigned.  Using the NPort configuration software, the COM port was 

changed from COM5 to COM2 as shown in Figure 67. 

 

 

Once the COM port value was changed in the NPort configuration utility and 

checked in the Registry, the disk centrifuge software was opened and the 

appropriate COM port was selected (COM2 in this case as indicated in Figure 

67).  The disk centrifuge software on the VM successfully connected to the disk 

centrifuge instrument and a test was conducted by a technician to ensure that the 

operation of the disk centrifuge was as expected.  With the explicit approval of 

the technician, the use of the VM was considered a success thus completing 

Scenario Seven testing. 

Figure 67 – Nport configuration default value 

Figure 66 – Modified NPort configuration value 
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5.1.4.4 Scenarios Five and Nine 

As stated previously, neither serial port redirection via the thin client nor 

accessing a VM which used the NPort configuration via a thin client were tested 

as the thin client was not available.  Based upon previous results with the XRD 

and spectrophotometer, the expectations were that successful results would be 

displayed.  This expectation particularly applies to Scenario 5 whereby the thin 

client would simply establish a RDP connection to the VM without any port 

redirection from the thin client and the VM would already have a tested 

connection as tested in Scenario Seven. 

5.1.5 Malvern 2000 Mastersizer 

The Mastersizer (Figure 68) had a nine pin RS-232 serial cable attached to an 

external PC.  The Mastersizer instrumentation hardware and software was 

originally setup as follows: 

 Original PC: Dell Optiplex GX270 

 O/S:Windows XP with SP3 

 Instrument: Malvern Hydro 2000 MU(A) Mastersizer 

 Connection type: Nine pin serial connection 
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With the above PC and physical configuration in mind, Scenarios 2, 4, and 8 were 

to be tested as these applied to a Windows XP system with a serial connection 

to the instrument.  Scenarios 6 and 10 were also to be tested as well but the thin 

client used for testing was not available during this time period. 

In order to minimize changes to the system, the set procedures were followed as 

set out in Section 5.1.1 “Physical PC to Virtual Machine Conversion”.  Once the 

original drive was imaged and the replacement drive installed and imaged from 

the original drive, the VMware converter was installed and run on the replacement 

drive with the resulting VM created on the test server.  After the VM conversion 

was completed, the VM was started and testing could begin. 

5.1.5.1 Scenario Two 

To begin testing Scenario Two, the serial cable from the Mastersizer was 

disconnected from the production system PC and the cable was attached to the 

serial port on the Windows 7 client test system.  Opening the registry settings on 

the Windows 7 test PC revealed that COM1 was listed (see Figure 69). Using 

Figure 68 - Malvern Hydro 2000 MU(A) 
Mastersizer 
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RDP, the Windows 7 system was connected to the Mastersizer virtual XP 

machine ensuring that port redirection was used to map the COM port from the 

Windows 7 client PC to the virtual machine.  Opening the registry revealed that 

the virtual machine also had a COM1 port listed as well (see Figure 70). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the serial port was verified as listed in the registry settings, the Mastersizer 

software was opened and COM1 was confirmed as the selected port for 

communication with the instrument.  The Mastersizer software successfully 

established a connection to the Mastersizer instrument and a test was conducted 

by a technician to verify the operation and to ensure that the testing of the sample 

Figure 69 - Windows XP Registry 

Figure 70 – Windows 7 Registry 
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returned expected results.  With the explicit approval of the technician, the use of 

the VM was considered a success and completed testing for Scenario Two.  Once 

the test for serial port redirection was completed, the COM port on the Windows 

7 test system was disabled to prepare for the next set of tests. 

5.1.5.2 Scenario Four 

After COM1 was disabled on the Windows 7 test system, the Moxa serial to USB 

device was attached to the test PC and the serial cable was attached to Port 1 

on the Moxa device to prepare for Scenario Four.  The Device Manager of the 

test PC successfully detected the Moxa device as COM2 and COM3 as reflected 

in the registry settings (Figure 71) with Port 1 mapped to COM3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the serial ports were verified on the client test PC, a RDP session was 

established ensuring that port redirection was selected for the VM.  The 

Mastersizer software was then opened and COM3 was selected to communicate 

with the Mastersizer instrument based upon the mapping of the ports in Figure 

71.  The Mastersizer software on the VM successfully connected to the 

Figure 71 - Mastersizer Regedit Test PC Results 
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Mastersizer instrument and a test was conducted by a technician to verify the 

operation and to ensure that the testing of the sample returned expected results.  

With the explicit approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a 

success which concluded the testing for Scenario Four.  After this test was 

completed, the serial cable was disconnected from the Moxa serial to USB device 

and was then connected to the Moxa serial device server to prepare for the 

testing in Scenario Eight. 

5.1.5.3 Scenario Eight 

To prepare for Scenario Eight, the serial cable was removed from the Moxa serial 

to USB device unit and attached to the serial device server and the serial device 

server was configured with a static IP address that was consistent with the test 

network and was not modified from previous testing.  The test PC established a 

RDP session with the VM and the Registry settings were checked for the 

appropriate COM port (COM4) on the VM that would be used for the Mastersizer 

(Figure 72). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 72 – Regedit VM for Mastersizer 
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Once the COM port value was identified, the Mastersizer software was opened 

and the appropriate COM port was selected (COM4 in this case as indicated in 

Figure 72).  The Mastersizer software on the VM successfully connected to the 

Mastersizer instrument and a test was conducted by a technician to verify the 

operation and to ensure that the testing of the sample returned expected results.  

With the explicit approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a 

success which concluded the testing of Scenario Eight. 

5.1.5.3.1 Scenarios Six and Ten 

As stated previously, neither serial port redirection via the thin client nor 

accessing a VM which used the NPort configuration via a thin client were tested 

as the thin client was not available.  Based upon previous results with the XRD 

and spectrophotometer, the expectations were that successful results would be 

displayed for both scenarios.  This expectation particularly applies to Scenario 

Ten whereby the thin client would simply establish a RDP connection to the VM 

without any port redirection from the thin client and the VM would already have a 

tested connection as tested in Scenario Eight. 

5.1.6 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer  

The Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS) (Figure 73) had a nine pin RS-

232 serial cable attached to an external PC.  The original configuration of the 

AAS PC follows: 

 PC: Dell Optiplex GX280 

 O/S: Windows XP with SP2 

 Instrument: Perkin Elmer AAnalyst 400 

 Software: Winlab32 for AA 

 Connection: Serial cable 
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With the above PC and physical configuration in mind, Scenarios Two, Four, Six, 

Eight, and Ten were applicable  as these applied to a Windows XP system with 

a serial connection to the instrument.  In order to minimize changes to the system, 

the set procedures were followed as set out in Section 5.1.1 “Physical PC to 

Virtual Machine Conversion”.  Once the original drive was imaged and the 

replacement drive installed and imaged from the original drive, the VMware 

converter was installed and run on the replacement drive with the resulting VM 

created on the test server.  After the VM conversion was completed, the VM was 

started and testing could begin. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 73 – Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 
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5.1.6.1 Scenario Two 

To begin testing Scenario Two, the serial cable from the AAS was disconnected 

from the production system PC and the cable was first attached to the serial port 

on the Windows 7 client test system.  Opening the registry settings on the Dell 

PC revealed that COM1 was listed (Figure 74). Using RDP, the Windows 7 

system was connected to the AAS virtual machine ensuring that port redirection 

was used to map the COM port from the Windows 7 client PC to the virtual 

machine.  Opening the registry revealed that the virtual machine also had a 

COM1 port listed as well (see Figure 75).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 74 - Test PC Serial Port Setting 

Figure 75 - AAS VM From Port Redirection 
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Once the serial ports were verified as listed in the registry settings, the AAS 

software was then opened.   An attempt to select the appropriate COM port was 

made via the AAS software, but the selection of the COM port was not available 

nor was this configuration stated in the available documentation.  As the COM 

port was unable to be manually selected, an attempt was still made to establish 

a connection with the AAS instrument from the VM.  Unfortunately this attempt 

failed and further testing on how the instrument and the physical supporting lab 

PC connected was explored. 

In an attempt to determine if COM1 was the sole COM port that could be used to 

communicate with the AAS, the test PC was disconnected from the AAS and the 

production PC reattached to the AAS.  The COM port on the production PC was 

changed from COM1 to COM3 via the settings in Hardware/Devices.  The AAS 

software was then opened and after several seconds the software detected the 

change in COM ports and established a connection with the AAS instrument.  

This seemed to indicate that although the COM port numbers could be changed 

via the Hardware/Devices setting in Windows, the instrument and the software 

could dynamically establish a connection despite the changes. 

Further exploration was conducted by disconnecting the serial cable from the 

production PC and connecting the serial cable to the Windows 7 physical test PC.  

The Data Logger software as opened to monitor the serial port which reflected 

that there were two bits being received by the physical test PC serial port 

approximately every five seconds.  This seemed to indicate that a polling process 

was taking place from the AAS in an attempt to establish a connection with the 

software. 
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Another attempt was made to execute the testing for Scenario Two by using RDP 

to once again redirect the serial port on the test PC using port redirection to the 

virtual machine.  The Data Logger software on the VM was opened and COM1 

was monitored which also reflected that there were two bits being received by the 

VM approximately every five seconds which indicated that the serial port from the 

physical test PC was being redirected from the AAS to the virtual machine.  

Despite the redirection of the COM port, the AAS software was unable to detect 

the AAS instrument. 

Although the testing with a serial cable attached to the test PC was unsuccessful, 

an effort to use the iGel 3 serial port redirection, Moxa serial to USB converter, 

as well as the Moxa serial device server was attempted.  Unfortunately, all of 

these configurations also failed in establishing a connection with the AAS system 

despite the success of the COM port redirection as reflected by monitoring the 

COM port using the Data Logger under the different configurations.  Attempts for 

Scenarios Four, Six, Eight and Ten were therefore untenable.  

This concluded the testing of five RS-232 nine pin serial instruments.  The next 

set of tests was conducted on two instruments with USB connectors that 

connected to an external PC.  An instrument that connected to Windows XP and 

a second instrument connected to Windows 7 were selected for testing. 

5.1.7 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FT-IR) 

The FT-IR (Figure 76) was configured with a USB cable attached to an external 

PC.  The instrumentation hardware and software was originally setup as follows: 

 Original PC: Dell Optiplex 7010 

 O/S:Windows 7 SP1 32 bit 

 Instrument: Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR 
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 Software: Thermo Fisher OMNIC Version 9.3.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the above PC and physical configuration in mind, the scenarios that were 

defined for the serial based testing did not apply to the USB based instruments.  

To accommodate testing, only port redirection via the physical test PC was used 

for testing as the Moxa devices (serial to USB and serial device server) did not 

apply to USB connections.  The USB redirection from the thin client was also 

excluded based upon the testing results from Phase One whereby USB port 

redirection of non-storage devices was unsuccessful. 

In order to minimize changes to the system, the set procedures were followed as 

set out in Section 5.1.1 “Physical PC to Virtual Machine Conversion”.  Once the 

original drive was imaged and the replacement drive installed and imaged from 

the original drive, the VMware converter was installed and run on the replacement 

drive with the resulting VM created on the test server.  After the VM conversion 

was completed, the VM was started and testing commenced. 

Figure 76 - Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR 
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To begin testing the USB cable from the FT-IR was disconnected from the 

production system PC and the cable was attached to the Windows 7 client test 

system.  Upon connection to the Dell test PC, the Windows operating system 

searched for available drivers but was unable to load the required drivers for the 

FT-IR instrument which would be expected.  When the USB connection was 

verified as being detected, an RDP session with the FT-IR virtual machine was 

opened ensuring that the port redirection was selected. 

Once the RDP session was established, the OMNIC software was opened.  The 

OMNIC software attempted to locate the FT-IR USB device but was unable to do 

so.  Restarting both the VM as well as the physical machine did not alter the 

inability to detect the device by the software on the virtual machine. 

As RDP did not produce a connection between the VM and the physical PC, the 

vSphere client was opened to test if this would redirect the USB connection to 

the VM.  Using the vSphere client, the DSPEC USB device was selected to be 

redirected to the VM and the OMNIC software was once again opened.  In this 

case, the FT-IR USB connection was detected and the software was able to 

communicate with the FT-IR device.  A sample test was conducted by a 

technician to ensure that the instrument successfully measured sample material.  

With the explicit approval of the technician, the use of the VM was considered a 

success. 

With the failure of the RDP connection USB redirection for the FT-IR, this test 

was partially successful in that the vSphere client was able to successfully 

establish a connection with the FT-IR instrument.  Despite the failure of RDP, the 

use of a vSphere client session can still be considered in some environments as 

a viable alternative for using a VM. 
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5.1.8 Gamma Spectrophotometer 

The gamma spectrophotometer (Figure 77) was configured with a USB cable 

attached to an external PC.  The instrumentation hardware and software was 

originally setup as follows: 

 PC: Dell Optiplex GX520 

 O/S: Windows XP with SP3 

 Instrument: Ortec DSPEC jr. 2.0 

 Software: Ortec GammaVision-32 v 6.01 

In order to minimize changes to the system, the set procedures were followed 

as set out in Section 5.1.1 “Physical PC to Virtual Machine Conversion”.  Once 

the original drive was imaged and the replacement drive installed and imaged 

from the original drive, the VMware converter was installed and run on the 

replacement drive with the resulting VM created on the test server.  After the 

VM conversion was completed, the VM was started and testing commenced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 77 - Gamma 
Spectrophotometer 
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To begin testing the USB cable from the gamma spectrophotometer was 

disconnected from the production system PC and the cable was attached to the 

Windows 7 client test system.  Upon connection to the Dell test PC, the Windows 

operating system searched for available drivers but was unable to load the 

required drivers for the DSPEC jr instrument as would be expected.  Once the 

Ortec DSPEC USB connection was verified as being detected, an RDP session 

with the gamma spectrophotometer virtual machine was opened ensuring that 

the port redirection was selected. 

After the RDP session was established, the Ortec GammaVision software was 

opened on the VM.  The GammaVision software attempted to locate the DSPEC 

USB device but was unable to do so.  Restarting both the VM as well as the 

physical machine did not alter the inability to detect the device by the software on 

the virtual machine. 

As RDP did not produce a connection between the VM and the physical PC, the 

vSphere client was opened to test if this would redirect the USB connection to 

the VM.  Using the vSphere client the DSPEC USB device was selected to be 

redirected to the VM and the GammaVision software was once again opened.  In 

this case, the result was the same and using RDP as the GammaVision software 

was unable to detect the USB device. 

As the client test system was unable to recognize the DSPEC device, the Ortec 

GamaVision software was installed on the client test system so that the USB 

drivers would be available.  Once the client test system correctly registered the 

USB DSPEC device, testing was once again initiated for both RDP and vSphere 
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connectivity.  The GammaVision software on the VM was opened for each test 

(RDP and vSphere) but was still unable to detect the DSPEC instrument. 

Although this test seemed to successfully redirect the USB device to the VM via 

two methods (RDP and the vSphere client), the GammaVision software was 

unable to detect the device.  Despite the failure of testing, it is interesting to note 

that although USB redirection is a popular way of accessing devices by a VM 

(e.g. storage devices), the same redirection may not always work for other USB 

instrumentation. 

5.1.8.1 Summary of Test Results 

The goals of this research were to evaluate whether aging analytical laboratory 

equipment with serial and USB connections can successfully utilize media 

converters and virtual machines to replace laboratory equipment PCs.   

Phase One testing identified twelve areas for testing RS-232 serial devices.  The 

goals of this phase were to ensure that data in the form of a text file was not 

modified as it passed through a null modem adapter, data tap, or gender changer, 

as well as the converter devices to include a Moxa serial to USB and a Moxa 

serial device server.  These tests were successful in that no modification to the 

data file was made as determined by running a hashing algorithm against the files 

produced and comparing them to the original file hash value. 

Part of Phase One testing included the use of a USB device to pass data 

redirected from a thin client to a VM.  Issues occurred when attempting to use the 

Moxa serial to USB converter on the iGel thin client.  These attempts failed 

despite the support of a local iGel vendor and Fabulatech for connecting a non-
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USB approved device to a VM.  This was disappointing as this resulted in 

removing this configuration from Phase Two testing. 

Based upon the successful results from Phase One, eight of the twelve scenarios 

were carried over for testing in a production environment.  Two Phase One 

scenarios that did not use VM’s and that were not used in Phase Two were 

effectively used to determine if the base setup and assumptions were sufficient 

to continue testing the further areas involving VMs.  Two other scenarios in Phase 

One used the Windows 2000 operating system which was deemed unavailable 

in Phase Two as this instrument had been replaced when production testing was 

to take place. 

Phase Two testing incorporated production instruments to include five with serial 

connections.  Four of the five serial based instruments were successful in all 

tested environments while the fifth instrument was unsuccessful in 

communicating with the hosted VM.  An identifiable difference between the four 

successful and one unsuccessful instruments was that the COM port could be 

selected via the instrumentation software for the successful tests but the COM 

port could not be selected via the instrumentation software in the unsuccessful 

test.  This may indicate that the ability to configure the COM port via the 

instrumentation software is a pre-requisite for a successful implementation of 

virtualization.  A second possibility is that a more stringent polling algorithm may 

be needed by the instrument vendor’s software to enable better identification of 

the serial ports. 

Phase Two testing also tested two USB based instruments.  In this case neither 

of the instruments could use USB redirection via RDP successfully.  In one case, 
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redirection could be done via the vSphere client which successfully connected 

with the instrument and allowed testing of a sample material.   

5.2 Analysis of Data 

5.2.1 Serial Communication Based Equipment 

Phase One was designed to determine if any modifications to the data were 

introduced by the use of standard cables, media converters, virtual machines, a 

physical PC or a thin client using RS-232 DE-9 serial connections.  Testing this 

consisted of sending a 1KB file from one PC to another PC via multiple scenarios 

and operating systems via a serial port.  Once the file was received at the 

destination a hashing algorithm was run against the file to determine if it was 

modified from the original.  In all cases the results of the hashed files matched 

demonstrating that the media converters and other environmental variables did 

not introduce modifications to the file.  Phase Two testing was designed to take 

advantage of these results using production equipment found in an analytical 

chemistry laboratory. 

The results from Phase One were used to determine what scenarios would be 

tested in Phase Two with production equipment with serial connections.  Up to 

five different configurations were tested using a combination of media, thin and 

thick client, and virtual machines.  Limited testing was also conducted on two 

instruments that used USB connections to identify possible issues as well. 

The Phase Two results for serial based laboratory equipment indicated that using 

virtual machines is possible under specific conditions.  The conversion process 

from physical to virtual machines for XP and Windows 7 systems were similar 

and relatively straight forward.  Once the conversion process was completed, 
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each scenario was tested, and four out of five of the scenarios was successful.  

The noticeable difference between the four successful and one unsuccessful 

instrument was the ability to manually select the appropriate RS-232 DE-9 serial 

device COM port via the instrument software for the successful tests.  This ability 

was available on the four successful instruments tested but was not available on 

the unsuccessful instrument tested.  This contrast may be a key component to 

consider when attempting to determine if a virtual machine environment is 

possible or worth further pursuit.  If the condition of manual selection of the COM 

port is available within the instrument software, this testing indicated that a higher 

chance of success is probable. 

5.2.2 USB Communication Based Equipment 

Phase One testing did not include USB based instruments nor USB based 

equipment as this phase focused on RS-232 DE-9 serial based information 

transfer over COM ports using multiple typologies and media converters.  With 

Phase Two, two USB based instruments were tested using USB port redirection 

via both RDP and the vSphere client.  Using RDP as the main focus as in Phase 

One testing, all tests failed using this access method to the virtual machines.  As 

RDP did not furnish the desirable results, the VMware vSphere client was tested 

which resulted in one of the laboratory instruments communicating with the 

software on the virtual machine.  Based upon this limited testing, there may be 

several areas to consider with USB based analytical instrumentation. 

Based upon further review, VMware provides a list of tested devices that are 

supported when attached to ESX/ESXi hosts and virtual machines.  This list does 

not include any laboratory instrumentation and is limited to external drives and 

dongles (VMware, 2015b).  Furthermore, VMware KB 1022290 (VMware, 2015c) 
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provides a number of limitations for USB devices which includes both client based 

and host based restrictions.  As all tested devices were client based, the 

limitations applicable to this area were explored but no suitable resolutions were 

discovered.  Attempts to remedy the USB redirection problems by installing the 

instrument drivers on the client system (physical PC) as mentioned in VMware 

KB 1026991 (VMware) so that the instrument could be redirected to the VM also 

met with failure.   

In summary, with respect to redirecting USB based chemical analytical laboratory 

equipment devices to virtual machines, this remains a problem area requiring 

more time and effort to explore.  It may well be that by using PCoIP rather than 

RDP may be a plausible solution as mentioned in VMware KB 1026991 

(VMware). 

5.3 Practical Application of Results 

Based upon the results of Phase One and Phase Two, practical applications of 

the results also need to be identified.  Although the results of this research are 

interesting from the perspective that there are possibilities of applying hypervisor 

environments in a chemical analytical laboratory,  the question remains under 

what circumstances or under what conditions may this be advantageous or 

viable. 

5.4 Replace or Not to Replace? 

The decision to utilize VMs to replace physical PCs for laboratory instruments 

has a number of inputs including but not limited to: 

 Whether a VM environment would be beneficial for the instrument 

 Infrastructure availability and support 
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 Budget considerations 

One of the areas that needs to be decided is whether using a VM to replace a PC 

is feasible or even desirable.  To assist in determining this, laboratory instrument 

owners should consider addressing the following areas: 

 Is the instrument and PC under warranty with a supported operating system? 

By removing the physical PC and switching to a VM, this may violate any 

existing vendor warranty.  In some cases, violating the warranty and 

dismissing vendor support may be an acceptable risk.  Consideration may 

also be given to keeping the existing PC and cloning the hard drive or 

otherwise backing up the PC on a regular basis to assist with recovery. 

 Can the instrument/software be updated?   

If the operating systems is no longer supported (e.g. Windows XP) or the 

instrument software is not supported on an up to date operating system, 

there may be updates available from the vendor to provide a migration 

path.  In some cases the newer software may be prohibitively expensive 

versus the utility of the instrument, so this must be taken into consideration 

as well. 

 Can the PC be decoupled from the instrument?  

Although many instruments utilize a separate PC, other instrument 

configuration may come with a built in PC that is not physically separated 

from the instrument.  In this case, using a VM may not be feasible. 

 Will a VM provide desired attributes?  

Enhancements may include reliability, disaster mitigation, scalability, or 

other identifiable benefits.  A decision on whether these attributes are 

sufficient to explore VM usage will need to be done early in the exploration 

process. 
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In addition to the above, there may be other compelling reasons to leave the 

current PC in place.  For instruments that are old and seldom used, it may not be 

reasonable to update the environment.  Waiting until the older instrument ceases 

to function may be a good business decision as a new instrument may not even 

be needed, or if it is, it may be sometime before a replacement is required. Figure 

78 depicts the thought process and logic to determine whether a VM is desired, 

and considers whether virtualization violates vendor warranty, whether the PC 

can be decoupled from the instrument, and whether the virtualization will actually 

provide the desired benefits..  Depending upon the outcome, considerations for 

using a VM may be to either keep the existing physical PC or to further explore 

the current IT environment.  If virtualization is not selected as an outcome, then 

continued use of a physical PC may be an option which would provide the 

environment most conducive for the laboratory instrument.   
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Figure 78 - Decision tree if VM is beneficial 

 

5.5 Identify Support Structure 

For smaller labs or labs with insufficient IT support there may be deficient 

resources to sanction the creation or maintaining of a VM environment.  To 

identify whether there are sufficient resources currently available or that would be 

needed to support a VM environment, there are several areas to consider, 

including: 

 Is there a network infrastructure? 
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This may include (but is not limited to) switches, cabling, servers, multiple 

operating systems, or other devices needed for a networking 

infrastructure. 

 If a network infrastructure does not exist, should one be built?  

This may exceed the budgets of laboratories as hardware for servers, 

switches, and cable installation may easily exceed tens of thousands of 

dollars.  This may be sufficient to preclude the use of a VM environment. 

 Are the skills available to manage an infrastructure? 

Maintenance of PCs may well be in the skill sets of some laboratory 

technicians, while a different skill set is needed to manage and maintain a 

networking infrastructure.  This may be contracted out or other solutions 

may be realised, but if a VM environment is going to be enacted, network 

infrastructure skills will be required at some point. 

 Are the skills available to create and manage a VM environment? 

Separate from the network infrastructure skills, these skill sets are 

generally more focused on server and storage technologies.  The creation, 

configuration, and management of the VM environment will also add to the 

overall cost for a laboratory. 

As previously mentioned, the skill sets for operating the laboratory 

instrumentation are very different from the skill sets required for establishing a 

network infrastructure and VM environment.  Thus, if the skill sets for the network 

infrastructure and VM server environment are not available, pursuing 

virtualization becomes impossible.  Figure 78 depicts a decision tree that could 

be used to assist with determining the viability of using VM or laboratory 

equipment based upon the network infrastructure.  This can be used to identify 
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possible gaps in skill sets or environmental requirements for virtualization.  Figure 

79 depicts the logic for identifying whether there is an existing IT infrastructure 

(or if one will be built) and skill sets to create and manage the infrastructure and 

VM environment.  If a standalone solution is selected as the outcome, then this 

may lead to either using the existing serial connection on a PC or utilizing a media 

converter such as the Moxa serial to USB or Moxa serial to IP converter to 

establish communications with the laboratory instrument. 
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Figure 79 - Infrastructure Considerations 

 

5.6 Identify What the Budget Will Support 

If a laboratory has access to an existing network infrastructure and VM 

environment (or one will be installed) as well as the skill sets available, then the 
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costs for servers, routers, switches, support fees, and salaries may be part of the 

larger business as a whole that a laboratory can leverage with little additional 

costs. 

The high costs for installing and/or maintaining a VM environment can exceed 

the budget for some labs.  If a VM environment is not feasible due to the 

associated costs, an alternative may be to use the current PC and ensure that 

there are sufficient tested backups of the data and operating system.  Although 

this does not address many of the benefits of using VMs (e.g. reliability, 

recoverability, security, resource utilization, etc.), these steps would help ensure 

basic disaster recovery options are available as well as provide a pathway to 

recover from a misconfiguration or update that cannot be rolled back. 

If a higher budget is available, a thick or thin client coupled with either a serial to 

USB media converter, serial device server, or utilizing the existing serial 

connection could be considered (Figure 80).  This would also assume an IT 

infrastructure is available to support the environment.  For lower budgets or if the 

supporting IT infrastructure is not available, a physical PC with a serial to USB 

media converter may be an option. 
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Figure 80 - Available Budget for Implementation 

 

As stated, with the results of Phase One and Phase Two testing, there are other 

issues to consider regarding utilizing virtual machines to replace physical PCs in 

a chemical analytical laboratory.  Listed were three areas that should be 

addressed when considering chemical laboratory equipment and the 

replacement of physical PCs with virtual machines.  The results of this high level 

exercise should be considered prior to any testing, pilot programs, or 

implementation initiatives. 

5.7 Summary 

This chapter covered the application of the working configurations from the first 

phase in Chapter 4 to a production environment with laboratory instrumentation 

PCs.  Testing environments were documented, scenarios identified, and 
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analytical instruments were tested using the applicable scenarios.  A combination 

of serial based RS-232 and USB instruments were tested and both successful 

and unsuccessful configurations were identified.  Finally,  high level flow diagrams 

were created to assist in determining whether utilizing virtual machines in the 

stated environment would be feasible, or even desirable.  These diagrams are 

kept at a high level in order to assist those without in-depth IT knowledge to assist 

in determining whether the opportunity of using virtual machines should be 

pursued as well as to highlight issues such as warranty vendor support, IT 

support, available budget, and maintenance of the virtual machine environment.  

The next chapter concludes this thesis with a discussion, findings, and 

suggestions for further research. 
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6. Chapter 6 - Discussion and Conclusions 

Science is built up of facts, as a house is built of stones; but an 

accumulation of facts is no more a science than a heap of stones is a 

house. ~Henri Poincaré, Science and Hypothesis, 1905 

6.1 Aim of the Thesis 

The major issue that this thesis strives to address is whether aging analytical 

laboratory equipment with serial and USB connections can successfully utilize 

media converters and virtual machines to replace laboratory equipment physical 

PCs.  Positive results would thereby minimize the number of changes of hardware 

and software during the life time of the scientific laboratory equipment.  

Challenges included determining if converters would modify the contents of a file 

and whether laboratory equipment designed for local PC use would recognize a 

virtual machine via media converters.  The results would give a strong indication 

as to whether the technologies used and the way they are used are sufficient for 

supporting laboratory environments or if there are specific areas of concern that 

may need to be considered prior to further implementation.  If successful, the 

testing procedures could be used as a basis for enabling chemical laboratories 

to leverage the skill sets of IT and virtualization technologies.  This would provide 

capabilities to consolidate data, increase reliability, recoverability, and availability 

of laboratory PCs, and extend the overall life time of laboratory equipment. 

The specific objective of this thesis has been to discover and describe whether 

selected media converters could be successfully used to leverage virtual machine 

technology. 
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In order to achieve the aim of this thesis, a literature review on the application of 

virtual machines in industry and chemical laboratories was conducted.  It was 

found that the literature on the technology of virtual machines and their use and 

impact in data centres was well documented, however the application of virtual 

machines in industrial settings was less well documented. There was little 

discussion or references to utilizing virtual machines in chemical laboratories 

despite the possible significant impact that virtualization could have on extending 

the life of the equipment, system recoverability, reliability, and annual budgets. 

With the result of the literature review in mind, two phases of testing were 

designed with the end goal of determining what, if any, virtual machine 

environment configurations would allow the use of replacing physical PCs for 

chemical analytical instruments.  Determining whether physical PCs can be 

replaced would also assist in indicating whether there is an opportunity for taking 

advantage of PC virtualization and whether a laboratory can leverage the tested 

environments to expand to other equipment. 

Questions that were framed for this research were: 

1. Would the selected media converters modify the contents of a file when 

sent from an instrument to a physical or virtual machine? 

2. Could the selected media converters be used in conjunction with virtual 

machines to replace physical PCs attached to chemical laboratory 

equipment? 

3. If selected media converters could not be used in conjunction with virtual 

machines to replace physical PCs, what are the key factors inhibiting their 

use? 
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To answer these questions, testing was broken into two phases.  Phase One 

testing established that the use of the serial device server, serial to USB 

converter, and serial port redirection to send a file to a virtual machine did not 

modify the contents of the file.  This was verified using a MD5 hashing algorithm 

on the files at both the sending and receiving ends of the communication.  This 

was an important step to ensure that these devices were unlikely to modify data 

from the tested instruments.  In all test cases the MD5 results matched the original 

file which demonstrated that the files were unmodified by any of the devices, 

configurations, or operating systems. This also allowed the verification of 

identified scenarios to ensure that the software, drivers, and tools were identified 

for use during Phase Two where production laboratory production equipment was 

tested.  The results of this testing successfully answered the first question of this 

research. 

With the successful execution of Phase One testing, Phase Two could be 

executed which involved testing selected devices in a production environment.  

Seven analytical chemical laboratory instruments with attached PCs were 

represented for testing.  Both serial and USB connections were tested with two 

different operating systems (Windows 7 and Windows XP).  The selected devices 

included a XRD (X-Ray Diffractometer), disk centrifuge, Mastersizer (Particle 

Size Analyser), spectrophotometer, AAS (Atomic Absorption 

Spectrophotometer), Gamma spectrophotometer, and a FT-IR (Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy). 
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6.2 Findings 

This thesis posited three key elements as the basis of this research whereby 

there were several findings that are reported and discussed.   

Key Element 1: Determine if selected media converters would modify the 

contents of transferred files.   

Key Element 2: Conduct testing on production equipment in conjunction with 

media converters and virtual machines.   

Key Element 3: Identify possible factors which may inhibit the successful use of 

media converters and virtual machines in a chemical laboratory environment.   

Results from testing provided valuable insights in answering all three elements. 

Phase One testing resulted in answering the first hypothesis in that with the 

selected media converters, the contents of files sent to both physical and virtual 

machines remained unmodified.  This was consistent across multiple operating 

systems as well as media converters with the result that these converters could 

confidently applied to a production environment. 

Phase Two resulted in interesting outcomes which assisted in answering the 

second and third hypotheses.  Phase Two testing resulted in commonalities 

regarding successful results when utilizing serial connections.  Of the five tested 

production instruments with serial connections, one of the instruments could not 

successfully utilize the tested configuration.  An identifiable difference between 

the four successful instruments and the one unsuccessful instrument was the 

allowance to manually select a COM port via the instrumentation software.  All 

four of the successful instruments allowed the manual assignment of the COM 

port by the instrument software while the unsuccessful instrument did not allow 
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this option.  Although this may not hold for all instruments, the ability to manually 

select a COM port may be used as an indicator of a higher probability of success 

based upon the testing conducted. 

The two instruments utilizing USB connections were more problematic as the 

success rate for passing information to a virtual machine was not high.  Reviewing 

the VMware list of supported devices also indicated that the instruments used for 

testing were not registered as supported devices.  Although this may not always 

hold true, the lack of a registered supported device may be an indicator that the 

instrument may not successfully interact with a VM. 

6.3 Significance of this research 

This research has shown that although the knowledge area of using a hypervisor 

environment in data centres is well established and mature, applying this 

technology to chemical laboratory instruments has not been well explored nor 

tested.  Thus, this research contributes knowledge of a tested environment that 

may be considered by laboratories to utilize a hypervisor environment to enhance 

reliability, recoverability, security, disaster mitigation, scalability, and system 

performance. 

Ensuring that aging analytical laboratory equipment can interface with modern 

PC’s impacts a wide range of industries to include: 

 Medical laboratories 

 Petrochemical industries 

 Organic and inorganic laboratories 

 Manufacturing industries 
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The ability to continue using aging analytical equipment can reduce overall 

budgets for replacing this equipment by extending the lifetime of usage and 

reduce or obviate the need to re-validate replacement PCs.  A follow on effect is 

that an ability to implement a LIMS or integrate with a DBMS system can also be 

realized, again increasing efficiency in the laboratories. 

Businesses may rely extensively upon the information generated by the 

laboratories.  Ensuring that the laboratories have a reliable environment while 

mitigating disaster scenarios may be a critical area which will ensure that the 

laboratory remains a viable entity at all times.  If machine virtualization can be 

used in laboratory environments, the following benefits could be realized: 

 Reliability – Isolation of the virtual machines enhances reliability due to the 

separation of applications.  Applications that may have once run on a 

general purpose physical PC can now be separated to multiple virtual 

machines with the result that if an application crashes, the other 

applications are isolated from the results of the crash. Another feature of 

virtual machines is that they may be suspended and resumed at arbitrary 

times and if configuration, driver, or update issues occur, the virtual 

machine has the capability to be rolled back to a previous state (snapshot) 

(Rosenblum & Garfinkel, 2005). 

 Security – Security can be enhanced by isolating the applications to single 

virtual machines.  If an application is compromised on a virtual machine, 

then other machines are less likely to be affected ((Rosenblum & Garfinkel, 

2005) and (Pearce et al., 2013a)). The down side to virtualization however 

is that if the host is compromised, there is the possibility that all guest 

virtual machines may be exposed. Mitigation against this is similar to 
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physical networks and can include Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), 

firewalls, and hardening of all systems. 

 Disaster Mitigation – Aside from rolling a virtual machine back to a 

previous configuration due to an error in configuration, drivers, or updating 

of software, virtual machines can be copied to external devices, backed 

up to media, and moved from one host to another host in case of other 

disaster scenarios.  This flexible capability allows laboratories to adapt 

their Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) and Business Continuity Plan 

(BCP) to different scenarios to best recover from a disaster.   

 System performance can be enhanced by the use of virtual machines 

versus physical PCs.  A common trait found with physical PCs is that they 

are underutilized.  When samples are not run or other analysis is not taking 

place, the PC sits idle.  Using virtual machines provides a greater density 

of guest systems that can utilize host systems resources.  While some 

virtual machine guest systems may be idle, other guest systems may be 

analysing samples or running other laboratory software which better 

utilizes the host environment. 

 Scalability is a factor with virtual machines depending upon host 

resources.  Guest systems can easily be copied with existing 

configurations to provide support to new laboratory equipment.  However, 

with this capability care must be taken so as not to overwhelm the current 

host.  Host resources such as CPU, disk space, disk access, memory, and 

network utilization are all factors that could affect the placement of 

additional guest systems on specific hosts. 
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This thesis focused on utilizing a current commercial off the shelf (COTS) IT 

hypervisor environment as well as commercially available media converters to 

bridge the gap with chemical laboratory equipment with serial and USB 

connectors.  Test results showed that a COTS solutions can be used under the 

known given conditions to realize the identified benefits as described above. 

6.4 Contributions 

This thesis has made a number of contributions to the knowledge of using virtual 

machines in a chemical analytical laboratory.  The first contribution is affirming 

that the use of the selected media converters in either point to point (serial to 

USB) or multipoint (serial to IP) can be successfully implemented without data 

modification by the media converters.  This is an important part of the initial 

testing and discovery process as modifications or corruption of the data could 

lead to erroneous results, or a complete inability to control the laboratory 

instrument.  The inability to control the equipment could possibly result in damage 

to the equipment as well as impacting safety of the operator. 

Another contribution is identifying successful configurations and unsuccessful 

configurations using a combination of laboratory instruments, media converters, 

thin clients, thick clients, and virtual machines.  By identifying successful 

combinations and their attributes, chemical laboratories can utilize the successes 

of this thesis as a template for further testing and for identifying possible 

opportunities in a chemical laboratory as well as other industrial applications.  

Although not all tested configurations met with success, possible factors that 

influenced the failure of the tested scenarios were identified which could also be 

considered by laboratories when exploring virtual machine solutions. 
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The final contribution of this thesis included the creation of flow diagrams to assist 

in determining whether utilizing virtual machines in the stated environment is 

feasible or even desirable.  These diagrams were kept at a high level in order to 

assist those without in-depth IT knowledge in determining whether the 

opportunity of using virtual machines should be pursued as well as to highlight 

issues such as warranty vendor support, IT support, available budget, and 

maintenance of the virtual machine environment. 

Most research has concentrated on the hypervisor environment itself (especially 

in data centres) or focused on types of connectors available in industrial 

applications to include laboratory instruments.  It is hoped that by bringing 

together well established and documented knowledge of hypervisor 

environments by Information Technology professionals coupled with the usage 

of laboratory equipment, that environments with increased reliability, 

recoverability, and extended life of the equipment can be realized. 

6.5 Further Research 

This research raised several further topics that may be profitable areas for 

additional research.  The overall scheme of the tested environments through the 

use of media converters, thin and thick clients, and virtual machines, indicates 

that this is a successful design which could be used for further testing.  Expanding 

the test base to other instruments and other manufacturers would be beneficial 

to identify other factors that may not be immediately evident from this thesis. 

Areas that were problematic and could be the basis of further research include 

further testing on laboratory equipment without software assignable COM ports 

similar to the AAS in Phase Two testing.  The AAS testing seemed to indicate 
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that the port assignments were dynamic which could warrant further exploration.  

This would assist in clarifying whether the issue is due to COM port assignment 

or other as yet unknown factors. 

Another area of testing could include additional operating systems such as Linux 

based instrument hosts in combination with serial converters. The P2V 

conversion of Linux based systems could have different challenges versus the 

conversion of Microsoft based operating systems addressed in this thesis.  

Although this thesis used VMware vCenter Converter, other converters could be 

considered that may be more readily available to other laboratories or industries. 

While VMware supports both Windows and Linux based hosts on the same 

platform, exploration with other hypervisor platforms such as Microsoft Hyper-V, 

KVM, or Xen could also be conducted.  Researching the scalability, performance, 

and cost benefits could be of potential assistance not only to chemical 

laboratories, but also to other industrial entities of different complexities, budgets, 

and support skill sets. 

Although the thin client used for testing in this thesis was produced by iGel, other 

thin clients with Windows or Linux embedded operating systems could be tested 

which could also include those with dual serial ports whereby multiple serial 

based instruments could be attached to the same thin client.  Aside from thin 

clients produced by commercial vendors such as IBM, Dell, or iGel, another path 

for research could explore the use of products such as a Raspberry PI or 

Beagleboard platforms which could potentially be attractive to laboratories with 

lower budgets. 

Some serial converters such as the Moxa 1250 have multiple DE-9 serial ports 

which could support multiple instrument connections.  Research into how this 
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configuration could affect the VM environment could be accomplished by 

expanding the testing process described in this thesis.  Different models of serial 

converters such as wireless converters (e.g. Moxa Nport 5110A) and other 

manufacturers could also be explored. 

With regards to environments requiring validation, exploration on what validation 

protocol would be “trusted” by a regulatory agency if it is a virtual environment 

could be conducted.  This could also include determining if there are any 

established standards or norms that can be applied to virtual environments 

requiring validation. 

Finally, further exploration with USB instruments could yield additional insights 

on other configurations that may be created in order to utilize virtual machines.  

Other VMware configurations and environments could be built and tested to 

explore what impact they have on the redirection of USB based instruments. 
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Glossary 

AAS  - Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer – Instrument used to 
quantitatively measure elements using the absorption of light.  

Arcnet – A LAN technology that uses a token bus topology  

BYOD – Bring Your Own Device – Policy which provides guidance for using 
personal mobile devices in the workplace.  

CD – Compact Disk – Digital optical storage device using a disk  

Cold clone – A cloning process which is executed while the operating system is 
not running.  

COM Port – Serial port interface used for communication.  

CPU  - Central Processing Unit  - Computer chip which carries out computer 
code instructions.  

D Shell – Electrical connector named after their shape  

DB-9 – Common name for a serial connector with a D shape and nine pins 
which is used for electronic communication.  Correct name is DE-9.  

DBMS – Database Management System – Software used to create and 
manage databases and provide analytics and querying capabilities on data 
sets.  

DE-9 – Common electrical connector with a D shape and an E size shell 
utilizing nine pins.  Often incorrectly referred to as a DB-9.  

Disk Centrefuge – A device which spins at high speed often used to separate 
liquids that may have a small amount of solids.  

DVD - Digital optical storage device using a disk with higher capacity than a CD  

Digital Visual Interface (DVI) – Display interface often used to connect a 
computer to a display device  

Electronic Laboratory Notebook (ELN) – Software designed to replace physical 
(often paper) laboratory notebooks  

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) – Disruption of electronic equipment often 
caused by being in the vicinity of an electromagnetic field.  

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) – Management information system that 
often incorporates multiple business functions such as Sales, Marketing, 
inventory, etc.  

External Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (eSATA) – An interface that 
supports external storage devices using the same protocol as SATA.  
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Firewire – A high speed external connector used between a computer and 
peripheral devices  

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) – Analytical process used to 
acquire an infrared spectrum of absorption or emission of a solid, liquid or gas. 

Gamma Spectrophotometer – Instrument that measures gamma radiation 
intensity and the energy of photons.  

Gender changer – a.k.a “Gender Bender” is a hardware device that converts a 
cable connector from male-to-female or vice versa.  

Hyper-V – Microsoft hypervisor technology used for creating virtual machines.  

I/O – Input/Output communication between a computing device and another 
processing system.  

Information Technology (IT) – Application of computers and other devices to 
enable the transfer, manipulation, and  processing of information.  

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) – Linux based hypervisor technology used 
for creating virtual machines  

Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) – Software used to 
manage samples and increase lab productivity whereby workflows can be 
automated and laboratory instruments can be integrated.  

Mastersizer – Malvern Model 2000 Particle Size Analyser – Laboratory 
instrument for particle sizing.   

Measurement Control System (MCS) – Allows the continuous measurements of 
control systems such as pressure, temperature, flow rates, etc.  

MD-5 hash – Can be used as a checksum against data that has not been 
corrupted intentionally.  

Modbus – A common industrial serial communications protocol.  

Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) – Online course available with unlimited 
participation.  

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) – Provides information on structure and 
chemical environment of molecules and often used in research.  

Null modem – Provides a method to connect two serial devices using a RS-232 
serial cable without the use of an intervening modem.  

Physical to Virtual (P2V) – A process used to migrate a physical PC with the 
operating system, software, settings, etc. and convert this to a virtual 
environment hosted on a hypervisor.  

Parallel Port – Computer interface used to connect peripherals.  

Process Field Bus (Profibus) – A standard process control automation 
communication technology.  
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Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) – A Microsoft protocol with a graphical 
interface used to connect over a network to another computer.  

RJ-45 – Modular telecommunications jack often used for twisted pair cables to 
connect Ethernet devices.  

Recovery Point Objective (RPO) – The maximum about of data which can be 
lost due to an IT service incident which may be indicated in hours or days.  

RS-232 – Communications standard commonly used for serial ports.  Often 
found on printers, computers, mice, and other peripheral devices.  

RS-422 – Technical standard that specifies signal levels, and electrical 
characteristics but does not define the wiring, connector shape, etc.  

RS-485 – Often used in industrial settings, this technical standard that specifies 
electrical characteristics but does not define the wiring, connector shape, etc.  

Recovery Time Objective (RTO) – The targeted time at which a business 
process must be restored after a disruption in service in order to avoid 
undesirable consequences.  

Serial Port – A communications interface whereby information is transferred one 
bit at a time.  

Snap Shot – A copy of the state of a system taken at a certain point in time.  

Spectrophotometer – An instrument that measures the transmission properties 
of materials.  

TCP/IP – Two well-known protocols of the Internet protocol suite.  Often used to 
refer to either the DoD model or the Internet protocol suite as a whole.  

Thin Client – A lightweight computer often used to connect to virtual machines.  
A thin client lacks a desktop operating system and may only consist of 
peripheral connectors (VGA, DVI, USB, etc.), possibly a cooling fan, and a 
power supply.  

Universal Serial Bus (USB) – Industry standard that defines cables, connectors, 
and communication protocols between computers and peripherals.  

Video Graphics Array (VGA) – Display hardware using a 15 pin D connector 
which can support 1080p or higher.  

Virtual Machine (VM) – An emulated computer residing on a hypervisor which 
provides most of the functionality of a physical PC.  

Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) – Allows the creation and management of 
virtual machines.  

VMware – A commercial firm which provides virtualization capabilities for 
servers, software, and PCs.  

Virtual Network Computing (VNC) – A platform-independent graphical desktop 
sharing system similar to RDP but uses the Remote Frame Buffer protocol.  
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XEN – A free and open source hypervisor by the Linux Foundation.  

X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD) – Laboratory instrument used to analyze material 
structures by examining the scattering patterns when a beam of radiation 
interacts with the material.  
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